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NORTH KOREA AFTER
KIM JONG-IL
Assessing Political Stability in Post-Kim Jong-il North Korea

Hyung-Gu Lynn

Abstract

This paper analyzes the prospects for political stability in North Korea as we approach the one-year mark since Kim Jong-il’s death on December 17, 2011. Taking an intermediate approach between quantitative models and micro-tracking appearances and rankings of individuals, the paper examines developments in the North Korean government’s policies towards its citizens, party and military elites, and foreign policy. The speed, scale, scope, and variety of policies, as long as equilibrium is maintained, indicate that North Korea will remain stable for at least the next five years, although with possibilities for a significant increase in the potential for instability should food supply not improve during the five-year window.
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INTRODUCTION

The avalanche of global media coverage triggered by the North Korean media’s announcement on December 19, 2011 that Kim Jong-il had died on December 17 contained within it predictable warnings of imminent state collapse, this time from the allegedly inevitable internal conflicts among the elite that would ensue from the ascension of a young, relatively untested Kim Jong-un to the throne. Many of these warnings have faded in urgency a year after Kim Jong-il’s death. Nonetheless, there remains considerable range in assessments of political stability in North Korea over the past year. On the one hand, nearly every visit to a funfair by Kim Jong-un or a trip by North Korean emissaries to a Southeast Asian country is brandished as an example of desperation and underlying instability. On the other, sales of missiles parts or unwillingness to uphold security agreements are often treated as the actions of an untrustworthy, calculating, and formidable adversary. So is North Korea in the post-Kim Jong-il era riven by elite factionalism, distracted by amusement parks, and teetering on the brink of domestic political implosion, or is it a ruthless, relentless, lean guerilla state readying itself for a diabolical international explosion?

This paper argues that the sheer scale, speed, and variety of policies and activities undertaken since the formal launch of Kim Jong-un’s rule at the 4th Korean Workers Party (KWP) General Assembly in April 2012 indicate that North Korea is in fact politically stable, and likely to remain so for the next five years at the very least. Unlike some observers who warn of imminent collapse, or those who conclude that the state is likely to remain in near perpetuity due to the power of its ideology, the actual time frame and analysis is more intermediate. The analysis of North Korea’s recent policies towards its rank and file, reforms and changes among the elites and cadres, and developments in the country’s international relations indicates that Kim Jong-un’s control over the country will continue to strengthen. The caveat is that equilibrium has to be maintained in the speed, scale, and scope of economic reforms. If the economy cannot generate a sufficient food supply, in other words, maintain a balance between avoiding famine and reforming too rapidly, regardless of the instruments of oppression and distraction available to the North Korean state, the potential for political instability would likely increase. Nonetheless, there seems at present to be little likelihood of a military coup, foreign intervention, negotiated regime change, or mass revolution in the next five years.

APPROACHES

It is has become a truism to note that political prognostications often appear to have been based on slender and overwrought assumptions in hindsight, and that in any case, most predictions by social scientists are more often incorrect than not.¹ Given the difficulties in accessing and confirming information about North
Korea’s political processes, predictions and projections for the country are even more firmly located in the province of soothsayers and fortunetellers than for most nation-states. Nevertheless, the exercise of assessing North Korea’s political stability and making projections based on the best available information and logic remains important and useful when there are not insignificant numbers of declarations and comments on North Korea’s political stability fuelled largely by wishful thinking and/or vituperative posturing.

There are multiple analytical angles from which to approach the question of political stability/instability in post-Kim Jong-il North Korea. At one end of the quantitative-qualitative spectrum, the Political Instability Index, World Governance Indicators, Political Risk Index, and other projects use available national data for quantitative models that can be applied to all countries. The Political Instability Index for example has isolated a bandwidth within which states general maintain stability, based on a formula of largely (but not exclusively) four variables: economic development as reflected in the infant mortality rate, clear and consistent economic discrimination against specific minority groups, having at least four neighboring states that experienced violent conflicts, and regime type. Based largely for its well-documented economic problems, North Korea ranked in the high-risk category of the Political Instability Index (13/165), increasing its instability ranking from the previous year.² The Political Risk Index places North Korea slightly higher in its table as the 8th most at risk country for 2012, while the Global Innovation Index at INSEAD, which has a section on political environment and stability, leaves out North Korea altogether from its list of 141 countries.

At the other end of the spectrum lies the range of practices that might be placed under the rubric of “North Korea-watching.” This usually involves tracking the number of appearances of an individual in public settings with the leader, tracing order of listing in official rosters for events, poring over still shots from news broadcasts of the Korean Central News Agency, or stitching together information from defectors, visitors, and other sources. These details are essential, but do not necessarily provide, at least in isolation, sufficient context to analyze and project overall political stability.

The approach I take here is intermediate and qualitative, based on the existing conceptualization to analyzing political stability in authoritarian regimes and use of materials published by North Korea as well in South Korea, Japan, China, and other countries. Among the existing typologies, the most common one is threefold: personalist, military, and single party, with the general consensus among scholars who apply this that political succession in the single-party state is the most stable.³ Under this categorization, North Korea has been placed in the hybrid category of personalist and single-party rule, but this overlooks the major role of the Korean People’s Army (KPA) in both administration and economic activity.⁴ A more
appropriate typology for North Korea is fourfold - tinpots (low repression and loyalty), tyrants (high repression, low loyalty), totalitarians (high levels of both), and timocrats (low repression, high loyalty).\(^5\) North Korea can be categorized as totalitarian – high levels of repression and high levels of loyalty, despite the impression given by some defectors and activists that there is only high repression and low loyalty. Under this classification, whether the North Korean state is right (national socialist) or left (socialist or communist) is less important than the fact that it can wield various strategies and tactics to exercise societal control and loyalty within the existing system.

Thus, the key becomes whether the extent and ultimately effect of societal controls, incentives, and distractions are sufficient to maintain or strengthen political stability. Within the scale, scope, and variety of policies, the keyword for political stability is “equilibrium.” This is not in the sense of a formal application of Nash and other relevant equilibriums but as a figurative strategy for the North Korean government in specific policy areas. For example, in specific policy areas, Kim Jong-un must maintain a balance between ruling via social controls and distracting people via broadcasts of amusement park openings in Pyongyang, between buying loyalty and instilling fear. Within the economy, equilibrium has to be maintained between starvation and prosperity in economic policy. Stationary bandits, unlike roving bandits, have an interest in preserving to some extent the wealth of the society from which they steal.\(^6\) Assuming then totalitarian governments are the evolutionary descendants of stationary bandits, even dictators need to provide sufficient public goods in order to mobilize labor, retain societal control, and foster loyalty. At the same time, an overly healthy economy in such states may undermine political control as much as deteriorating material conditions might, as autonomous socio-economic groups may emerge as a result.\(^7\) In elite politics, Kim Jong-un needs to maintain equilibrium in power distributions between the three major administrative organs, the Cabinet, the Korean Workers Party (KWP), and the Korean People’s Army (KPA) as he attempts to consolidate control over internal resources. In foreign policy, maintaining equilibrium between grappling with clear and palpable external threats and engagement through cultural exchanges and other symbolic gestures of cooperation appears to remain the modus operandi.

**MASS DISTRACTIONS**

The primary goal for Kim Jong-un has been to inject charisma, symbolic authority, and actual power into his rule. This has been accomplished through invocations of the past via his resemblance to his grandfather, emphasis on legitimacy via his bloodlines, and staged performances of youthful, energetic leadership and commitment to the comfort of his comrades. In this light, Kim Jong-un’s nearly countless visits to funfairs and other public facilities cannot simply be dismissed...
as reflections of an immature leader more attracted to entertainment than political and economic challenges, or dismissed as bizarre and trivial. Rather, these should be read as clever performances of caring and tools of mass distraction. The number and range of these social reforms, such as they may be in substance, indicate an awareness of and ability to innovate and update past practices. Kim Jong-un appears to be aiming to maintain equilibrium between providing rhetoric and material outcomes that indicate to the citizens that he cares, but at the same time, he does not want to relax social controls to the extent that citizens would be free to voice protest.

The sheer volume and variety of these social reforms and the extent to which the elites from the KWP and the KPA have been mobilized for many of the opening ceremonies, on-site guidances and inspections, indicate that these are part of a calculated and systematic attempt to strengthen mass loyalty among the rank and file towards Kim Jong-un. The Young Leader is portrayed as the caring and vigorous leader of the country, presenting visible tangible benefits for his people, creating some distraction, either actual or vicarious, for the reality of malnutrition and food shortages in the country. The fact that most of these facilities are concentrated in Pyongyang and inaccessible to the majority of the population is less important than their propaganda value as allegedly material evidence of the state’s concern for people’s lives.

Aside from mass distraction, Kim Jong-un has begun mass mobilization of segments of the population that had been relatively under-utilized during his father’s time, namely youth and women. After officially anointing Kim Jong-un as his successor in September 2010 at the 3rd KWP General Assembly, Kim Jong-il attended the annual concert of the Youth League for the first time in ten years in November 2010, paving the path for the succession and for Kim Jong-un’s own propaganda and mobilization tactics. Newscasts on North Korean TV frequently featured segments on youth working or studying throughout 2012, reaching a crescendo around Youth Day on August 27. Kim Jong-un attended multiple concerts and assemblies. Youth League groups descended on the capital over the summer holding training sessions but also taking in amusement parks, such as the Kaesŏn Youth Park, while editorials emphasized the importance of youth in building a strong nation throughout the year. While Youth Day itself was only established in 1991, the Youth League has long been a powerful organization along with KWP and KPA. As all youth between the ages of fourteen and thirty are required at least on paper to join their local Youth League branch, the scale of the organization and its multiple functions as mobilized labor and monitors for dissidence and discontent means the Youth League serves as a large pool for recruiting the next generation KWP elites. In fact, many current elites gained initial experience in leadership through the Youth League, most notably, Kim Jong-un’s uncle Chang Sŏng-t’aek and protégé Ch’oe Ryong-hae.
Women have also been mobilized and ‘recognized’ under Kim Jong-un’s rule. Kim Jong-il had technically forbidden women from riding bicycles throughout the country in the mid-1990s. Kim Jong-un repealed his father’s law in August 2012, implicitly recognizing that women have been using bicycles outside of Pyongyang, and that women have been essential to maintaining markets in areas outside of the capital. Mothers have also been spotlighted. When Kim Jong-un remarked during a site guidance visit to a horticultural research center on September 22, 2012 that the flowers he saw would make good gifts on Mother’s Day, observers concluded that a new holiday had been established. International Women’s Day (March 8) had been a public holiday, but no Mother’s Day had been celebrated previously. As it turned out, Kim Jong-un announced that November 16 was to be Mother’s Day in order to mark a 1961 Kim Il-sung speech at a KWP Central Committee meeting on the importance of the role of mothers in revolution. The 4th Assembly of Mothers met on November 15 and met with Kim Jong-un in the build-up to Mother’s Day. Kim Il-sung’s wife and Kim Jong-un’s grandmother, Kim Chǒng-Suk, who had been officially named one of the Three Great Generals of Paekdusan (along with the Father and the Son) in December 1997, was featured in several segments on TV, reinforcing the revolutionary role not just of mothers but also the “Paekdusan bloodlines” (royal bloodlines) of Kim Jong-un through repeated showings of photographs of young Kim Il-sung with Kim Chǒng-suk and Kim Jong-il as a child. Ko Yǒng-hŭi, Kim Jong-un’s mother was not referred to, indicating that Kim Jong-un is aware that the cost-benefit balance did not warrant a public apotheosis of his own mother, who was a Korean born in Japan, a group that has been discriminated against for the most part in North Korea, and not Kim Jong-il’s official wife. In fact, a hagiographic film of Ko Yǒng-hŭi produced in 2011 that repeatedly referred to her as our “respected Mother” (but never by her name) was screened to KWP and KPA officials during May 2012, but not shown to the public. The public appearances of Ri Sol-ju (Yi Sǒl-ju), Kim Jong-un’s wife, presumably a symbol of the new and modern young women of North Korea, can be seen as another documented attempt to make better use of women for political mobilization.

Either directly or indirectly, through photos and other propaganda, these mobilizations also create linkages to the past and help infuse Kim Jong-un with the necessary legitimacy and charisma. For example, the main inspiration for the emphasis on culture (amusement parks, shows, roller skating, etc.) seems to be Kim Jong-il’s 1973 “Three Revolutions Team Movement” that featured Youth League leaders as a vanguard for a wider social movement to revolutionize thought, technology, and culture. In 1977, Kim Jong-il oversaw renovations to the National Zoo (opened in 1959) and opened the first amusement park in North Korea in the same year, presaging Kim Jong-un’s frequent on-site guidance visits to various cultural facilities in 2012. After officially introducing Kim Jong-un his successor at the 3rd KWP General Assembly held in September 2010, Kim Jong-il in fact visited several public facilities, including amusement parks and the Central
Zoo. If Kim Jong-il wrote treatises in book form on various dimensions of arts and culture, with a particular emphasis on film as the medium of the future, Kim Jong-un issues Twitter-like missives about how “music without politics is like a flower without a fragrance, and politics without music is like politics without a heart.” Numerous articles that recall Kim Jong-il’s concern for the people, youth and women further vulcanize the links between Kim Jong-un and his father. One North Korean report recounts how Kim Jong-il, just a few days before his death (December 4, 2011), toured the Kaesŏn Youth Park with Kim Jong-un despite the bracing cold weather to ensure with his own eyes that the park was operating smoothly and that all visitors were enjoying themselves, while another recounts how Kim Jong-il constantly worried about the people. Of course, the replacement of Kim Il-sung monuments at multiple locations with two statues, one of Kim Il-sung and the other of Kim Jong-il, is another element of this invocation of the past to lacquer legitimization myths and renew old idols. There are, predictably, the usual myths about Kim Jong-un published in book form and broadcast in the news. The same stories had been in circulation among the KWP and KPA rank and file since 2009 “Documents on the greatness of Young leader Comrade Kim Jong-un” (Ch’ŏngnyŏn taejang Kim Jong-un tongji e taehan widaesŏng charyo), but apparently, if Kim Jong-il made eleven straight hole in ones in golf, then Kim Jong-un was able to drive at fast speeds at six, was a perfect pistol shot as a child from 100 meters away, and can speak English, German, French, and Italian, etc.

The mass distractions and social mobilizations have been balanced by rhetorical and material calls and actual controls for renewed commitment to the revolution, most notably in the declarations regarding the “untrodden snow path spirit” that became even more ubiquitous after a front page editorial on “untrodden snow paths” was published in Rodong sinmun on October 16. However, the phrase had actually been used with gradually increasing frequency after Kim Jong-il’s death, in particular after an article reflecting on the “spirit of taking untrodden snow paths” was published in July 2012. The propaganda connects the 1990s “arduous march” during the famines and the ever-growing revolutionary spirit to steel the masses to take the path previously not taken. This is consistent with a longer trajectory in North Korean rhetoric: North Korean officials concluded that insufficient investment in ideology, ethics and morals was one of the reasons why the Soviet-bloc collapsed in the late-1980s and early-1990s. Consequently, the state had been emphasizing since the 1990s training and education in ethics, morals, and thought.

Societal distractions and resource distributions are insufficient, so fortified oppression and controls via increasing personnel social security and national security departments has long been, as has been well-documented, a significant part of North Korea’s domestic strategy. Increased border security has resulted in a noticeable decrease in the number of refugees. According to the Ministry of Unification in South Korea, the number of North Korean refugees/defectors
entering South Korea declined from 2,706 for 2011, to 1,202 from January to October 2012, so possibly 1,400-1,500 by year’s end. Kim Jong-un has repeatedly called on police officers and judges urging for the capture and punishment of “anti-state criminals,” and visited the Ministry of State Security twice this fall, exhorting the protection of the people from “traitors.” Human rights violations continue, as do the documentaries on these camps and survivors’ lives.

Moreover, there have been numerous reports of intensification of attempts to track down North Korean refugees in China and return them to North Korea, and even more dramatically, scout, persuade, or threaten North Korean refugees in South Korea to return to the North. In fact, three press conferences featuring refugees or defectors who returned to the North have been broadcast on North Korean TV in the last five months. On June 28, Pak In-suk held a press conference, claiming that she felt ashamed to have left the country but was moved when Kim Jong-un provided her with an apartment and welcomed her back. On July 19, Chŏn Yong-ch’ŏl claimed that the South had sent him back with orders to destroy the statues of Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il at Mansudae (but prevented and forgiven, according to the press conference), and on November 8, a couple with a young baby, husband Kim Kwang-hyŏk and wife Ko Chŏng-nam, spoke of the disappointment and discrimination they experienced during their four years in the South, despite the fact that according to neighbors, the couple, or at least the wife, had seemed quite content in Seoul, and the husband’s mother and younger sister were still in South Korea. There have been reports that KWP and workplace managers were instructed to ensure 100 percent viewership of the TV interview, and even provided electricity to offices to generate this result. Most South Korean media outlets speculated that Pak In-suk was likely forced to return by the fact that her son had been left in North Korea since 2006, and may have been used as a hostage. Others have also been persuaded or coerced into returning as well, with some observers estimating that a hundred people have returned to the North in the first half of 2012 alone.

**Elite Differentiations**

The theme of equilibrium is even more salient at the level of elite differentiation. Kim Jong-un has rapidly reshuffled decision-making power over economic matters away from the KPA to the KWP and the Cabinet. Yet, he cannot afford to upset the symbiotic equilibrium between these three major administrative entities. In terms of maintaining equilibrium in speed of personnel changes, Kim Jong-un has acted quickly to consolidate power by removing many advisors who had been close to his father. At the same time, he seems to have avoided unnecessarily triggering organized opposition by over-pacing personnel changes.

Kim Jong-un has actually been following in the well-established tactics employed by his grandfather and father to consolidate power, namely purging potential
rivals, undertaking large-scale personnel changes, and promoting those most loyal to them. Nevertheless, the game of musical chairs in top positions in the KWP, KPA, and the Cabinet has been occurring with unprecedented alacrity since April 2012. It took Kim Il-sung decades, from 1948 to 1967, to eliminate various rival factions, and likewise, Kim Jong-il took around ten years, from 1974 to the mid-1980s, to build his own network among the KPA officers. Kim Jong-il and Kim Jong-un had together initiated a generational shift within the KWP around September 2010 by retiring KWP members sixty and above. But more surprisingly, since April 2012, Kim Jong-un has made changes to one-fourth of all Cabinet Minister posts, and consolidated economic planning under the Cabinet and the KWP.27

Pak Myong-ch’ŏl (born 1941), the son-in-law of Rikidōzan, the Zainichi professional wrestler, and sworn blood brother of Kim Jong-il (they lived together when they were children) was removed from his position as Minister of Sports.28 Other ministers, including Kim Pong-ch’ŏl (1941, Commerce), Na Tong-hui (1939, Land Transportation), and Yi Kyŏng-sik (1946, Agriculture), were all replaced by much younger ministers born after the end of the Korean War. In the meantime, several former Cabinet officials with experience in economic affairs, including Han Kwang-bok, former Vice Premier and former Minister of Electrical Engineering, Pak Pong-ju (Premier from 2003 to 2007), Kwak Pŏm-gi (former Vice Premier), and Yi Su-yong were appointed to a range of positions within the KWP.

Numerous changes among the top officials in the KPA have also proved to be constant fodder for military rank and number watchers, as well as the media and intelligence, with speculation about what these changes mean running rampant. I would suggest that speed and scale of these changes, as well as the existence of similar tactics used to control the selectocracy in the KWP and KPA by Kim Jong-il in particular, would seem to indicate that the various promotions, demotions, and re-promotions of KPA officers is not a sign of a military coup or organized opposition, but of bringing the KPA under tighter KWP and Cabinet control. Individual officers may feel aggrieved at intrusion by the KWP, especially KWP Central Military Committee Vice Chairman Ch’oe Ryong-hae into KPA matters, but there have not been any indications of organized opposition. If anything, the re-promotion to general and subsequent appointment of hardliner Kim Kyŏk-sik to Minister of Defense, replacing Kim Chŏng-gak who was appointed president of Kim Il-sung University, would indicate that the top officers, especially those over 70, are for the most part falling in line or pushed into retirement. Some 30 percent of KPA officers over 70 have been replaced via promotions of those in their 40s-50s.29 Despite some sensational and unconfirmed media reports of possible coups and massive disgruntlement, these promotions seem to be part of an established strategy for testing and promoting loyalty. Many “princelings” or children of both KWP and KPA elites, including O Kŭng-ryŏl’s son O Se-hyŏn, have been playing prominent roles in various positions.30
Thus, longtime mainstays, such as O Kŭng-ryŏl, who according to some observers had been competing with Chang Sŏng-t’aek to attract funds from overseas Koreans in China during the last days of Kim Jong-il’s rule, has been relegated into the background. Other prominent KPA officials, including the four KPA officers who accompanied Kim Jong-il’s hearst at the funerary procession on December 28, 2011 has been removed from their positions or relegated to second line positions. Aside from Kim Chŏng-gak mentioned above, U Tong-ch’uk has not appeared in public since March 2012, while Yi Yong-ho (Ri Yong-ho) was removed from all posts in a widely reported move in July 2012. Kim Yŏng-ch’un remains on the roster of public visiting delegations, although listed after Ch’oe Ryong-hae. Other demotions have included Kim Yong-ch’ŏl, who South Korean intelligence had identified along with Kim Kyŏk-sik as one of the leaders of the shelling of Yŏng’pyŏngdo, from general to colonel, and Hyŏn Yŏng-ch’ŏl, Chief of General Staff and ostensibly Yi Yong-ho’s successor, from Vice Marshall to General.

In addition to personnel demotions and promotions, the reorganization of economic units within the KPA indicates that Kim Jong-un has been able to strengthen his control over the military. The KPA’s overseas economic activities unit, known as Room 39, was reportedly closed in August 2012 soon after Yi Yong-ho’s dismissal from all posts, and Room 38, the KWP’s unit that acted as the Kim Family’s “personal safe,” was closed in October 2012. At the same time, gifts to the selectocracy in both the KPA and the KWP in the form of Swiss watches (Victorinox) and designer goods apparently continue to be sent out, as do other material incentives such as preferential access to food and housing.

Some observers claim that the shift in the power equilibrium from the KPA to the KWP and the Cabinet will destabilize the country. This assertion appears to be based in part on the assumption that North Korea had been under Kim Jong-il a military-run state. The “Military First” politics and the 2009 Constitutional Revision defining the National Defense Commission as the representative of the country in Article 109, item 1, would at first glance appear to support this view. However, the objective in the Constitutional Revisions had not been to militarize the country but to allow the KPA to function more effectively within the national system. Furthermore, KWP, the Central Committee and Central Administrative Committee (Chŏngmuwŏn), which became the “Cabinet” in 1998, were also elevated in status along with the National Defense Commission during each Constitutional revision in 1992, 1998, and 2009, meaning that while the power had shifted to the KPA, even under “Military First” politics, the country was never merely a “military state.” Conversely, the adjustment of the power equilibrium towards greater weight given the Party and the Cabinet does not mean the desiccation of KPA either, as evinced by the recent reports of possible missile tests and Kim Jong-un’s repeated visits to military facilities.
FOREIGN POLICY DIVERSIFICATIONS

Diversification in the realm of foreign and security policy have, like domestic political reforms, been based on the tactics used by Kim Jong-il, with the primary goal appearing to be maintaining equilibrium between external tensions and international outreach. The speed and scope of the activities again would indicate that these diversifications are part of a calculated mix rather than random moves from a regime with an uncertain immediate political future.

On one hand, North Korea has increased its cultural and sports exchanges. Among other examples, North Korea agreed to send an athlete to the Paralympics in November 2010, and in fact sent its first athlete to the September 2012 London Paralympics. A North Korean film, _Comrade Kim Flying_ (a joint production between North Korean, British and Belgian teams that began four years ago), was shown at the Pusan International Film Festival in September 2012, while _A Promise in Pyongyang_, a joint Chinese-North Korean production, was released in China and North Korea in June 2012, and shown in South Korea in November 2012. The Unhasu Orchestra joined the Radio France Philharmonic for a series of concerts in March 2012 under the baton of the renowned South Korean conductor Chung Myung-Whun, and Munich Philharmonic visited Pyongyang and performed concerts with North Korean counterparts in November 2012. A semi-pro basketball delegation of Americans visited Pyongyang in June 2012, and a Japanese taekwondo team visited Pyongyang in November 2012.

Multiple visits to Southeast Asian countries through the summer of 2012 appear to draw inspiration in part from initiatives undertaken in 2002-3 to diversify sources of capital, food, and technology. Around 2002, North Korea shifted from pursuing exchanges in Southeast Asia based on ideological affinity to the non-aligned movement to estimations of economic benefits. North Korea appears to be well aware of the economic growth rates registered by countries such as Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Vietnam, and the fact that trade with ASEAN countries had declined from around 10 percent of the total value during 2000-2006 to 2 percent in 2011. Investments into Rajin, increased trade in goods and technology, and food aid were the main points of discussion raised by the head of the delegations, Kim Yŏng-nam, the long-serving chair of the presidium of the Supreme People’s Assembly and experienced foreign policy hand. Agreements to increase media and economic exchanges were concluded with Malaysia, whose goal of expanding the Global Movement of Moderates (promoting engagement and moderation in international relations) appears to intersect with Pyongyang’s aims to diversify sources of funds and food. On the heels of a 2-0 loss in a friendly soccer game with the North Korean national team in September, Indonesia pledged $2 million in food aid. In October, North Korea also launched a campaign to attract more tourists from Taiwan and the Philippines.
The key of course is not to treat these events in isolation. In October and November alone, North Korea claimed that its missiles could reach the US mainland, announced a state of semi-war alert, Kim Jong-un bestowed honors to soldiers who had participated in the shelling of Yŏnp’yŏngdo, and threatened to shell the island again if military exercises were carried out by the South on the anniversary of the shelling.43 Aside from such incidents or concerns about missile tests, North Korean capture of Chinese fishing boats in May has only served to increase the number of observers in China calling for a reassessment of the China-North Korea relationship.44

North Korea has also been tracking with great concern South Korea’s acquisition of the Patriot Advanced Capability-3 (PAC-3) surface-to-air guided missile defense system from initial discussions to final purchase.45 Again, rather than dismiss some of the operatic protests about the US-South Korean military as paranoid ranting, it would be useful to note that there appear to be clear strategic concerns, as well as propaganda value, in criticizing the US and South Korea when compared with the fact that there have been no North Korean criticisms of Indonesia’s standing order of sixteen T-50 Golden Eagle supersonic light fighter planes manufactured by South Korea. Moving missile components from the research center to the testing site, and announcing a test launch for days before the South Korean presidential election is another indication that the use of both provocations and outreach is likely to continue.

North Korea’s relations with Syria also indicate that diversification of foreign relations and mix of tension and outreach will likely remain for the foreseeable future. The discovery of missile parts (445 graphite cylinders) from North Korea on a Chinese ship that was headed to Syria and widely reported statements from Kim Jong-un in support of Bashir Al Assad certainly does nothing to improve North Korea’s image abroad.46 From North Korea’s perspective, Syria is ideologically aligned with its message of autonomy and anti-US imperialism and also one of the few oil-producing countries other than China willing to engage in trade, especially for missile parts. Articles introducing Syria’s oil production trends and IT industries accompanied the arrival of a Syrian delegation in North Korea October 29, and soon after, an agreement to increase economic cooperation and exchanges was announced on November 5, 2012.47 On October 5, 2012, the 67th anniversary of the founding of the KWP, Bashir Al Assad sent a congratulatory message to Kim Jong-un, which was reciprocated in the more widely reported statement from Kim Jong-un on November 16 congratulating Syria on the commemoration of what North Korea called Syria’s “rectification movement,” the rise to power of Hagez Al Assad, Bashir Al Assad’s father in November 1970.48

As for the Six-Party Talks and nuclear weapons, suffice it to say that there are no indications of any immediate or significant changes. If anything, the widely reported amendment to the Constitution in 2011 that included a reference to its
being a “nuclear power state” makes it even clearer that North Korea has little interest in giving up its nuclear weapons program. North Korea continues to call for recognition as a nuclear state along with the US, Russia, Britain, France, and China, and there is also little likelihood that this will be forthcoming in de jure terms. North Korea will continue to be the object of scrutiny and monitoring as the only one of the non Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) recognized nuclear states with an openly adversarial relationship with the US, and especially so as it is unlikely to follow the “Pakistan solution” and join the war on terror. The Libyan civil war and the overthrow of Muammar Qaddafi merely reinforced North Korea’s belief that possession of nuclear weapons, even with vexed delivery technologies, is a key not only to national identity but a deterrent to external intervention. The light water nuclear reactor currently under construction and the possibilities of another missile launch in December merely confirm that cultural exchanges and diplomatic maneuvers will continue to be accompanied by military activities, a strategy that has been in place since the 1960s.

**ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENTS**

As other papers in this series have focused on the economic dimensions of North Korea under Kim Jong-un, the discussion in this section will be brief. While absolute poverty does not invariably lead to regime or state collapse, and perceptions of relative poverty in North Korea can be dampened by various ideological and speech controls, the reality remains that for the stationary bandit or stationary missionary, there need to be people to exploit or convert, meaning people will need food if not cars. Kim Jong-un indirectly acknowledged this when in the equivalent of an inauguration speech on April 15, 2012 he pledged to work on behalf of the people. Of course, the latest reports from 2012 all indicate malnutrition is still prevalent despite improved harvests this past summer. The Public Distribution System (PDS), had always covered only around 70 percent of the total population, and clearly differentiated between the ranks in terms of frequency, volume, quality, and variety of food distribution, but has deteriorated in the past year according to recent refugee/defector accounts. Reports from within the country indicate that corn was distributed until April, then starting in May supplies of corn was reduced to 20 days-worth, and by August and September only 15 days of each month.

Recognition of course does not lead to success. Investments in Rajin or reopening Kumgangsan to South Korean tourists, opening new perfume factories and supermarkets generate revenues and can be useful for official propaganda, but the actual total economic growth rate at this point is less important than basic health and food supply. While the military first rhetoric (albeit under KWP supervision) has been retained in formalistic terms, in substance, the state has shifted its focus to the economic reform under the KWP and Cabinet leadership. As was the case
with the 7.1 economic reforms of 2002, the 6.28 economic reforms focused on agriculture did not appear in official documents and the majority of assessments of their potential effectiveness veer towards the skeptical.\textsuperscript{56} 

Attitudes may have changed since the late-1990s when the eldest son Kim Jong-nam had his initial fall out with Kim Jong-il over the pace and direction of economic reforms.\textsuperscript{57} Small groups of economics professors from North Korean universities are studying market principles outside of the country, and have benchmarked cases such as China, Vietnam, and Singapore. It would be judicious to temper expectations of a Chinese-style set of reforms, however. The basic political and economic structure remains, and has not been revised. The bulk of North Korea’s economic research still leans towards the theoretical, largely examining Soviet-derived centrally planned distribution theories called “economic cybernetics” or System of Optimally Functioning Socialist Economy (SOFE).\textsuperscript{58} A survey of recent studies of South Korea’s economy by academics in North Korea indicated that the analysis invariably praised socialist approaches to economics and invoked the stereotype of South Korea as a vassal to the US and Japan, thereby reaffirming the superiority of North Korea’s \textit{chuch’\,e}-based economic system.\textsuperscript{59} While the field of economics and policy probably intersect less frequently than might be expected in most countries, there is little indication that the underlying problems related to planned economies has been acknowledged in North Korean academic or policy-making circles.

Regardless of the extent to which Chang Sŏng-t’aek was shocked when he visited South Korea in 2002 and observed first-hand the results of decades of sustained development and growth, in all likelihood, North Korea will continue to hew closer to the lower edge of the acceptable bandwidth of performance in economic terms, meaning food shortages and malnutrition will likely remain, especially in the northeastern rural areas, and the economy will remain heavily dependent on China. Around 90 percent of all North Korea’s trade is with China, although China’s trade with South Korea is far greater in volume and market value. North Korea’s role as a strategic buffer and a link in China’s “Revitalize the Northeast campaign” (\textit{Zhenxing Dongbei lao gongye jidi}) will likely mean continued efforts by North Korea to find alternative sources of funds and aid while at the same time strengthening national and local level economic linkages with China.\textsuperscript{60}

**Conclusion**

In studying North Korea’s political stability, there needs to be a separation from normative and sometimes wishful thinking and analysis. North Korea, from a normative and prescriptive view, ought to improve its human rights conditions and the food security of all its citizens, but this is quite a different claim than analyzing what the North Korean state can do in terms of capacity, and what is should do if its own goal is long-term regime survival and stability. All too often, quantitative
analyses reproduce media reports that can be presented without context, and more grounded approaches can become distracted by the mesmerizing minutia of life in North Korea.

There is precious little information on the interpersonal dynamic between the what looks to be current core three individuals in power – Kim Jong-un, Chang Sŏng-t’aek, and Ch’oe Ryong-hae, and some media observers have claimed that Chang would attempt a palace overthrow in the near future. While acknowledging that as always, information on some key elements of North Korean politics remains adamantly opaque, available information indicates that Kim Jong-un has undertaken a wide range of policy initiatives largely based on established templates used by Kim II-sun and Kim Jong-il, and has carried out personnel changes at an unprecedented pace while clearly differentiating his style of rule from his father’s. The speed, scale, scope, and variety of policies in North Korea’s moves to distract, mobilize, and control its citizens, tame and turn over its selectocracy, and diversify its foreign and security policies all indicate that the totalitarian combination of high oppression and high loyalty will likely remain. This is all the more likely as despite the pace of changes, awareness of past practices is very much evident, and equilibrium between mass distraction and mass starvation, overreliance on the KPA or the KWP, and conflicts with external threats and exchanges with others has been maintained, albeit to varying degrees of effectiveness in each policy area. Consequently, projecting political stability for at least the next five years would seem to be a reasonable conclusion.
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KEYS TO THE KIMDOM: NORTH KOREA'S ECONOMIC HERITAGE AND PROSPECTS AFTER KIM JONG-IL'S DEATH
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ABSTRACT

This paper looks at the economy Kim Jong-un has inherited and its prospects. The economy of northern Korea suffered several wrenching reorientations before its great leap backwards in the 1990s. One reason is that successive Kims have rarely made the economy a priority, but have subordinated it to politics, ideology and above all the military. This neglect and bad policies have done much damage, yet the DPRK economy does not lack potential. Areas of promise or at least hope include minerals, export zones, processing/outsourcing, and labor export, all of which are already under way in varying degrees. In the longer run North Korea will also become a 24 million strong consumer market, and it could leverage its geography to become a hub in the nascent northeast Asian regional economy. The prerequisite for any real and lasting economic flourishing, however, is for the regime to both unambiguously embrace reform and also address old reputational issues such as state crime and chronic failure to pay debts or honor agreements. In this context, Kim Jong-un’s first year at the helm offers no clear pointers of fundamental change. Hints are not enough: the DPRK regime needs to stop blaming and provoking others and take responsibility for its future, without further delay.
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One of the cardinal problems arising in the revolution and construction in each country today is the problem concerning how and in what direction to develop its economy. Whether this problem is correctly solved or not poses (sic) as a question of principle affecting the destiny of the revolution and construction in each country.

- Economic Research Institute, Academy of Social Sciences of the DPRK; 10 October 1976

The ‘theory’ that large-scale economy cannot develop rapidly is but a sophistry brought forward by some people to justify the fact that their technical progress is slow and their economy stagnant because they, talking about ‘liberalisation’ and ‘democratic development’, did not educate their working people and [hence] the latter are ideologically so soft as to fiddle about and loaf on the job.

- Kim Il-sung, On Some Theoretical Problems of the Socialist Economy, 1969

We opened already. Do I have to say it again? We allow foreign investment and joint ventures. We opened. Is there any room for more opening? We have set up zones where they can best fit in. When we open we do it in our own way, not following others. It’s anathema for me to follow others.

- Kim Il-sung, interview with foreign visitors, April 1994

At this time, when the situation is complicated, I cannot solve all knotty problems while handling practical economic work. I should take charge of the party, the Army, and other major sectors. If I handle even practical economic work, it would have irreparable consequences on the revolution and construction. When he was alive, the leader [Kim Il-sung] told me not to get involved in economic work. He repeatedly told me that if I got involved in economic work, I would not be able to handle party and Army work properly … Administrative and economic functionaries must take charge of economic work in a responsible manner … Strengthening the Army is more important than anything else given today’s complicated situation.

- Kim Jong-il, speech at Kim Il-sung University for its 50th anniversary, December 1996 (just when famine was beginning to bite hard).

Today the DPRK’s economy is at the highest tide of its development ever in history.

- KCNA Commentary Terms ‘DPRK's Economic Meltdown’ Absurd, 11 November 2011
INTRODUCTION

What is North Korea? A threat. A headache. A problem. But not so often an economy. The DPRK is much discussed and fretted over, yet our attention tends to be partial and selective.

In this, ironically, we mirror Pyongyang’s own self-distortions. Nowadays – unlike the past, as witness the book from which the first quotation above is taken – this regime presents itself as a nuclear power, a political fortress, an ideological monolith: Anything but an economy.

Everywhere else in the world, economic discourse dominates the serious media. Especially but not only in democracies, governments produce statistics, plans, and policies; knowing their citizens will judge, and maybe punish them, for their economic stewardship above all. As James Carville famously summed it up for Bill Clinton: “It’s the economy, stupid!”

But not in North Korea. That is their failure, and also ours. Theirs is the original and greater sin. Having spent over forty years imbibing DPRK discourse, I am struck by how little it now focuses on the economy. You wonder what both speaker and audience are really thinking when, year after year, ministers present a budget with no hard numbers. A decade ago they at least gave total income and expenditure, while half a century ago Pyongyang published statistics like normal countries do. In this as in much else, North Korea has gone backwards.

If ever the DPRK media do broach matters economic, it is as homiletics rather than science. People are constantly urged to storm this or that height, show loyalty, keep the faith. All you need is will. Recently the Party daily Rodong Sinmun boasted: “The practical experience and reality of the DPRK go to prove that any country can achieve scientific and technological progress when it maintains an independent and creative stand and buckles down to the work with a will on the principle of self-reliance.” (emphasis added.)

We risk echoing that bias if we focus solely on political and security dimensions, crucial as those are for obvious reasons.

Evaluating the DPRK’s economic prospects now is a two-fold task. Like the Roman deity Janus, we have to look both ways. While this paper seeks to be future-oriented, any realistic predictions must be based on an accurate account and honest appraisal of the economic mess which Kim Jong-un has inherited. Literally and metaphorically, this is a poisoned chalice – or should we say chalip, echoing Pyongyang’s own slogan. (It means economic self-reliance, though that boast was always mendacious. In truth the DPRK was launched and sailed on a sea of Soviet aid, till Moscow finally and abruptly pulled the plug in 1991 – when this leaky creaky vessel began to take on water, almost sank, and has been foundering ever since.)
Northern Economic History: Wrenching Reorientations

What then is Kim Jong-un’s economic inheritance? We begin by sketching the *longue durée* in a wider context than is usually done. Cha Myung-soo recently offered a brisk and perhaps contentious round-up of the past half-millennium of the whole peninsula’s economic history:

Two regime shifts divide the economic history of Korea during the past six centuries into three distinct periods: 1) the period of Malthusian stagnation up to 1910, when Japan annexed Korea; 2) the colonial period from 1910-45, when the country embarked upon modern economic growth; and 3) the post colonial decades, when living standards improved rapidly in South Korea, while North Korea returned to the world of disease and starvation.¹²

North Korea today is often likened to the late 19th century hermit kingdom in the Choson dynasty’s dying decades, when the Taewongun tried to keep the world at bay. Cha’s account suggests more specific comparisons. Much earlier, Choson too saw its command economy shattered, “forc[ing] a transition to a market economy.” Then too the agents were external: invasions from Japan and China. The modern version was more complex: Moscow pulling the plug caused farming to collapse, leading to famine and forcing the regime to allow markets. Or this too sounds rather familiar, in a section headlined “Dynastic Degeneration”:

During the nineteenth century, living standards appeared to deteriorate … poor peasants left Korea for northern China …. The worsening living standards imply that the aggregate output contracted, because land and labor were being used in an ever more inefficient way.¹³

Analogies apart, let me propose a tentative periodization of North Korean economic history based on two concepts: marginality, and wrenching reorientations. Historically, as Kim Sun-joo and her contributors show in a fascinating study,¹⁴ long before partition in 1945 the three traditional provinces of northern Korea were already a realm apart: peripheral, far from the center of things, marginal and discriminated against. Very little economic development took place. Hardly any analyses of the DPRK consider it against this background and context.

By contrast, the colonial era (1905-45) jolted northern Korea into centrality. The beginnings of industrialization saw its mineral and hydropower resources exploited, and rail and road networks built. Korea became a more connected economy, with heavy industry in the north while light industry and farming dominated the south. Integration was also international, in two directions: not only perforce in subordination to Japan’s needs, but also to some extent towards northeastern China, especially during Manchukuo’s brief but interesting existence.¹⁵
1945 began a third phase, again discontinuous and doubly wrenching. Korea’s partition saw North and South severed from one another, completely so after 1953. North Korea also lost its economic ties to Japan, though trade would later revive until Tokyo banned it recently. Swivelling to face north instead of east, the new DPRK now had the USSR, in Japan’s former role – if more benignly – as its focus of orientation and sponsoring power. Though Kim Il-sung refused to join Comecon and flirted with China politically, for over forty years Moscow was Pyongyang’s main trade partner, investor and lender of last resort. Like the Japanese era on which (despite the political rupture) it built economically, this too was a period of some economic development, albeit decelerating and stagnating towards the end.

In the 1990s a third vicious wrench ushered in a tragic fourth phase, undermining what went before. The new Russia abruptly ended not only aid but most trade too, as Pyongyang could not pay. Unlike the previous two phases – and only half as long, lasting till about 2009 – this ‘arduous march’ era saw no single outside power economically predominant. China steadily increased its heft, but from 1998 Seoul rivaled Beijing for influence during the ‘sunshine’ decade. This ended when Lee Myung-bak took office as ROK President in February 2008.

We may now be entering a fifth phase, though this time the transition is less clear-cut. Since 2008, an almost unopposed China has steadily increased its economic and other influence in the DPRK. The figures are startling. Sino-North Korean trade rose almost three-fold in just four years (2007-2011); the DPRK’s exports to China more than quadrupled. South Korean conservatives now grumble that North Korea is becoming a fourth province of Manchuria, seemingly oblivious that this unwelcome turn of events is entirely their own fault. The next ROK president, whoever she or he may be, will try to get back into the game in Pyongyang and recover ground lost by the current administration. Even the conservative Park Geun-hye, who dined with Kim Jong-il in Pyongyang in 2002, advocates trustpolitik – though specifics of this plan are still unclear. The liberal Moon Jae-in goes so far as to propose an economic union with the North.

Yet with Rason and more increasingly a Chinese fief, mending inter-Korean fences will not be easy; it might even be too late. Blithe talk of North Korea opening often forgets that – if it happens at all – this may not be general, but rather directional. The question is: Opening to whom? History has yet to answer; but unless Seoul changes its own policy approach, the Manchuria option seems all too likely. Some of these issues are revisited below.

**Great Leap Backwards**

Before peering into the future we must summarize the DPRK’s economic condition today. The economy Kim Jong-un inherits is unique in its trajectory and tragic
story. By no means primevally undeveloped, it was once seen as postcolonial Asia’s brightest economic hope. In the early years North Korea’s GDP growth outpaced South Korea’s. But those initial gains were lost due to the perverse ineptitude of the men unaccountably dubbed ‘Great Leaders.’ Kim Il-sung promised his people rice and meat soup; Kim Jong-il delivered them famine.

There is no mystery at all about what went and still remains wrong. Despite Kim Il-sung’s bluster quoted above, economics is a science. North Korea proved no exception to the rule that unreformed centrally planned economies must slow eventually, for familiar Kornaian reasons. On top of this the Kims burdened the DPRK with many costly irrationalities. These include hyper-militarization; grand unproductive edifices (mausolea, the Ryugyong hotel, an excess of statuary that must now all be altered); disastrous agricultural policies; leaderly whims (vinalon, ostrich farms) and arbitrary interference; and more. North Korea always blames everyone else – hardly a juche attitude – and there were external factors too, especially Moscow’s abrupt cessation of aid in 1991. Yet the inexplicable failure to react to that body blow and plot a new course is the Kims’ alone, as is overall responsibility for a shattered economy – and a chasm now so wide with South Korea that one could call it ‘one country, two planets.’ Kim Jong-il’s whining 1996 comment, also quoted above, suggests a total failure to grasp James Carville’s nostrum cited above. For him it was the army, stupid. The urgent need is to change priorities, break with this dismal past and do differently; but politically that will not be easy for Kim Jong-un. We assess his performance so far below.

HOPES FOR THE FUTURE

Yet North Korea by no means lacks economic potential, even if its rulers have squandered its assets in ways that are unproductive or even value-destroying. Again, there is no mystery about how the DPRK should go about promoting economic recovery. It is even beginning to do some of it, haltingly. Several areas of particular if varying promise can be identified.

Minerals

First, by a quirk of geological fate northern Korea, unlike the south, is blessed with a wide range of minerals. (By some accounts this rich endowment also includes rare earths.) In 2010 the ROK parastatal Korea Resources Corp valued the North’s deposits at no less than 7 quadrillion won, but a more recent estimate ups this to 11 quadrillion won ($9.7 trillion) in view of rising raw materials prices. We are used to DPRK magnitudes being tiny, so these are dizzying sums; they have turned at least two heads. “Abundant mineral resources (valued at around 140 times 2008 GDP)” were a major factor cited by Goldman Sachs in a 2009 paper brimming with long-term optimism: “We project that the GDP of a united Korea in USD terms could exceed that of France, Germany and possibly Japan
in 30-40 years.’” (This assumes “a peaceful and gradual economic integration between North and South Korea”: a pious hope devoutly to be wished for, but surely a rash premise for an entire analysis. 39) In similar vein, some in Seoul cast avaricious eyes on the North’s mineral wealth as a way to drastically cut the cost of unification: a stance North Koreans might deem presumptuous. 40

Unsurprisingly, minerals have always been prominent in the DPRK economy. In 2005 they made up 8.3% of GDP and 15.9% of export earnings. 41 Both proportions have since grown. For 2011 the (ROK) Bank of Korea (BoK) estimates mining as contributing 14.6% of North Korea’s GDP, 42 while the rapid recent expansion of DPRK exports to China mostly involves minerals. 43 Whether such resources are being exploited optimally or even wisely is another matter: for example whether value is added by processing, or raw ores are exported ‘as is.’ Intriguingly, in the first economic treatise to bear his name Kim Jong-un (no less) complains:

Some people are now attempting to develop the valuable underground resources of the country at random on this or that excuse to export them for not a great sum of foreign exchange. This is an attitude lacking in far-sightedness and an expression of lack of patriotism. 44

Whether Marshal Kim’s concept of patriotism extends to favoring South Korean investors, once a new president is in the Blue House, remains to be seen. Looking at the opening of Tanchon port in May, with its puny outdated cranes, one can only imagine how different this would have been had South Korea been involved – as was planned after their 2007 summit. 45

Export Zones

Selling minerals depends on being lucky enough to have them, but any country can seek to develop by the tried and tested route of manufacturing for exports: usually starting with light industry, and often creating special zones (SEZs) for the purpose. 46 Juche is silent about this, but the DPRK has had a toe in the water for over twenty years. If little was achieved until recently, this is because the toe barely even became a foot, much less the necessary full immersion.

As noted above, Rason is finally starting to fulfil its potential 47 – but only since China took it by the scruff of the neck, for instance upgrading the border road which the DPRK had never even paved in twenty years. 48 The Rajin-Sonbong Free Economic and Trade Zone – the ‘free’ was soon dropped, and the name was later shortened to Rason – was gazetted as long ago as December 1991. While occasionally radical compared to the rest of the DPRK – it was here that the Northern won was first allowed to float, in 1997, and sank like a stone 49 – generally Pyongyang never gave Rason either the resources or the autonomy it needed. China is now providing the former, including electricity, and with any luck will also guarantee the latter.
Then there was Sinuiju, or rather wasn’t. In an object lesson of how not to do this, a decade ago Kim Jong-il – so resistant to opening and reform on every other front – fell for a Dutch-Chinese orchid billionaire, Yang Bin (once China’s second richest man) and appointed him to run the northwestern border city as a Special Administrative Region (SAR). Promising all kinds of freedoms for foreigners – whereas the natives were to be relocated *en masse* – Yang was swiftly arrested in China; in 2003 he was jailed for eighteen years for fraud.50 The dear leader had apparently not thought either to check Yang out, or run all this past Beijing; as if China had no say in a zone right on its border, facing Dandong in Liaoning across the Yalu river.

So the Sinuiju SAR came to naught, but a decade later in June 2011 two tiny DPRK islands abutting Dandong were gazetted as Hwanggumphyong and Wihwa Islands Economic Zone. Despite this grand title, nothing is happening yet. This time China is officially on board, but reluctantly. The islets have no merit, and don’t fit with Dandong’s existing plans. The rumor is that Kim Jong-il foisted this on China as the price of granting it a free hand in Rason.51

With neat symmetry as regards points of the compass, this duo of zones in the DPRK’s far northeast and northwest is matched by two in the southeast and southwest. As geography would suggest, the latter pair are joint ventures with South Korea; and again the history is checkered. Both the Mount Kumgang tourist resort (southeast) and the Kaesong Industrial Complex (KIC, southwest) were the vision of Chung Ju-yung: the northern-born founder of the Hyundai *chaebol*, whose financial muscle and personal drive turned Kim Dae-jung’s sunshine policy from a politically driven dream into a practical business proposition.

But that begs the question. Cynically and short-sightedly, Pyongyang exploited Chung’s goodwill. It charged nearly a billion dollars just to lease Kumgang, then made Hyundai pay on top to build all facilities: hotels, shops, port, etc.52 By this greed Kim Jong-il shot himself in the foot, for as a result every other *chaebol* has steered well clear of North Korea; the contrast with Taiwanese business vis-a-vis China is telling. The cold shoulder includes all of Chung’s sons, except the ill-fated Mong-hun who paid a tragic price for his father’s dream: indicted in June 2003 for his role in secretly transferring millions of dollars to the North Korean government, Mong-hun committed suicide two months later.

Still, in its heyday Kumgang was profitable, taking 1.9 million South Korean tourists to this odd enclave before another tragedy, a fatal shooting in July 2008, caused Seoul to suspend tours. Now it is in a sorry state,53 while the North’s confiscation last year of South Korean assets worth US$450 million hardly enhances its reputation as a trustworthy partner.54 On 11 October an opposition lawmaker claimed that four years of closure have cost ROK firms and state bodies
2.3 trillion won (2.07 billion dollars). This dismal situation bespeaks myopia in both Pyongyang and latterly Seoul; one can only hope that it will prove remediable.

The fourth of this quartet is a happier tale. That the KIC exists at all, and survives, is quite remarkable. Chung Ju-yung sought a manufacturing SEZ to complement his tourist one. He wanted Haeju in the southwestern DPRK. The North countered with Sinuiju (this was before Yang Bin), but that was too distant from the South to be viable. Then, perhaps repenting his earlier avarice, Kim Jong-il unexpectedly offered Kaesong: right on the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), hence accessible by land. Hyundai and Seoul could not believe what one key player called “this incredible [gift] … If we had been in their position, we would never have given up such an important strategic point.” This is worth pondering amidst the current furor about the late Roh Moo-hyun and the Northern Limit Line (NLL). Had a Haeju peace zone come to pass, this would naturally alter the nature of the NLL; just as regular commuter traffic – the millionth cross-border passenger was clocked up on 27 June – has started to change the once impermeable and still forbidding DMZ from a front line into a front door.

If the first miracle is that the KIC exists at all, the second is that it survived the Cheonan. In May 2010, President Lee Myung-bak notionally banned all inter-Korean trade in reprisal for the sinking of its corvette in March – but the KIC was specifically exempted. That makes nonsense of a ‘ban’, yet one is all the gladder in dark times that this one candle still flickers: lighting a better way for the two Koreas to relate. It remains small beer (to mix metaphors), though slowly growing. Production in the first half of 2012 was worth US$236 million, up 23 percent year on year. In August, the zone’s 51,310 workers – not quite the half a million once envisaged – got their usual 5 percent annual pay raise, taking the basic monthly wage to US$67.05. In that, and the quality of this workforce, lies the KIC’s comparative advantage.

A far-sighted South Korea would create two, three, many Kaesongs. Perhaps that will happen from 2013. It takes two to tango, and in the past the North had planned further SEZs. A decade ago the People’s Korea compiled a web page of thirty articles, mostly from the late 1990s, whose upbeat titles make forlorn reading now: “Pyongyang Steps up Studies of Market Economy,” “DPRK is Good Place to do Business,” etc. Intriguingly, one – in December 1997 – was titled “Outline of Nampo, Wonsan Bonded Zones….,” Kim Mun-song, vice-chairman of the Committee for the Promotion of the External Economic Cooperation (CPEEC), presented this at the World Economic Forum in Hong Kong that October. Two bonded trade processing sites had been chosen, each to “be developed into an industrial park equipped with a wharf” where “foreign firms will be able to start business…on their own or in joint ventures with local companies.” A special law had been drafted and was awaiting approval by the State Administration Council (as the Cabinet was then called), plus some necessary infrastructural work.
It never happened. Fifteen years on, Nampo and Wonsan are still SEZ-free, and the names cited in these articles are no longer around. Of the first two foreign banks to venture into the DPRK, Peregrine went bust while ING withdrew for lack of business. On the Pyongyang side, not only the CPEEC’s Kim Mun-song, but his boss – the once ubiquitous Kim Jong-u, whose 1996 speech to an investment forum in Tokyo was a model of good sense and he also spoke in Washington the same year, and at Davos in 1997 – had disappeared by 1998; both were reportedly executed for corruption. It does not inspire confidence when the few North Koreans who liaise with the wider world on business seem especially prone to purging or worse. This includes two men once well known in Seoul, where great hopes were had of them (which may have been their undoing): Kim Dal-hyon and Choe Sung-chol.

**Processing and Outsourcing**

A third mode of development is outsourcing. Having goods made – or less often, services rendered – in North Korea has a fairly long history, if as yet largely unwritten. Pioneered in the 1980s by pro-DPRK Koreans in Japan associated with Chongryun, mainly in textiles, in the 1990s the torch passed to South Korean SMEs. Well before the Kaesong IC – which in a sense institutionalized a similar business model, but with greater control by the South – ROK firms engaged in processing on commission (PoC) in the DPRK: e.g. sending cloth (and in some cases old machines, already written off but still serviceable) north to be made into garments. This commerce and the firms involved in it were destroyed in 2010 when the Lee administration summarily banned inter-Korean trade – except in the KIC. As a result, here as in so much else, Chinese companies now predominate. European firms, if any, tend not to advertise that they operate in North Korea. A Swiss data processing company, active in Pyongyang since 1996, refers only to being in ‘Asia’. Others are less coy. Besides IT, every so often the western press rediscovers that the DPRK will make cartoons for you. There is surely scope for North Korea to further develop both outsourcing and PoC.

**Labor Export**

Our remaining sub-sections are briefer, since unlike for minerals and SEZs there is little or no past record to review: each is barely a gleam in the eye so far. A fourth option is to send workers overseas. For decades the sole destination was the then USSR: specifically, forestry in Siberia. That has shrunk, but North Koreans have expanded into other work, at least in Vladivostok. In recent years the scope and range has expanded. Besides the 20,000-odd DPRK workers in Russia, a similar number can be found in the Middle East (Kuwait, Qatar, UAE et al), plus up to 3,000 each in Mongolia and Africa. There used to be a few hundred in eastern Europe, but human rights concerns – which indeed arise in all these cases: one Russian called this state-controlled system “a form of slavery” – have caused a retreat.
No such anxieties trouble China, which now looks set to become the main destination for DPRK workers (legal and illicit) on a large scale. While this makes economic sense, both efficiency and equity would gain if such workers were free to make their own travel and employment decisions, as in other countries, and to keep what they earn. (Ironically, only illegal workers to a degree enjoy these freedoms – though of course they run several other risks). It is hard to imagine so controlling a state as the DPRK letting go in this regard.

**Mass Market**

Widespread though labor migration is and always has been around the world, it is arguably sub-optimal for people to have to go abroad to make a living. A country of some 24 million people has the potential to become a sizeable market – if only its citizens ever acquire the purchasing power to consume as they should, and would if they could. This is beginning to be seen in embryo in Pyongyang for a small elite, but outside the capital poverty still rules.

Among its peculiarities, the DPRK has issued no macroeconomic statistical series for almost half a century. (We shall know it is changing when they release at least a few numbers: the budget would be a start.) So it is idle to look for official figures, especially as “the regime really does not like markets.” Mobile phones are one product where some data exist, since Egypt’s Orascom publishes regular reports for its shareholders. Koryolink, its monopoly joint venture, reached one million subscribers in February 2012, three years after launching. Though a big change for North Korea, this is still barely 4 percent of the population. We shall see whether this rate of growth continues, or if burgeoning inequality limits further expansion.

South Korea is a global top ten market for cosmetics and whisky, and the North will one day make its mark as a market too. In the 1990s I heard a manager in Seoul for one of the largest consumer goods multinationals note that a South Korean woman has on average $100 worth of cosmetics in her handbag; he slavered for the sales opportunities once her Northern sisters could aspire likewise. Almost twenty years later, no such firms are yet active in the DPRK. UN sanctions are one reason, but basically the market is just not there. Yet it is not long since Chinese consumption was negligible, as indeed was South Korea’s – but look at them now.

**The Real Korean Hub**

A sixth option requires a leap of imagination right now, yet is firmly grounded in geography. A few years ago we kept being told that South Korea or Seoul was the hub of northeast Asia. It was rarely clear what this meant (financial? logistical?), but the hubbub served a purpose: eroding the old ‘fortress Korea’ mindset, and inverting the ‘shrimp among whales’ complex. Now, being at the center of things was good. Can the DPRK similarly reframe its thinking? That would be a huge mental and policy leap, but North Korea has location on its
side. A glance at the map reminds us which Korea is actually slap bang in the middle of Northeast Asia: sharing borders with China and Russia, and with Japan on its maritime doorstep.85

The DPRK is well placed to look outward. Even before embracing an export orientation, as a minimum it could use its location for transit purposes. One obvious place to start would be that gas pipeline of which we heard so much a year ago, but oddly little since. How hard is it to sit and collect the rent while others pay to build infrastructure on your territory? That even a project as unthreatening as this, first mooted by Chung Ju-yung back in the 1980s, remains unbuilt is sad and worrying testimony to fear and obduracy. In his last months Kim Jong-il seemed to come round to this. Hopefully a filial Kim Jong-un will fulfill his father’s legacy, but latest reports suggest this project is stalled because Pyongyang wants too much money.86

Pipeline apart, North Korea’s neighbors share an interest in upgrading its infrastructure so they can better connect across it. One day trains and trucks will roll between South Korea and to China, extending the Busan-Seoul corridor up to Dandong via Pyongyang. There will be links to Russia too, but realistically western North Korea will be where the action is.87 All three neighbors have already each financed some DPRK roads or railways, and may do more – much as they want Pyongyang to pay its way.88 Moreover, not all progress requires reform. Some areas, especially infrastructure, just need money thrown at them. Notably too, some ROK firms are already positioning themselves for Northeast Asia’s new regional economy. On 10 September Posco and Hyundai Group broke ground for a US$177 million distribution center in Hunchun city, Yanbian: just upstream of Rason which it is clearly meant to serve.89

GOING STRAIGHT?

All in all, North Korea does not lack economic promise. But it also has severe downsides, which must be faced and tackled if future potential is to be fulfilled. The DPRK’s image as a rogue state is well-earned, including in business. The charge-sheet is familiar. Pyongyang has time and again shown itself an untrustworthy partner. Not only has it hardly ever paid its debts, whether to Western banks from the 1970s or to Moscow which recently wrote them off,90 but for decades it engaged in criminal activities.91 That may now have stopped, but an astonishing recent public outburst by a Chinese investor, Xiyang, directly accusing its joint venture partners of swindling it, suggest that bad attitudes and behavior persist.92 Choson Exchange, a Singapore-based NGO which does laudable business and legal training in North Korea, as good as admits there can be no confidence that the rule of law obtains there.93

All this matters, not only ethically but because in a globalized era for the DPRK to open up is not enough: it must also compete. Minerals or low wages are a lure,
but the risk of being cheated outweighs these. Other negatives include deficient infrastructure and of course UN sanctions, imposed because of nuclear and missile defiance, which deter Western investors. China is less fazed by sanctions, but no one wants to lose his shirt. The Xiyang row suggests that some in Pyongyang still do not know or care how to treat a partner, perceiving deals as zero-sum rather than win-win. They risk learning the hard way: Beijing might have made a strategic choice to prop up the DPRK, but it cannot force firms to go there. Xiyang may be an extreme case, but reports suggest that other Chinese firms are cautious if not skeptical.

A further behavioral issue is the prospect of South Korea and Russia renewing competition with China for influence in Pyongyang. This seems a mixed blessing. More resources will flow into the DPRK, yet this will also allow Kim Jong-un to adopt the old ploy of playing one power off against another. That in turn may promote rent-seeking rather than reform.

**Kim Jong-un: New Leaf? New Broom?**

While this paper’s main topic is the curate’s egg (good in very few parts) that Kim Jong-un inherits, a brief look at his first ten months is called for. One appreciates the young leader’s dilemma. Being only there because of whose son and grandson he is, Kim is bound to stress continuity, loyalty and fidelity. But that makes it hard to change without seeming to betray his inheritance. Squaring that circle will not be easy. One tactic is what might be called the early Dylan move: *The times they are a-changing*, so we have to adapt. Kim Jong-il spoke thus once, a decade ago, briefly raising hopes of change which were never fulfilled.

You also have to read between the lines. A 29 July KCNA article, headlined “To Expect ‘Change’ from DPRK Is Foolish Ambition,” at first sounds unambiguous: “There cannot be any slightest change in all policies of the DPRK as they are meant to carry forward and accomplish the ideas and cause of the peerlessly great persons generation after generation.” Yet that is immediately qualified: “The DPRK is putting forward new strategic and tactical policies in keeping with the changing and developing situation in each stage of revolution.” And then this: “As far as ‘attempt at reform and opening’ is concerned, the DPRK has never left any field unreformed in socialist construction but always kept its door open.” To an outsider such verbal sleight of hand is tiresome and sounds contradictory, but such casuistry is needed if North Korea is to find ways it can allow itself to change on and in its own terms.

What about leadership style? Much is made of Kim Jong-un’s more smiley and touchy-feely approach compared to his dour dad, but on matters economic there is more continuity than change. A baleful example is that this inexperienced youth already emulates his late father and grandfather by issuing pompous treatises,
which assume his own omniscience and scold officials, as if any problems are their fault.\textsuperscript{99} This is not the way forward, especially as so far these works are largely devoid of interest or originality. The most substantial, on land management, has just one interesting passage, already quoted (on mining contracts). The rest is largely cosmetic: about the need to spruce everything up, especially Pyongyang.\textsuperscript{100} For that matter, his on-the-spot guidance so far is oddly skewed towards funfairs, shops and so on rather than production sites. He leaves it to Premier Choe Yong-rim, almost three times as old, to do the strenuous rounds of provincial farms or factories, while he himself frolics on fast rides and in dolphinariums. Projecting a fun image is not enough: he needs to sound serious about getting the real economy moving.

As for concrete policy change, the past summer brought whispers of upcoming agricultural reform, known as the 6.28 policy.\textsuperscript{101} Though in the event nothing about this was announced at September’s unusual second session of the Supreme People’s Assembly (SPA), as some had forecast, the rumors seemed to be vindicated when AP interviewed two named farmers near Sariwon, who confirmed that they would be allowed to keep and dispose of more of their crop in the future.\textsuperscript{102} (One said that she will ‘donate’ it to the state, which raises alarm bells.) This was due to start on 1 October, but latest reports are that there is no sign of it and all talk of the change has stopped.\textsuperscript{103} Perhaps someone got cold feet, or the reform is contentious, or they decided more time was needed.

It is also uncertain how far any such change in farming alone would help kick-start the wider economy. There is no suggestion of breaking up collective farms into family plots – strictly, contracts to work land that remains state-owned – as was done in China or Vietnam to boost productivity. And in a country still run by leaderly edicts, how much choice farmers will really get over what to grow or where to sell it remains to be seen. Nor is it clear how the state can get by without exacting grain.\textsuperscript{104} Most North Koreans (60 percent) live in cities, and they – especially the Pyongyang elite – are the regime’s core constituency. With harvests usually short of needs by a million tons, ensuring the urban population gets fed will become even harder. On another front, years of deforestation, rash mountain terracing and soil exhaustion must also set limits on how far crop yields can be raised – even if farmers are free to sell.

Reform – a word now sometimes heard, it seems\textsuperscript{105} – may not be confined to agriculture. By one account, inspectors have toured the country to assess the condition of industrial plant, with a view to merging the weak (70 percent) into the strong (30 percent). That ratio raises fears that the former may drag down the latter; while the fact that these flying squads include prosecutors suggests ominously that scapegoats rather than system-faults may be sought.\textsuperscript{106}

On underlying attitudes, Kim Jong-un recently made a striking comment. Visiting two elite single-sex academies for their 65th anniversary, he instructed Kang
Pan Sok Revolutionary School (for girls) to “raise the quality of education in economic subjects.” No such order was given to its brother school, Mangyongdae (for boys). One might interpret his father’s 1996 plaint, cited at the outset, to mean economics is a girly subject: real men do party and army work. Yet the pioneering private Pyongyang University of Science and Technology – whose very existence is extraordinary – run by evangelical Christians and with programs including management, is bizarrely all-male so far. In the DPRK as anywhere, but in its own way, gender issues are highly salient; as in Haggard and Noland’s arresting judgment that “the increasingly male-dominated state preys on the increasingly female-dominated market.”

All in all, it is far too soon to hail Kim Jong-un as North Korea’s Deng Xiaoping. These are early days; we must look carefully for signs of reform, and encourage them. But how Kim, or anyone, can balance the self-imposed politico-ideological imperative to fidelity with the basic changes essential for economic progress remains to be seen. Trying to pour new wine surreptitiously into the same dirty cracked old bottles, while insisting this is really the true vintage, sounds a complex and cumbersome task both theoretically and practically.

CODA: TAKING OWNERSHIP

Weighed down by ideology, is North Korea even capable of self-appraisal? In one field, yes. Its disastrous legacy includes severe environmental issues, and these at least Pyongyang has admitted. A decade ago the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) worked with DPRK officials to produce a State of the Environment (SoE) report highlighting five areas: forest depletion, declining water quality, air pollution, land degradation and biodiversity. This ninety-page study, with nine North Koreans named as contributors and sixty more as involved, admitted serious problems. (Nobody blamed the Kims, but this is a start.) It includes a table claiming that GDP plunged by almost half in four years, from US$20,875 million in 1992 to $10,588 million in 1996; income per head more than halved, somehow, from $990 to $482. More strikingly still, total crop yield in the same period fell from 8.8 to 2.5 million tons.

But the UNEP study was never built on. More recently Peter Hayes has sounded the alarm:

Nowhere has the terrible price of North Korea’s political and economic system been more visible than in the state of the country’s environment … There’s no time to wait, or these enduring legacies will become unbearable, and feed into a vortex of chaos and collapse in North Korea, with unimaginable consequences for humans and nature alike.
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Chinese Perspective on North Korea and Korean Unification
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Abstract

This paper examines some of the widely held assumptions and key questions surrounding the Chinese perspective on the Korean Peninsula, including the North Korea nuclear issue and Korean unification. Doing so will have implications on a number of issues, including how much China is willing to work with Washington and Seoul in pressuring North Korea to give up its nuclear weapons, whether China will support Korean reunification, the prospects of the Six-Party Talks, whether China will team with Seoul and Washington in case there is a sudden turmoil within North Korea, as well as how Beijing sees Washington’s policy on Pyongyang. The goal of this paper is to flesh out the Chinese elite sentiment on these key issues that shape China’s attitude toward the peninsula. The results underscore China’s own fears and concerns, which have largely eluded the attention of the other stakeholders in the region.
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INTRODUCTION

The chant among North Korea watchers these days is: How does China think about North Korea? Recently, South Korea had its share of misjudging China on the matter. In the wake of the Cheonan incident, Seoul mistakenly believed China would side with Seoul and condemn North Korea. China did not.

China’s political attitudes toward the Korean Peninsula and its role in managing North Korea have been a constant source of intrigue for many Asia watchers in South Korea, the U.S., Japan and other stakeholders in the region. Trying to understand Chinese elite sentiments about the Six-Party Talks, the security situation on the peninsula and Korean reunification, have only increased with the uncertainty over the future of North Korea under the helm of the young leader Kim Jong-un, as well as China’s own leadership shuffle in 2012.

At present – one year after the death of Kim Jong-il – North Korea displays an outward appearance of stability and unity with Kim Jong-un at the center. China has shown clear support for North Korea in this transition. The ties between the two appear to have further deepened. For example, Kim Jong-un’s first-ever meeting with a foreign delegation, since he assumed his new post as the nation’s Marshal, was Wang Jiarui, head of the Chinese Communist Party’s International Liaison Department on August 2, 2012. Days before, North Korea’s state media published a snapshot of Kim Jong-un riding on a giant swing at an amusement park. Sitting next to Kim was a foreign diplomat, the Chinese Ambassador to North Korea Liu Hongcai. What’s the current status of Sino-North Korean relationship and how will it evolve from here?

The goal of this paper is to understand the Chinese elite sentiment on the key issues that shape China’s attitude toward North Korea and the peninsula in general by surveying the views of Chinese scholars on Korean affairs. It is important for us to pay attention to Chinese scholars’ opinion on North Korea because China is likely to play a bigger role in North Korea’s future now as the young heir’s dependence on China for economic and political support is expected to deepen. In fact, it is now common behavior for the international community to turn to China for clues about North Korea when something happens in the latter, whether it is a new move in the military or economic reforms. Admittedly, we are living in a world where it is increasingly difficult to construct a geopolitical formula for North Korea, without factoring China into our equation.

A common challenge for a foreign researcher on China is the access issue. Government officials are in large part not available for interviews. Chinese scholars are good subjects for this study because they are accessible by foreign researchers and they reflect the often murky, internal sentiment of the Chinese government, so much so that Chinese scholars are often criticized by their Western peers for lacking “independent” views.
Some results, shown here, defy the commonly-held assumptions about China’s attitude toward the Korean Peninsula, and may serve as an opportunity for policy communities, especially in Seoul and Washington, to reconsider conventional ways of thinking and explore creative diplomacy to work with China on the North Korean issue.

**North Korea’s Dependence on China**

Statistics vary. But different estimates put North Korea’s dependence on China for up to 90 percent of its energy supply, 80 percent of its consumer products and 40-45 percent of its food supply.\(^3\) Simply put, North Korea is a country whose survival depends on China.

North Korea’s dependence on China stands to deepen under the helm of the young new leader Kim Jong-un, whose lack of experience and lack of affinity with the North Korean people only increases uncertainty surrounding the regime’s future, and China is de facto the only “ally” Pyongyang can turn to for both political and economic support. (Ally is a frequently used term by outside observers to describe the relationship between the two. We will later examine how Chinese themselves describe it.)

In fact, a number of security experts have highlighted this point, often with a tint of dramatization. They range from China possibly absorbing North Korea as the “fourth province”\(^4\) in its northeastern region to North Korea becoming China’s “economic tributary.”\(^6\) Ryu Kil-jae at Kyungnam University in Seoul categorically declared the bellwether for the future prospect of North Korea under Kim Jong-un: “The key is North Korea’s dependence on China.”\(^7\) No doubt, popular commentary on Sino-North Korean relations suggests that China wields decisive influence over North Korea. China chairs the Six-Party Talks, an aid-for-denuclearization negotiation platform since 2003. China’s role has been highlighted as much as North Korea’s provocations in international headlines. In fact, a longtime mantra of the U.S. State Department also holds that “China is the key to North Korean belligerence.”\(^8\) Against the backdrop of the information blackout surrounding Kim Jong-il’s death in December 2011, some analysts went so far as to argue that “China is the only country that has eyes inside North Korea.”\(^9\)

It is then important to understand China’s political attitude toward North Korea. This paper examines some of the widely held assumptions and key questions surrounding the Chinese perspective on the Korean Peninsula and Korean reunification. Doing so will have implications on the prospects of the Six-Party Talks, whether China will cooperate with Washington and Seoul in case there is an invocation of a contingency plan in North Korea, how much China is willing to pressure North Korea to give up its nuclear weapons, whether China will support Korean reunification, as well as how Beijing sees Washington’s strategy toward Pyongyang.
Just like policy makers in Washington and Seoul, China’s policy makers are part of a robust and often very competitive community. Among the foreign policy items, North Korea is the most divisive among the senior leadership in China. There are a multitude of actors in China that shape and influence its policy toward North Korea. In fact, this multiplicity of actors is becoming an increasing feature of Chinese foreign policy towards North Korea. While externally, China’s North Korean policy remains unchanged, in private Chinese experts say that North Korea is a case of how it is getting harder to achieve consensus. There is also more pluralism of views on North Korea than there used to be. There are different actors in China’s policy making toward North Korea, each with their own, and sometimes conflicting motivations, interests, and influence.

**DEBUNKING THE VIEW THAT CHINESE SCHOLARS ARE “IRRELEVANT”**

Long-held outside perception has characterized Sino-North Korean relations as “blood ties (血盟),” knotted out of the Cold War confrontation against the United States. That commonplace view needs correction, according to this paper’s findings. Unfortunately, Chinese experts themselves are partly responsible for feeding such a sweeping generalization, as they often follow the official Communist Party lines in their remarks on North Korea. In some instances, they do not divert a single word from their written speeches before the international community, prompting audience members to discount them as not having freestanding scholarly views.

Ironically, Chinese experts, in faithfully representing the official views of the government, help outside researchers to understand China’s stances. In fact, this is a much under-appreciated item. Often, the real problem does not lie in Chinese scholars representing the official views of the government, but in their not sharing more, not talking more, not elaborating more. The author’s personal experience points out “trust” as the most important factor in preventing them from coming forward, while the socio-political environment of China has an evident share.

Another popular and persistent outside perception states that the Chinese academic community is “irrelevant” in terms of policy considerations as they are not part of the decision-making process. This reflects a lack of understanding of reality on the ground. In China, there is a lack of a “revolving door” system, as seen in many other countries, in which a faculty member of an academic institution enters government service and returns to the university, upon the completion of his public service. The argument goes that Chinese scholars don’t have “ears” inside the decision-making process, or the Chinese division of bureaucrats and academics don’t allow the latter access to policy-deliberation processes.

The view needs correction. The clear division of public service and academics, and their lack of cross-breeding is a matter of convenience to keep the order of
its pay and promotion system, rather than to serve as an information “barrier” to keep secrecy. For example, a Chinese government employee has a fairly good expectation of when he can be promoted next time and what kind of pay level he can expect based on the number of years he worked in the government. This is also the case for an academic working at a university. However, when a professor becomes a government official, for example, an issue naturally arises as to how to determine his seniority and his pay level. China attaches great importance to social stability (Hu Jintao’s national slogan was to “build a harmonious society”) and is normally unenthused to dismantle a pre-existing system that they have been accustomed to, unless absolutely necessary.

This picture of “segregation” between government employees and academic scholars is compounded by the tendency to protect one’s turf and preserve one’s in-group interests. This however doesn’t, in any manner, indicate that Chinese scholars are “irrelevant” to policy deliberations. On the contrary, Chinese scholars are active participants in policy suggestions and formulations that ultimately shape China’s foreign policy. As a graduate student in China, the author observed on numerous occasions how the government “outsourced” various projects to universities that had foreign policy implications. In internal deliberations, often both government officials and scholars convene together. Some Chinese scholars are well-sourced in knowing the internal sentiment of the government. Government officials are often the former students or classmates of Chinese scholars, and they tend to maintain an extensive human network. It shouldn’t be forgotten that China is a society of guanxi (networking).

The view that Chinese scholars are “irrelevant” in foreign policy considerations on North Korea is one of the most popular and unwarranted assumptions held by outsiders who grossly simplify the picture. Whether to be included in policy suggestions and the deliberation process is more a function of the guanxi network than a codified “government vs. academics” division by default.

**How the Survey Was Done**

A total of 46 Chinese experts on Korea affairs were surveyed during November and December of 2011. Most were academic experts, including some in government-affiliated think tanks. The format of the interview was written, not oral. The term “Chinese experts” in this paper indicates scholars and researchers who are affiliated with universities or state-run think tanks. There was no participant who was a private consultant. There was no participant from a private security-consultancy firm. Some of the interviewees are well-known public figures this author interviewed over the years for journalism reporting on North Korea and Korean Peninsula news. They are the ones who participated in international forums on Korean affairs and penned articles and academic papers
on the topic. In the United States, some of them are also known as “Chinese experts on America,” reflecting the multilateral aspect of Korean affairs in the broader Asia-Pacific region.

In addition to the author’s personal acquaintances, invitations to participate in the survey were sent to scholars of international relations at universities and think tanks whose website profiles of academic interest include Korean affairs. These institutions are located in Beijing, Shanghai, and China’s northeastern region near the North Korean border where research on North Korea and Korean affairs is robust.

Sensitivity of the Topic

North Korea remains a sensitive topic in China. Media coverage related to North Korea’s leadership, succession, personal traits of the young leader, internal power competition, have been often censored. Indeed, a few Chinese scholars cited “sensitivity” in their decline to participate in the survey. “Sensitivity” of the survey and its relevance to policy implications on North Korea was a source of trepidation by participants who preferred a minimum disclosure of their personal information. That concern was honored, but resulted in limitations in forming a detailed demographic profile of the Chinese participants.¹⁴

The same sensitivity was a concern for this author as well. The author made it clear at the outset of the survey that the survey was intended to fulfill the academic requirement of a Ph.D. degree, and that the results would be made public. The author’s information, including academic affiliation and mobile phone number, in case there were questions, was provided as well.

In this survey, demographic questions included gender, age, and travel experience to both Koreas. While this author knows their institutional affiliations, the paper does not cite the information.

On average, it took participants 21 minutes to complete the survey. It was a relatively long time commitment. (In trial runs, it took six to seven minutes and was introduced as such.) No honorarium or gift was given to survey participants. No complaint was made for the survey taking longer than was represented. But most Chinese participants expressed that they wanted to be informed of the results.

The survey was conducted in Chinese and the results, shown here, were translated from Chinese.
As seen above, the typical profile of a Chinese scholar in this study is a male, in his 30’s and 40’s. Over a half of them have been to South Korea and 20 percent of them have been to North Korea. (Relatively speaking, the “20 percent” figure cannot be underestimated, as it tended to be higher than that in other countries. (A former South Korean unification minister, for example, never visited North Korea during his term, even though he was the most senior South Korean official directly in charge of inter-Korean affairs.) Another difference may be that Chinese scholars, given the country’s special ties with North Korea, tend to visit North Korea regularly. For example, a scholar this author knows visits North Korea about three times a year. All in all, a face-to-face interview format, not an e-mail survey, could have yielded more participation from the older scholars, one reviewer of this paper pointed out.
Results

Over half of the Chinese scholars (63 percent = “None” + “Unlikely”) polled believe North Korea is unlikely to give up its nuclear weapons. Among them, 9 percent said the chance is “none.” This question touches upon the core of the most controversial argument surrounding North Korea’s nuclear drive: that is, whether Pyongyang sees its nukes as “tradable” in exchange for economic aid and diplomatic recognition, or it sees its nukes as something non-negotiable. The implication is obvious. If North Korea will stick to nuclear weapons, no matter what, then the Six-Party Talks automatically lose its rational for existence because the talks’ chief aim is to persuade Pyongyang to give up nuclear weapons. Even the Chinese, arguably the country that often defends North Korea in the international debate on North Korea’s nuclear programs, doubt North Korea will ever renounce its nuclear weapons. As chair to the Six-Party Talks, this may be seen as a “self-
defeating” confession by China. Then, an obvious question will challenge the usefulness of the six-nation negotiation regimen.

A quarter of Chinese scholars believe that the Six-Party Talks are de facto dead, while 53 percent said that as long as there is no other alternative, we have to rely on the Six-Party Talks. The result is interesting in that the Chinese government officially and repeatedly has been endorsing the Six-Party Talks, often invoking the relevant parties to return to the talks.

**Figure 5: The biggest challenge facing Six Party Talks**

![Figure 5](chart1.png)

Chinese scholars believe that a lack of trust between North Korea and the U.S. is the biggest challenge facing the Six-Party Talks (33 percent), followed by the lack of trust between the U.S. and China (16 percent), and a lack of trust between the two Koreas (16 percent). One out of five Chinese scholars also pointed out that the number of participating countries in the Six-Party Talks is too many, with their different national interests (23 percent).

**Figure 6: Among the six countries participating in the Six Party Talks, which country do you think holds the largest leverage in resolving North Korea's nuclear drive?**

![Figure 6](chart2.png)
This is one of the most interesting elements in the survey. While the international community believes that China has the most influence over North Korea, Chinese experts indicated it is actually the U.S that wields the most influence over North Korea, followed by China. This is a counter-intuitive result, challenging the commonly-held assumption by the outside world. But then, for this author, the view isn’t aberrant, but has been consistent over the years. This is definitely one question that needs more discussion. Yet it is one good example that also illustrates the difference between how international media frames the narrative surrounding North Korea and how the Chinese themselves see the matter.

Eighty-two percent of Chinese respondents either oppose the Korean reunification or are ambivalent. China is a key stakeholder of the Korean Peninsula and it is imperative for South Korea to gain support from its giant neighbor to achieve reunification. South Koreans may look at the results with disbelief, but Seoul often misreads China. For example, in the wake of the Cheonan incident, Seoul wrongly believed China would side with Seoul and condemn North Korea. It did not.

Figure 8 shows the Korea-U.S. relationship after unification has been achieved under the South Korean initiative. The results show a bit of ambivalence, while some believe that a unified Korea will take a more independent foreign policy.
position away from U.S. influence, others think a unified Korea is likely to be more pro-U.S. But the Chinese attitude becomes clearer when the question is addressed on the future relationship between China and Korea, as seen in Figure 9.

![Figure 9: If the Korean Peninsula is unified under South Korea’s initiative, what do you think is the likely relationship between unified Korea and China?](image)

About 50 percent of Chinese scholars believe a unified Korea is likely to pose a threat to China. This result partly explains why China is concerned about Korean reunification, which would likely be achieved under the South Korean initiative. As will be elaborated on later, China fears that a reunified Korea would become stronger, and is likely to become nationalistic and therefore pose a threat to China, including igniting territorial claims over “Gan-do,” today’s Manchuria. Many Koreans see it as their “lost territory.” It is notable that only a quarter of Chinese respondents are confident that a unified Korea will not pose any security threat to China.

![Figure 10: If you conditionally support the Korean unification, what is the condition?](image)
When Chinese scholars were asked to cite one condition for them to support the Korean unification under South Korean initiative, presence of American troops in the unified Korea is a major concern for China (36 percent). Most Chinese (43 percent) prefer a unified Korea which is neutral between the U.S. and China. Interestingly, the Chinese don’t necessarily require a unified Korea to be “pro-China” in order to support Korean reunification.

This is a question that has often been raised among academics, but also one that seldom gets media attention. Signing a peace treaty and normalizing a relationship with the United States has been North Korea’s primary demand for years, and was newly reaffirmed by Kim Jong-il’s first son, Kim Jong-nam (which was revealed in his e-mail correspondence to Japanese journalist Yoji Gomi who had interviewed Kim Jong-nam on numerous occasions). Signing a peace treaty will also officially end the Korean War, which has been in a state of truce since 1953. An overwhelming number of the respondents (77 percent) believe that the U.S. is not likely to sign a peace treaty with North Korea to resolve North Korea's nuke issue once and for all under the current security environment in Asia where the interests of China and America collide. Many Chinese experts doubt the U.S. will be willing to sign the treaty. They believe the U.S. is status quo oriented, and the tension generated by North Korea serves the U.S.’s justification for having its troops in East Asia, whose primary aim (according to Chinese scholars interviewed separately by this author) is to contain China, while the North Korean threat serves as a convenient ruse.

One out of four Chinese scholars said China's effort to contain North Korea's nuclear drive is a failure. The self-admission of failure is unlikely to appear in any official Chinese documents, especially when China is chair for the Six-Party Talks.
However, they are willing to admit it in private. For some years, the strategy by Washington and Seoul has been to influence North Korea through China. And the result shows the Chinese self-assessment of their country’s performance. The fact that a quarter of the respondents said China failed in persuading Pyongyang to choose the path for denuclearization is the reflection of the current stalemate. But it then poses an important question of what may motivate China to exercise its much touted influence on North Korea to goad it to denuclearization?

About half of the Chinese scholars believe the current relationship between China and North Korea is "dubious friends," while 25 percent said the two countries need each other for strategic purposes. Only 4 percent said the two are friends. Thirteen percent said they are allies. This is a wakeup call for the news outlets which tend to portray the duo as having “blood ties” since the Cold War period. This actually
reflects the feedback the author has been getting from Chinese scholars for years. In fact, the Chinese expression “半信半疑的朋友” (literally meaning “half-trusting and half-suspicious friend”) was the direct expression by a prominent Chinese professor in his lecture to Chinese university students. The students giggled upon hearing it (a sign that they also agreed on the characterization of the two nations’ relationship). It is also worth noting that a quarter of the respondents said that Beijing and Pyongyang formed a relationship out of their mutual strategic needs.

In fact, unlike popular commentaries on the staunch ideological affinity of the two, their relationship has also been shaped by mutual tension and mistrust. For example, the 1992 establishment of diplomatic relations between Beijing and Seoul deeply hurt Pyongyang’s feelings. Therefore, the correct question to ask is what prevents the couple from breaking away from each other? And what “missteps” have Seoul and Washington made in their strategy to work together with China? It also has a bearing on the recent Cheonan incident. Despite the tumultuous relationship between Pyongyang and Beijing, the question goes, why did China decide to side with North Korea in the end?16

In the wake of the “Arab Spring,” there was an increase in news reports, citing experts, on the growing possibility of North Korea’s collapse. However, Chinese scholars were skeptical about media reports of the “imminent collapse” of North Korea. This question is particularly relevant in the aftermath of Kim Jong-il’s sudden death and increased uncertainty over North Korea. Since 2008, Washington and Seoul have prepared contingences to be ready for North Korean uncertainties, including the possibility of implosion or a power struggle or a military coup within North Korea. If the Chinese believe the possibility for the collapse of North Korea is not high, then they are also unlikely to cooperate with Washington and Seoul, which think the opposite. In fact, Seoul and Washington have mapped out a detailed plan for what to do, in case North Korea suddenly collapses. They have also been urging China to join. So far, there has been no public indication that China has participated in any of the U.S.-Seoul plans. China is believed to have its own contingency plans. It is apparent that if the Chinese don’t communicate with Washington and Seoul, it will increase room for miscalculation.
China’s influence increases as China’s policy on North Korea becomes more proactive

In the past, China’s policy on North Korea was characterized as reactive rather than proactive. Perhaps the death of Kim Jong-il was a clear exception. (It’s not yet clear whether that was the watershed moment in China). The abrupt death of Kim Jong-il on December 17, 2011 sparked a palpable information thirst to know what was going on inside the reclusive country, as uncertainty surrounding the untested leader Kim Jong-un became a subject for intense speculation. China’s status as the only country that maintains regular high-level contacts with Pyongyang, as well as its much-touted clout over North Korea, was once again turned into a coveted diplomatic currency. As each country was scrambling to craft its own appropriate diplomatic response, fears of possible miscalculations among different stakeholders were also brooding. This again made the status of China as the “gateway” to North Korea all the more prominent.

Kim’s sudden death also exposed – surprisingly – how little Seoul and Washington know about what’s happening within the North’s leadership. In the past, they had normally been the ones who first detected signs of unusualness or cried foul over the North’s stealthy nuclear and other illicit activities. Apparently, Seoul and Washington were caught off guard when North Korea’s state media announced Kim Jong-il’s death. By then, more than two days had passed since the leader’s death. No doubt, it was a serious intelligence flop. And being a “late-comer” deprived Seoul and Washington of viable up-and-coming strategies, while Beijing was taking the driver’s seat in shaping the development of the situation in its best interest. In fact, Beijing’s “sudden” transformation was well noticed.

China was the first country to express condolences after the death of Kim Jong-il. China was the first country to endorse the untested young successor, Jong-un, calling him the “great leader.” It was again China that, within hours after North Korea’s announcement of Kim’s death, took the initiative for diplomatic coordination by rounding up ambassadors from the U.S., South Korea, Japan and Russia, and counseling them not to “provoke” North Korea during this highly volatile time. The next day, then President Hu Jintao personally visited the North Korean Embassy in Beijing, flanked by other top Politburo members, and paid condolences to the late Kim, a further signal to the world of the importance Beijing attaches to Pyongyang.

China’s top leader’s move was a subtle, yet clear warning to other stakeholders in the region not to “misjudge” the situation as an opportunity to topple the North’s regime.17 Since Kim Jong-il’s stroke in 2008, South Korea and the U.S. have developed military contingency plans involving North Korean instability. China sees North Korea as its “backyard” and wants stability. It also regards North Korea as a strategic buffer against the presence of U.S. military in East Asia.
China, therefore, hopes for a smooth power transition in the North and has rallied all-out support around the untested young leader, Kim Jong-un.

Looking back, China’s rapid and decisive response in the aftermath of Kim’s death set the tone for the rest of the world, which was still struggling for a diplomatic recipe on how to react to the event. China’s “trend-setting” move was successful. Even South Korea, which was attacked by North Korea in 2010, expressed condolences, despite a few hardliners’ clamoring for taking advantage of the situation as an opportunity for “unification.” China’s Global Times, the international news arm of the official People’s Daily, said China played the role of “stabilizer” on the volatile situation. The series of rapid initiatives China displayed also fueled the belief that Beijing had its own well-planned manual to prepare for North Korean contingencies. Previously, it had shied away from discussing such matters with Seoul and Washington, for fear of antagonizing Pyongyang.

All in all, Kim Jong-il’s sudden death once again highlighted the prominence of China as a key, if not the most influential, stakeholder on the Korean Peninsula. But do Chinese scholars see China’s measure of influence that way? To such a claim, Chinese security experts usually resort to modesty. For example, while discussing post-Kim Jong-il North Korea, Wang Junsheng of the Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies under the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, penned: “Beijing’s influence over Pyongyang is limited.” What is unspoken in the modesty is that China has the ability to influence the North Korean regime when it wants to, and it is a primary stakeholder in the international narrative on North Korea.

As China competes with the U.S. for leadership in Asia, it will utilize the “North Korean card” to counter the U.S.’s “return to Asia” strategy. China has increasingly seen South Korea, a major American ally in Asia, as colluding with Washington to contain China since the conservative South Korean president Lee Myung-bak was sworn in in 2008. For years, China has been wary of the Seoul-Washington military alliance. That doesn’t bode well for Seoul’s national mandate to unify the Korean Peninsula. Power politics in the region dictates that without Beijing’s endorsement, Korean unification will remain an elusive goal to achieve, especially now as North Korea, under Kim Jong-un’s helm, will be more dependent on China for economic aid.

Against this backdrop, with regard to China’s stance on North Korea, some analysts resort to a wholesale assumption that China will “never” give up North Korea, nor will China ever support Korean unification. In fact, that’s a popular sentiment, which is similar to the sweepingly pessimistic view that states North Korea will “never” give up nuclear weapons. Surprisingly, the Chinese scholars surveyed also largely share this pessimism. But then, it was also the Chinese scholars, including a former senior government official who used to be in charge of North Korean affairs, who privately shared with this author that “the question of North Korea’s
nuclear weapons is not so much one of whether North Korea wishes to stick to
nuclear weapons, but is more dependent on the concerted effort of other countries
to make North Korea give up nuclear weapons.”[19] This statement gives room for
optimism, even if pessimism prevails today surrounding the likelihood of North
Korea’s giving up nukes. China worries about the nuclear "domino effect" on East
Asian countries, including South Korea and Japan. However, the lack of strategic
trust between China and the United States has been deterring China from being
enthusiastic about pressuring North Korea.

Today, China and North Korea appear all the more closer to each other in the
aftermath of Kim Jong-il’s death. But the survey results point out that China’s
sculpting of such an appearance is strategic rather than genuine. The results
debunk the widespread belief that states: “China will never give up North Korea,”
or “China and North Korea are Cold War allies.” Only 13 percent of respondents
view the bilateral relationship as an alliance. Even a smaller percentage of
respondents (4 percent) see them as genuine “friends.” Rather, almost half of them
(47 percent) feel ambivalent about their relationship, as defined by the Chinese
expression “ban xin ban yi de peng you,” which literally means “half-trusting,
half-suspicious friend.”

On the other hand, a quarter of the Chinese scholars said that China and North
Korea strategically need each other. The obvious implication is the Cold War
rivalry structure that has put China (together with North Korea and Russia) in
one camp[20] and the U.S. (together with South Korea and Japan) in the other. The
Chinese response is that this Sino-North Korean “wedlock” is a necessary part
of their joint coping strategy against the U.S. camp, and it acknowledges that the
two have their own trust issues. Outside strategists, therefore, need to explore
creative ways to work with China in approaching the North Korean issue, instead
of resorting to the wholesale belief, resiliently propagated in the media, which
states the two are “blood allies” and that they will always stick together.

The danger of such a wholesale belief is that it only limits Washington’s and
Seoul’s policy options. Resisting old habits and maintaining flexibility in
judgment is especially needed today, as China and North Korea have been
showing the outward appearance of deepening their ties after Kim Jong-il’s death.
The appearance may last for a while, as Kim Jong-un stabilizes his power grip.
Yet it should be noted that China’s strategy toward North Korea is fluid too. A few
prior incidents endorse this view.

In the aftermath of North Korea’s nuclear test in October 2006, China issued
an unprecedentedly strong condemnation against North Korea, characterizing
Pyongyang’s move as a “flagrant” (“hanran” in Chinese[21]) act. In the Chinese
language, the term “hanran” is a very undiplomatic language to be used. But the
Chinese foreign ministry used the term because, according to a source, this was
the very word uttered by the Chinese top leadership. In terms of Washington-Beijing ties, it was also a time when China was nearly part of the U.S. camp in terms of cooperating together to pressure North Korea. But two factors kept China from staying in league with Washington. First, China didn’t feel it was gaining any tangible reward by cooperating with Washington. Second, the more China pressured North Korea, the farther North Korea drifted away from China’s sphere of influence. Chinese strategists then began to sound alarm that China was not benefiting by helping Washington. In fact, they feared that Washington’s strategy was to drive a wedge between Pyongyang and Beijing.

In the summer of 2009, the Chinese leadership held a heated internal debate on its North Korean policy and decided, finally, not to abandon North Korea. After the conclusion was drawn, in October of the same year, China dispatched Premier Wen Jiabao to Pyongyang to ink a series of agreements, including a firm pledge of commitment for bilateral ties. The North’s official newspaper, Rodong Sinmun, said the visit “clearly illustrates the Communist Party and the government of China attach great importance to the friendship between the two countries,” adding that its significance was commensurate with marking “a new chapter” in Sino-North Korean history. During Kim Jong-il’s meeting with Hu Jintao in May 2010 in Beijing, Hu told Kim: “Strengthening Sino-DPRK friendly and cooperative relations is the consistent policy of the Communist Party of China and the Chinese government.” What we’re seeing currently is the continuation of China’s 2009 policy adjustment on North Korea. In other words, China’s all-out friendly gesture toward North Korea in the aftermath of Kim Jong-il’s death should be seen in the larger picture of the continuation of China’s policy since 2009, not an abrupt impromptu gesture.

**China-Korea relations in the Kim Jong-un era**

It is this author’s position that China’s foreign policy stance toward North Korea is not an immovable principle, but remains fluid. Once again, a sweeping statement such as “China and North Korea will ‘always’ stick together” is an over-blown statement. For instance, China’s policy shift in 2006 to harshly criticize North Korea was very unusual, given China’s “traditionally friendly ties.” But China’s policy shift three years later in 2009 to mend back ties with North Korea was also unusual. What shouldn’t be missed is that China’s policy on North Korea vacillated in that mere three-year period. That, this author argues, means something. And the biggest determining factor for China’s foreign policy change is its calculation of its national interests. Remarkably, this fundamental principle in international relations has often eluded the purviews of outside analysts. As China’s perception of its own national interest changes, so will its relationship with North Korea.

To this end, Seoul and Washington need to do more confidence-building efforts with their Chinese counterpart. For example, as seen in the survey data, so few
of China’s experts on Korea have ever visited South Korea (just 60 percent) and even more surprising that only 20 percent of them have visited North Korea. South Korea should be focusing on inviting those “Korea experts” to visit South Korea for extended study tours, as part of a long-term effort to manage and resolve the Korean Peninsula problem.26

The year 2012, and the period immediately following it, will be critical as China has its own leadership shuffle. How the dynamics between China’s new leader Xi Jinping and North Korea’s Kim Jong-un will evolve will be a keenly watched item among security experts. The duo’s relationship will also be naturally influenced by outside variables as well, such as Washington’s relationship with Beijing and Seoul’s positioning with China in the post-Lee Myung-bak administration. Here, the results of the current survey – which are not meant to be comprehensive but a ballpark indicator – will come in handy in appreciating the overall Chinese elite sentiments on North Korea and the Korean Peninsula and where the ball goes from here. Over the long-term, the United States and South Korea also need to seek to reassure China that South Korea and U.S. intentions in general, and especially in connection with North Korea, are not incompatible with China’s interests.
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ABSTRACT

Rason, North Korea’s Special Economic Zone (SEZ) located in the far Northeast of the country, is undergoing change at a pace unseen in its twenty-year existence. Its history has been one of insufficient support, both from leadership in Pyongyang and from external actors. Now, however, amid political transition in North Korea, reform and reorganization has taken place in the SEZ, while at the same time China has included Rason in its ambitious plans to develop its Northeastern province of Jilin. These changes demonstrate Pyongyang’s increasing need to reach out to foreign investors to reinvigorate its economy. They also point toward China’s desire to develop its Northeast region and promote stability while increasing its leverage over North Korea’s economic growth. Despite the myriad challenges facing both the SEZ and North Korea’s economy, these factors give Rason better prospects for development than we have seen before.
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**Introduction**

In 1991, the same year that the world watched the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK or North Korea) established Rason as a Special Economic Zone (SEZ): one that could be a hub for export-processing and transportation. This caused considerable excitement for long-time North Korea watchers. Rason hinted that even if Pyongyang didn’t go the way of the Eastern European socialist governments, perhaps Chinese-style reforms could be expected. Instead, Pyongyang’s resistance to change has proven remarkably strong, even as its economy ground to a crawl and its people suffered through famine. Rason, meanwhile, languished in the far Northeast, its minimal development a symbol of the leadership’s enduring opposition to opening up.

Several factors contributed to Rason’s two decade-long inertia including disinterested neighbors, lack of international coordination, and not least, Pyongyang’s ambivalence. Now, however, China’s twin concerns about its geopolitical influence and Jilin province’s development have aligned with a new Pyongyang leadership that can no longer rely on songun (military-first) alone for its legitimacy and must make some attempt to improve the economy. This harmony of interests gives Rason prospects for change and growth that have not existed since its creation in 1991. Indeed, long-discussed and delayed projects are finally being implemented along with practical administrative changes.

**Historical Impediments to Growth in Rason**

Pyongyang, like Beijing before it, has identified Special Economic Zones as a means to experiment with economic reforms in a manner that is controllable, regional and, above all, containable. Both countries’ leaders recognize that a swift marketization of the economy could jeopardize their positions of power. Beijing’s gradual marketization, however, has proceeded with remarkable success: The model of the first SEZ at Shenzhen has been replicated all over the country, with its endemic influences allowed to penetrate the broader economy and society as a whole.

This was not replicated in North Korea for several reasons. First, with the important exception of Chongryon Japanese Koreans, North Korea could not rely on an ethnic diaspora to invest in the SEZ, as China did. In the mid-1980’s almost 80 percent of investment in China came from overseas Chinese. Overseas Koreans, far fewer in number and less dispersed than their Chinese counterparts, were much more easily attracted by South Korea’s rather more normal investment conditions.

Economic competition with the South also has a political component that constrains Pyongyang in a way that has never fettered Beijing. This was (and remains) the fear that should reforms in Rason (or anywhere else) become uncontrollable, North Korea’s citizens would lose faith in the revolutionary Democratic People’s
Republic’s raison d’être and begin calling for reunification on Seoul’s terms. Andrei Lankov calls this concern “a rational and well-informed assessment of North Korea’s domestic and international situation.” After all, the influence of even an isolated SEZ cannot be fully geographically contained, as inputs and outputs spill into the regions around it.

The pressure from this direct competitor for legitimacy south of the DMZ has led to a deep ambivalence about Rason in particular and economic reform in general, reflected not only in Pyongyang’s lack of investment in Rason during the 1990s, but also in its halting attempts to reform and then undo reforms in the 2000s. Perhaps realizing that some form of marketization was unavoidable following the breakdown of the Public Distribution System, Pyongyang enacted reforms in 2002. These reforms, though dramatic by North Korean standards, essentially tried to allow market activities while maintaining a degree of central control. The authorities did, however, grant greater freedom for state-owned enterprises, allowing them to set their own prices as well as introducing incentives for efficiency. They also legitimized Jangmadangs (trader’s markets) by providing covered spaces, licenses and rental fees, both official and otherwise.

In 2005, however, those reforms were undone and greater restrictions were placed on international communication and market activities in general. The knowledge of international norms and transactions could not be taken away, though, nor could the experience of participating in money-earning activities be forgotten. As pre-2005 economic freedoms crept back into society, conservative forces in Pyongyang made one more attempt to return to North Korean orthodoxy through the 2009 currency reform. This failed to both diminish market activity and revive the public distribution system.

Compounding Pyongyang’s suspicion of the SEZ it had created was a lack of interest internationally. This was manifested through the perpetually moribund Tumen River Area Development Programme (TRADP), a project run by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). This project sought to embrace and shape a post-Cold War Northeast Asia with a hugely ambitious and equally vague vision. It imagined a twenty-year, $30 billion plan to modernize and integrate a vast region that included northeast China, Mongolia, North Korea and Eastern Russia, with Rason as a hub. However, from the beginning it suffered from a lack of interest from member nations: funding, communications and staffing have all been problems. High-level officials did not participate and plans were not well formulated.

The TRADP very quickly turned into little more than a talk shop: a 2007 UNDP evaluation report concluded that financing remained a key issue as no one country displayed a commitment to take ownership of the project. It is important to remember that during the 1990s China was focused on developing its populated
coastal regions and managing the takeover of Hong Kong; Japan was slipping into ‘the lost decade’; Russia’s transitional economy was in turmoil; North Korea was descending into a food crisis and South Korea spent the latter part of the decade dealing with the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis. There was precious little interest or capacity to spare on developing the TRADP or Rason.

TRADP was rebranded in 2005 as the Greater Tumen Initiative (GTI), ostensibly as a means to transfer operational control from the UN to member states, but cooperation has continued to prove elusive despite Northeast Asia’s generally favorable economic conditions. One evaluation concluded that the project would be “unsustainable” if the UN were to fully cede leadership.\(^6\) The GTI continues to make plans with little relevance or mechanisms for implementation and with unrealistic goals such as increasing international tourism in the zone 10-15 percent or increasing cross-border trade by 10-15 percent by 2015.\(^7\)

South Korea’s role in North Korea’s development will be crucial in the future, with a somewhat tenuous but growing foundation laid during the heyday of the Sunshine Policy. South Korean interest in economic engagement with North Korea grew in the early 2000s, but has been focused on the Kaesong Industrial Complex and the embattled Kumgangsan Tourist Zone. For a variety of reasons, there has been little government or private sector interest in Rason.

### A Confluence of Interests

#### North Korea’s Leadership

There are several indications that North Korea is developing a greater seriousness about investment, international trade and economic management. This stems from a key problem facing the new generation of leadership: how can they ask their citizenry to endure privation under the songun banner, when the ultimate justification for that ideology – a nuclear arsenal – has already been attained? Ultimately, military-first asked its people to sacrifice material wellbeing in the name of national defense. It is not an ideology that inspires hope; the suffering that North Koreans involuntarily associate with it cannot be endured forever. The new government will have to demonstrate some other kinds of success to its people if it has any hope of capturing or retaining their loyalties.

Indeed, an observation of domestic propaganda reveals that a more hopeful message focused on improving quality of life has become increasingly and rather overtly conveyed. Kim Jong-il’s last couple of years of on-the-spot guidance tours demonstrated a renewed emphasis on economic issues. Following North Korea’s nuclear test in 2006, Kim’s visits to military sites relative to economic ones began to drop. The year 2010 saw the fewest visits to military sites since he succeeded his father.\(^8\) In fact, visits to economic sites outstripped military ones by
58 to 33 that year (through December 6th). In 2011, similar attention was paid to economic sites.

The first major event in North Korea after Kim Jong-il’s funeral was a January 3rd rally in Pyongyang, which was focused on economic issues. Slogans included “Light Industry First-ism” and “The People’s Lives Upward!” Also, in the several weeks immediately after Kim’s death, North Korea’s media stressed that Kim Jong-un’s succession drew upon the inheritance of juche ideals to a greater degree than on songun.

Also worth noting is the tenure of the New Year Joint Editorial, which is published by Pyongyang’s top three newspapers and communicates the state’s goals for the upcoming year. As the year’s key piece of domestic propaganda, its content is very carefully thought out. There is always some element of economic instruction and admonition, but the editorial has traditionally revolved around military and revolutionary themes. In 2010, however, the editorial emphasized “a radical turn in the people's standard of living” by focusing on light industry and agriculture. The catchy title for 2011 was “Bring about a Decisive Turn in the Improvement of the People’s Standard of Living and the Building of a Great, Prosperous and Powerful Country by Accelerating the Development of Light Industry Once Again This Year.”

Again, the focus was on quality of life and economic growth, with revolution and military matters taking a backseat. (2012 broke this trend – Kim Jong-il’s death resulted in a hastily written piece, focusing on continuity and succession. We’ll never see the editorial that was originally planned.) All this propaganda contains both explicit and implicit promises to the public about their economic wellbeing that were relatively absent for most of the Kim Jong-il era.

Propaganda can be dismissed as being without real value. However, concrete steps taken among Pyongyang’s very top elites also demonstrate a greater focus on economic management. Starting in 2009, two investment groups came to the fore. First, the Daepung International Investment Group was repurposed along the lines of a holding company model and paired with the newly created State Development Bank as a vehicle for attracting foreign direct investment. Individuals on the National Defence Committee have been linked to the Daepung Group as has Kim Jong-il’s erstwhile confidant Jon Il-Chun, who is reportedly the Director of Office 39, a murky but influential international trade and finance organization.

The same year, North Korea formed the Joint Venture and Investment Committee, a governmental office tasked with attracting and regulating foreign investment in the DPRK. The reins of this organization were handed to Ri Chol, who, among other roles, has helped manage Kim Jong-il’s foreign assets and mind his children while they studied in Switzerland. It is thought that his stewardship of the JVIC was a reward for brokering the deal that brought Orascom to North Korea.
Other investment groups have been folded into these two umbrella organizations even as rumors spread of attempts to set up new ones – with different patrons from the top of Pyongyang’s hierarchy. This centralization and competition suggests that elites recognize that participating in and controlling foreign investment and trade will become ever more important for securing influence in the future. It also suggests that the military is decreasing in relevance as a path for advancement.

As these reorganizations were developing, the DPRK passed a “corporate law” in the fall of 2010, just over a month after Kim Jong-un was introduced at the Party Conference in September. Under the new law, corporations are defined and receive autonomy in many areas, though sales and wage mechanisms are decided by the state.

While still unwilling to truly open the economy, it seems apparent that North Korea’s elites are turning to economic development, growth in light industry and trade and investment to define the new era of governance. The creation of investment organs and national laws relating to corporate activity attest to this and coincide with material and legal changes in Rason as well.

**Jilin’s Development – The “Changjitu” Plan**

The other side of the story is how external economic actors view Rason; North Korea’s willpower alone cannot conquer an unfavorable external environment, despite propaganda rhetoric to the contrary. Fortunately for Pyongyang, both Beijing and Jilin province have both the interest and capacity to push for Rason’s development. Where the vague, overly broad and ultimately ineffective Tumen River Development Programme failed, China’s Changjitu Development Plan is having an impact.

In 2009, Beijing approved a locally formulated development plan called “Changjitu,” an abbreviation of Changchun-Jilin-Tumen. This is an ambitious yet focused program for developing a province that has lagged behind the development of China’s coastal regions. Jilin’s Gross Domestic Product in 2008 was about $100 million. This is roughly double North Korea’s GDP, though Jilin’s population of 27 million is almost exactly the same. Under the Changjitu plan, Jilin’s GDP is to double 2008’s level by 2012 and to quadruple 2008’s level by 2020.

In order to achieve this rapid growth, Beijing has invested in all manner of infrastructure. A high-speed rail connecting Changchun and Jilin, the province’s two major cities, began operating in early 2011. Construction is underway to extend the line to Hunchun, near the border, and was supposed to have begun running in 2012. Changjitu’s motorways have been expanded and upgraded, now crisscrossing the region. One of these motorways leads to a large new customs and immigration facility in Quanhe. Across a newly refurbished bridge – entirely Chinese financed – sits North Korea’s Wonjong-ri customs house.
Part of the plan includes creating regional financial infrastructure. Locally based financial institutions such as banks, local financial holding companies, and financial leasing firms are to be created to support the growth of targeted industries. These industries include automobile and parts manufacturing, petrochemicals, agricultural products, electronics, pharmaceuticals, medical equipment, metallurgy and tourism.

Changjitu’s planners have from the very start imagined the use of Rason’s port as an integral part of its development, as an outlet for finished goods and raw materials for both international and domestic markets. In January 2011, Hunchun Mining Group, one of the province’s most significant mining operations, conducted a test run of some 20,000 tons of coal from Hunchun to the Shanghai-Pudong port. Despite the lack of a paved road at that time, the usual transportation time of eleven days to Shanghai was cut to three days. With upgrades to Rason’s infrastructure underway, Hunchun Mining Group had plans to increase its output from 5.6 million tons to 13.5 million tons in 2012.

Two more runs were conducted in early 2012, but it seems yet to have become a regular route. Essentially, however, the grandiose plans for Jilin simply do not work without continued, guaranteed access to Rason.

The Changjitu plan and its relationship to Rason are also very much in congruence with Beijing’s geostrategic goals for the Korean peninsula. China hopes above all to reduce the possibility of events that might jeopardize its own rapid economic growth. Beijing, frustrated by its inability to prevent North Korea’s nuclear tests, has effectively decided it needs more leverage over its erstwhile co-combatant. Encouraging economic reliance on China during a period where South Korea and Japan have written themselves out of the story can only give Beijing greater influence in Pyongyang’s decision-making.

Encouraging economic ties with North Korea not only increases leverage over its neighbor, but should also reduce the frequency of food shortages, while sheltering Pyongyang from the effects of sanctions. If reducing North Korean provocations is a core concern of Beijing’s, preventing an absolute and sudden collapse is its primary one. Improving her ally’s food and attendant human security issues through economic exchange is an indirect means of accomplishing this. Bonding Jilin’s economy to Rason’s serves all of these interests and will help stabilize North Korea’s northeastern provinces, the most impoverished and vulnerable.

Recent Developments

Rason is undergoing changes that are manifestly different from anything previously observed. Pyongyang’s lack of initial commitment to its SEZ was perhaps most visible in its failure to pave the road from the Chinese border to the port. The unwillingness to invest in the road, port, or power plant reflected
Pyongyang’s reluctance to really let Rason become an international trading hub and a large-scale experiment in attracting foreign direct investment.

Now, however, infrastructure upgrades are taking place, the most conspicuous of which is the construction of a paved highway linking Rajin and Sonbong to the border crossing at Wonjong. If anything over the last twenty years has symbolized Pyongyang’s failure to move forward on Rason, it was the dusty, bumpy road that connected the SEZ to China. As poor as North Korea may be, building a thirty-some kilometer road is certainly within its capacity. (Far more so, say, than upgrading a decaying power plant.) Now, however, the road is almost fully paved, with work beginning in the spring of 2011 and “90 percent complete” by November. It was fully completed by mid-2012. Four Chinese companies, making use of both Korean and Chinese laborers, oversaw construction, which was entirely paid for by the Chinese. Whether the funding came from the firms involved in exchange for tolling rights or concessions or whether it was from central or provincial Chinese government subsidies is not entirely clear. Whatever the case may be, the road is absolutely fundamental to any further development, because the incentive to invest heavily in factories or port facilities is low if there is no capacity to transport products and materials easily and quickly.

Despite this, Rason’s port facilities have seen some limited upgrades in recent years. Out of three ports, the primary one is Rajin. The Rajin port is 9.8 meters deep and has three piers and nine berths. Chinese companies have leased the use of the 1st pier for coal and the 2nd for containers. The head of the Port’s Foreign Affairs Department, Kim Chun-il, claimed there was an agreement with Chinese companies to build two more piers at a depth of 15 meters. This would allow for some of the biggest New Panamax class ships to dock, increasing economies of scale for transport beyond Japan and South Korea all the way to the Americas. While this seems consistent with Jilin provinces’ development goals, it has proved impossible to confirm the details of this agreement. Most crucially, it remains unknown whether a finished contract has been signed and whether there is a timeline for construction.

A Russian company signed a 49-year lease for the 3rd pier in 2008, for which they agreed to invest approximately 1 billion US dollars. For the first 17 years of the lease they will collect 100 percent of the port fees on that pier. After that, fees will be split 70 percent-30 percent (in favor of the Russians) until the end of the lease period. Rajin port has 11 DPRK-owned cranes with a capacity of five tons, five Russian-owned ones with a capacity of 10 tons and also two Russian-owned ones with a capacity of 30 tons.

Another issue is the chronic power shortages that plague Rason, not unlike most of North Korea. Along with transportation infrastructure, electrical power is any special economic zone’s most rudimentary necessity. Resolution of this issue,
therefore, would represent a great deal in terms of Rason’s validity as an export-processing zone. After years of negotiations, promises, and rumored agreements, progress here is finally underway. In November 2011, claims that work had begun on electricity transmission lines linking Rason to power plants in Yanbian Autonomous Prefecture in Jilin surfaced. These reports appear to have been premature, but decisions taken by the State Grid Corporation of China in October 2012 suggest that significant steps to realize this plan are being taken. The cost of electricity will be set at Chinese prices and payment will be made through the new Golden Triangle Bank in Rajin. This will give Chinese investors confidence that prices will be consistent. Moreover, this agreement gives China effective control of one of the commanding heights of Rason’s economic future.

The imperative point to recognize is that for twenty years such construction has been talked about, promised, and reported upon. North Korea may be a place where commitments, memorandums of understanding, and contracts go to die, but now, for the first time in Rason’s history, there is tangible movement taking place on key infrastructure projects. It is difficult to overstate what this means for the zone. For the first time, Chinese finance and expertise are combining with North Korean acquiescence to create a Rason with the basic capacities of a modern free economic zone.

Also, 2010 saw legal changes in Rason that wrested it from the provincial government and granted more local autonomy. Rason is now the responsibility of the Joint Venture and Investment Committee in Pyongyang but is administered by the Economic Cooperation Bureau, a semi-autonomous organization under the City People’s Committee. One official stated that 80 percent of decision-making is now made locally while only the most important decisions require consultation with Pyongyang. It was also explained that individual companies are free to negotiate and conclude deals with their foreign partners autonomously, before seeking final approval from the government. Foreigners with long-term experience in Rason note that decisions do appear to be made with greater speed and flexibility than in the past. Moreover, it is said there is less suspicion and greater openness in local attitudes towards foreigners. This is particularly evident towards Chinese visitors, who are increasingly allowed to drive themselves around the zone. Chinese tourism expanded to such an extent that several weekends in summer 2012 saw hotels overbooked.

Finally, it should also be noted that Rason’s administrators appear to be increasingly talented, pragmatic individuals. Many come from Pyongyang’s top universities and have studied or worked abroad and have a better grasp of international business than in earlier years. The Vice-mayor, Hwang Chol Nam, seems particularly impressive in both his language skills and his understanding of technical and market issues. Anecdotes suggest that Rason is no longer seen as a
place of exile, but rather a place where incentives to succeed exist and personal career advancement is possible.

**Remaining Issues**

It would be remiss to ignore the multitude of constraints facing Rason, however. The environment in the DPRK remains challenging and while Rason is freer than most places in the country, it still operates under a political system that is essentially trying to balance the need to revive the economy with a desire to retain as much central control as possible.

This political uncertainty is the ultimate impediment to development in Rason and elsewhere. North Korea has, after all, rolled back previous reforms in the past. When feeling relatively confident about its economic and agricultural situation, Pyongyang has tried to move back towards orthodoxy as in 2005, with repeals of the 2002 economic reforms, and in 2009, with the unsuccessful currency reform. If investors are not confident in Pyongyang’s commitment to maintaining Rason as a functioning platform for free trade and investment, they will be wary about committing assets that might be jeopardized by a change in Pyongyang’s political winds.

The uncertainty over the application of law is a worry as well. Stories abound of conflicts over contracts, assets confiscations and done deals coming undone. Rason’s managers need to realize that this will have to change if they hope to attract investment from sources other than China. As we have seen, Chinese control over key parts of Rason’s infrastructure is increasing. If we begin to see bigger Chinese enterprises investing in Rason, this may be a sign that leverage is sufficiently counterbalancing concerns over the DPRK’s irregular legal environment. Investors from elsewhere, whose governments do not have their hands on such levers, will likely continue to stay away.

Communication remains an issue. Rason’s administrators currently do not have access to individual email accounts – a prerequisite for operating businesses at the normal pace of the 21st century. And while roughly one-fifth of all adults in Rason have mobile phones – exceptionally high by North Korean standards – foreigners in the zone cannot be on the same network and cannot call their Korean partners. (They can apparently both call landlines, however.) Calling internationally from the zone remains highly restricted, making business very, very slow by today’s standards. Rason administrators claimed that starting sometime in 2012, foreigners would have access to Internet and international telephony from certain hotels.

Finally, while infrastructure projects are underway, there is still much work to be done. As promising as developments at Rajin Port have been, they remain ultimately quite minimal. The crane system they employ can only handle six
moves per hour (the number of crates that can be unloaded in an hour). This is slow compared to many regional ports (17-25 moves per hour) and positively somnambulant compared to the world’s most efficient ports (over 40 moves per hour). Rason’s two other ports, Sonbong and Unsang, are dedicated to transporting crude oil and lumber respectively. They are both too shallow for heavy use and lie in significant states of disrepair, largely unused.

Ultimately, to attract truly transformative investment, Chinese industries will need to see a few more changes.\textsuperscript{22} What investors seek are efficiency in logistics and consistency in the enforcement of rules and regulations. Rason’s infrastructure upgrades are beginning to address the former; Pyongyang has yet to show commitment to the latter.

CONCLUSION

Beijing intends to bond Rason’s economy to Jilin’s, making them impossible to separate without risking instability and loss on both sides. The upgrades to transport networks both in Jilin and Rason and the impending resolution of Rason’s power shortage indicate a seriousness of purpose that has not previously been evident. Furthermore, Chinese control of key utilities, especially the power supply, increases Rason’s dependence on its northern neighbor.

Pyongyang's acquiescence to economic engagement and recent legal reforms give Rason the best administrative environment it has ever had. A shrewd yet realistic management team is in place and operating with greater autonomy than ever before. Pyongyang’s increasing need to create economic success stories and China's commitment suggest Rason will develop quickly over the coming years. This doesn’t mean we can expect Rason and the DPRK to follow a trajectory of reform along the lines of Shenzhen and China before it. It does mean, however, that Rason’s relative importance both as a locus of experimentation and as a generator of wealth in North Korea’s economy will increase in the coming years.
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Bracing for Low Fertility and a Large Elderly Population in South Korea
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ABSTRACT

For the first time in its history South Korea is experiencing the challenge of extremely low fertility and a rapidly increasing number of elderly persons. This dramatic shift in population distribution is a result of total fertility rates below replacement levels for the past thirty years and to a smaller extent, increases in life expectancy. To date, policies have not been effective in increasing fertility levels; social and economic structures currently in place have encouraged delayed marriage and delayed childbearing. For any pronatalist policy to be effective there will need to be major changes so that women can better integrate working and familial roles. It will become critical for South Korea to adjust to smaller families to care for the elderly and to have a greater reliance on the government for pensions and support of the elderly. The income redistribution will come at a time when the numbers of persons in the labor force will be contracting as a result of sustained low fertility. If government actions are not effective to increase fertility, then it will take collective efforts of civil society to make the necessary adjustments to the new population distribution.
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Since 1983 the Republic of Korea has experienced below replacement fertility. As recently as 1970, Korean women were having on average 4.5 children, but there was a 54 percent decline in fertility between 1970 and 1983 when fertility was first recorded as being below the replacement level of 2.1 children per woman (Figure 1). In the next twenty years, the total fertility rate (TFR) dropped from 2.08 children per woman in 1983 to 1.19 in 2003, and has remained steady at 1.2 ever since 2003.1 This sustained low fertility level is one of the most dramatic in the world and is unprecedented historically.

This demographic shift over the past generation is already evident in the age structure of South Korea. The number of children enrolling in school for the first time declined by 39 percent between 1990 and 2011 and the number of young men aged 15-24 who are potential recruits for the military will decline by 1.3 million between 2010 and 2025, which is a 37 percent decline.2 Conversely, the number of persons aged 65 and over in the South Korean population increased from less than a million in 1970 to 5.4 million in 2010 and is expected to be nearly 18 million by 2050.3

To understand the full impact of this demographic tsunami requires an examination of the causes of the fertility decline, as well as the structural changes and policy ramifications that will be required in South Korea to adapt to a rapidly changing population distribution.

**CAUSES FOR THE FERTILITY DECLINE**

In order to have a sense of whether the fertility trend can be reversed, it is important to understand what caused the fertility decline. The South Korean baby boom of the 1950s, coupled with slow economic growth, was a concern to Korean policy makers who saw a cycle of poverty. The Planned Parenthood Federation of Korea (PPFK) was started in April of 1961 with financial and technical assistance from the International Planned Parenthood Federation.4 The National Family Planning program was initiated in 1962 as part of the first Five-Year Economic Plan; the government worked closely with the PPFK and policies were included in successive five-year economic plans.5

The drop from a TFR of six in the early 1960s to replacement level fertility in 1983 was hailed as a success.6 The slogans imploring citizens to limit births matched the rapid economic expansion and social change of that era in the ROK. “Unplanned parenthood traps you in poverty” was an early slogan, followed by “Sons or daughters, stop at two and raise them well” in the 1970s.7 The economic incentives offered to women for using contraceptives and the state-disseminated messages promoting small families coincided with the country’s rapid rise of urbanization and industrialization and women’s desires to limit pregnancy and childbirth.8
Unintended consequences did arise in the 1980s and early 1990s with rising sex ratios at birth (as high as 115 males per 100 females) as parents strove to have a male child. The importance of having a son was critical for families as a means of economic and social support, as well as maintaining Confucian patriarchal traditions passed on through a son. Sex determination technology allowed families to terminate unwanted pregnancies. The government did revise laws to outlaw prenatal sex determination and by promoting the value of daughters as well as sons, the sex ratio at birth has declined to much more natural levels of about 105 boys born for 100 girls. To date no policies have been as effective, however, in reversing the sustained low fertility levels.

Although nearly all childbearing in Korea takes place within marriage—98.5 percent as of 2007—marriage is much less attractive to the current childbearing generation. Marriage is seen as a sort of luxury, which is sought after an “expanded educational and job-seeking period.” In 1970, 88 percent of women aged 25-29 in South Korea were married; by 2005 it was 40 percent. This retreat from marriage has resulted in a rapid rise in the mean age at marriage and in the mean age of childbearing. Mean age at first marriage rose from 26.4 years in 1995 to 28.9 years in 2010; mean age at first birth was 27.2 and was 30.1 years over the same time period.

The delay in marriage is a result in part of greater opportunities available for women who have made tremendous gains in obtaining higher education and securing jobs. Between 1995 and 2008 the percentage of females who graduated high school and entered higher education increased from 50 to 84 percent. Among women aged 25-29, 48 percent were in the labor force in 1995, which increased to 73 percent in 2007.

The effect of the increased percentage of women working outside of the home is exacerbated by long working hours. According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), South Koreans work the most hours per year of any member country. (The concept used is the total number of hours worked over the year divided by the average number of people in employment.) In 2010, Koreans worked on average 2,193 hours per year, as compared with the United States at 1,778 and the average for the OECD countries of 1,749. The long hours create strain for employed women with children and place more of a burden on women whose employed husbands have limited time with their families.

Women’s employment has yet another feature that tends to decrease fertility. Although the number of childcare facilities is increasing, childcare facilities meet only 30 percent of the demand. In 2003 there were 4,405 childcare facilities (public and workplace); by 2007 this had increased to 17,650. Even with the nearly quadrupling of facilities, the number of spots available falls far short of demand. Employed women spend nearly three and a half hours on household
chores/childcare on an average working day, which is about seven times as much as their husbands.20 As a result of few childcare facilities and/or the demands of childcare and housework, nearly half of all employed women quit their jobs when they have a child.

With a lack of public childcare facilities in Korea, the burden for caring for young children generally falls to families, and most specifically to mothers. Of the OECD-27 countries, Korea ranked last (as of 2003) in the total public spending per child as a percentage of average earnings and had the lowest public spending for children aged 0-6.21 As the family system has become more nuclear, there is less of a support network from other relatives for childcare. Although there are no school fees for public elementary and middle schools, extracurricular studies and private after school academies (hagwon)—which are attended by most children—are very expensive and time consuming. Children have upwards of a fifteen-hour school day by the time they complete their after school academy. The oversight of the child’s education traditionally falls to the Korean mother and excellence is expected. A New York Times article quoted one South Korean mother as saying, “Most Korean mothers want their children to get 100 on all the tests in all the subjects.”22 A child’s three-year preparation time for the college entrance exam is nearly a full-time job for mothers and some families have resorted to being “goose families” with the mother moving with the child great distances from the family home, just so the child can attend an international school.23

The high costs of childcare and extracurricular education, combined with the change in women’s status, have increased the costs of having a child to women and families. “The average share of household expenditure spent on children’s education increased from 7.4 percent of the total household expenditure in 1985 to 11.6 percent in 2005.”24 The cost of raising and educating a Korean child is estimated to be at least US $253,000.25

Economic factors, in addition to demographic factors, have kept fertility rates very low. The 1997 economic crisis was devastating for Korea with unemployment rates for men aged 20-24 jumping from 8.7 percent in 1997 to 19.4 percent in 1998 and Korea has again been affected by the international financial crisis of 2008.26 The economic shocks have led to diminishing expectations for labor market success, which is one of the factors that has led to an increasing mean age at marriage as well as young persons enjoying a more materialistic life and continuing to depend on their parents.27 Housing is very expensive for young people, and yet there is the desire to live separately from their families once the young couple marries. In the 2005 Census, 76 percent of single men aged 25-29 were living with their parents, compared with 86 percent of married men aged 25-29 living in their own households.28
Increased in the Elderly South Korean Population

Improved public health measures, diet, and medical advances have helped South Korea become a healthier country and as a result mortality rates have declined. Life expectancy at birth reflects these positive changes with an increase from 72 years in 1990 to 79 in 2012. While the increase in life expectancy at birth has been an important feature of the health and welfare of the elderly population, it has actually been the dramatic drop in fertility that has shifted the percentage distribution of South Korea toward the elderly.

The very low fertility rates over a sustained period of time are also reflected in the overall population growth of the country and in the median age. The current population growth rate is 0.2 percent and by 2025 the country is expected to experience negative growth rates. The median age has been increasing and will continue to climb: from 19.0 years in 1960 to 31.8 in 2000, and is projected to be 43.7 in 2020 and 56.2 in 2050.

Korea will move from an aged society to a super-aged society very quickly as can be seen in the population pyramids for 2012, 2025 and 2050 in Figure 2. Note that the scale of the x-axis changes for the 2050 pyramid to account for the nearly 2.5 million elderly women in the terminal (85+) age group.

Historically the elderly were a very small percentage of the population in all countries. During the late-1800s European countries began to see an increase in the elderly population. It took France 115 years to move from 7 percent to 14 percent elderly, whereas it will only take Korea 18 years. Korea will be classified as a super aged society with an estimated 20 percent of its population elderly by 2026. Population projections for the year 2050 estimate that 38 percent of the South Korean population will be 65 or older, making it one of the oldest countries in the world.

South Korea is not the only Asian country to experience rapid aging. Japan has the highest life expectancy at birth in the world (84 years) and a TFR of 1.4, a bit higher than South Korea’s. Currently the median age in Japan is nearly 45 years. The pattern of a rapid increase in the elderly has been observed in Japan, just as in South Korea. As of 1970, the elderly in Japan accounted for only 7.1 percent of the total population; in 1994, it had almost doubled to 14.1 percent. Although Japan has the highest life expectancy in the world, South Korea experienced an even more compressed rise in the elderly population combined with even lower fertility than in Japan.

The rapid rise in the aging population in Korea is a potential concern in terms of economic growth potential and the generational shift required for supporting the elderly with a shrinking labor force. There were seven persons in the working-
age population per one aged person in 2007. By 2020 the ratio will be 4.5 to 1, and in 2050 it is estimated that it will be 1.4 to 1. Business leaders, as well as governments and civil society organizations, share concern about consequences of an aging population for public finance and global competitiveness.

Just as young adults are more likely to set up their own households, it is increasingly likely that the elderly in South Korea are living on their own. The percentage of elderly living with a child fell from 77.7 percent in 1988 to 42.6 percent in 2002 and family support decreased from 72.8 percent to 53.3 percent during the same time period. One of the reasons for the decline is the small number of children for the elderly to live with, and this trend will only accelerate. If elderly parents do live with a child, they may be expected to look after grandchildren and/or do household chores, especially if their son and daughter-in-law or son-in-law and daughter both work outside the home.

Care of the elderly has traditionally been a family responsibility in South Korea. Confucian family values have led to weak public policy for the elderly; it is only relatively recently that the government has taken on a role as the traditional family system changes. This has come at a critical time as not only are the numbers of elderly increasing, but also as families are increasingly limited in the ability or motivation to pay for their elders. Social welfare increases will require a political consensus, particularly if costs through taxation are to be shared. If families are unwilling or unable to care for elderly members, and if the government is stretched to its limit, then the elderly may be required to either work longer and/or draw on personal savings. Potential conflicts abound, not only across generations but also between those working and not working.

The first national pension law in South Korea was first discussed in 1973 but had to be delayed owing to the economic hardship encountered after the oil shock. The National Pension System (NPS) was introduced in South Korea in 1988 and covers approximately half of the working population. However, only 10.8 percent of those 65 and over currently receive any benefits from the public pension plan.

In addition to the NPS, there are three additional plans in South Korea: 1) the government employees’ pension plan; 2) the military personnel pension plan; 3) and the private school teachers’ pension plan. All of these plans are intended to be the “first tier” pension plans. There are virtually no private pension systems. The NPS is targeted to pay 60 percent of average career earnings for a worker with 40 years of work experience and with a retirement age of 60, although the income replacement rate is scheduled to decrease to 40 percent over the next 20 years. The entitlement age will increase to 61 in 2013 and then will have a phased-in crease to 65 by 2033. Although the NPS is a critical part of the social safety net for the elderly, it clearly faces questions as to its long-term viability given the aging population.
Korea has the highest rates of economically active persons aged 50 to 64 of any OECD country, although the average retirement age is 55 for most employment contracts. National pension eligibility begins at age 60. This gap in part explains the high employment rates for the older workers, although a high proportion of the population is self-employed and those workers are not covered by the pension plan. Of those aged 55 to 64 in 2004, 60 percent were self-employed and of workers aged 65 and over, more than three-quarters were self-employed. On average, Koreans work an additional twelve years after they are retired from a primary job, owing to the lack of public support and declining family support.

With any aging society, it is difficult for contributions to outweigh the benefits in a pay-as-you-go system. A challenge for Korea is how to provide a decent level of support for the elderly without imposing a crushing burden on the working population given the generous benefit formula and the rapidly aging population. Pension participants will peak at 18.9 million in 2014, while pension recipients are expected to increase to 11.1 million in 2059. The military pension plan has been in deficit for several decades.

The cost of the National Pension System is projected to rise from 0.4 percent of GDP in 2005 to 7.3 percent by 2050. It is likely that additional reforms will be forthcoming as it is estimated that the pension fund will be exhausted by 2060. When all four pension programs are included—NPS, government employees, private school teachers, and the armed forces—the total cost of public pensions will reach 10.2 percent of GDP. Virtually all of the elderly are covered by National Health Insurance, but with costs that are 2.1 times that of the population under age 65. When health care and other programs are included the total cost of benefits to the elderly could exceed 25 percent of GDP by 2050. The IMF projects that pensions in Korea will be 10.1 percent of GDP in 2050, along with 7.8 percent of the GDP for health costs of the elderly and 4.1 percent for long-term health care.

Prior to the implementation of the pension system, the Korean retirement allowance system was introduced in 1953. The severance allowance is equal to “one month of wage for every year of service at the rate of average monthly wage over the last three months prior to departure.” Thus the critical feature of the retirement allowance is the number of years worked and the final salary. For companies, this allowance was beneficial in that no other financial provisions were required at the time of retirement and payment was made from current operating funds. With the changing tide of elderly, the government is allowing large corporations to replace this plan with more traditional corporate pension plans. This plan was a compromise between business leaders who wanted to abolish the retirement allowance entirely and labor organizations that sought to keep it. Long-term care insurance has also been established. To date public expenditures on this program are 0.3 percent of GDP, as compared with the OECD average of 1.1 percent.
Even with these plans in place, the poverty rate of the elderly in South Korea is very high. It is particularly difficult for the current cohort of the elderly who were not able to participate fully in government pension plans and who are feeling the effects of smaller extended families who are less likely to be co-resident. According to an OECD study published in 2008, 45 percent of South Korea’s elderly households live in a state of “relative poverty,” (income below 50 percent of the average household income of the nation). In comparison, the mean poverty rate for the elderly among OECD countries was 13 percent. As of 2005, 14 percent of the elderly received government social assistance with monthly benefits averaging less than US $80 per person. The elderly poverty rate is now three times that of the young. The elderly are vulnerable to shocks to the economic system; during the financial crisis of 1998 the poverty rate for the elderly was nearly 50 percent.

EXISTING POLICIES AND OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Without an increase in fertility, the population redistribution will create serious imbalances that will have long-lasting consequences for South Korea. Efforts to increase fertility rates are much more challenging than the successful family planning programs in the 1970s and 1980s that very effectively lowered fertility.

The Saeromaji Plan 2010 was announced by the government in 2006 and is intended to address both low fertility and the increase in the elderly population. The plan calls for: 1) stable income of the elderly through an improved public pension system and guaranteed retirement income; 2) a healthy life for the elderly through long-term care and senior health management; 3) a safe and active life through providing public housing at a low cost and senior-friendly public transportation; and 4) active participation in society through an expansion of job-creation projects and meaningful voluntary projects. Included in the plan are provisions for subsidies for daycare, tax and housing incentives for large families, expanded maternity and childcare leave. The government also announced the Vision 2020 Plan, which is intended to shift some of the burden of child-rearing and care of the elderly from the family to the general society through increased childcare and after-school programs, subsidies for day care, and lower taxes for households with young children. This plan is very explicit in stating that society is responsible as a whole for fostering the next generation, which Lee has argued is a public good.

In 2008, the ROK government spent 10.7 trillion won (which as of February 2012 would have been just over US $9.5 billion) on programs to increase the birthrate and to cope with the aging population, with about 40 percent of the funds earmarked to raise the birth rate and support child-rearing initiatives. To date the policies have not been effective, which in large part is due to the country’s work culture and gendered society that will require societal shifts for success of any pronatalist plan.
Even if efforts to increase fertility are successful in the future, the echoes of low fertility will reverberate through the population structure for years to come and will be most evident over the next 25 years. During this adjustment period to an aged country, South Korea must adjust to a smaller workforce (in percentage terms, and in absolute terms as early as the next decade) who will be able to support the elderly population while at the same time providing for the nation’s children. There are no easy fixes.

Jackson et al. suggest an increase in immigration, but while the short-term effect may be to increase the number of workers, South Korea would find it very difficult to assimilate a large number of immigrants. In addition, the numbers of immigrants that would be required to maintain the support ratio are staggering. To show the extreme immigration that would be required to reach replacement level of workers, Coleman titled a paper “Replacement Migration, or Why Everyone’s Going to Have to Live in Korea.” In response to a United Nations report that showed the difficulties of correcting the country effects of aging through increased immigration, Coleman stated in his paper that, “For South Korea, the most exciting example, 94 million immigrants per year would be needed, almost twice its current population, adding up to 5.1 billion by 2050 (that is, 5/6ths of today’s world population). Even the United Nations decided that might be ‘extreme’.”

If immigration is discounted as the likely savior to increase the number of workers and children in South Korea, then the pleas to increase fertility will require multifaceted changes in the country. To encourage such a government-planned massive fertility turnaround may not be feasible given all the economic, social and demographic aspects that would be required to change in lock step in South Korea. In order to address the incompatibility of worker and mother roles for women would require a reordering of male and female roles in the household and perhaps shorter working hours. The retreat from marriage would need to be reversed, combined with an earlier age at marriage and childbearing. The costs of children would need to decline, which like these other factors is difficult to change through public policy. For instance, the Saeromaji Plan proposes to extend publicly funded after-school classes and cyber-education programs. Given the intense competition for highly coveted university spots, however, it is likely that private education services will remain much more popular than public after-school programs.

While the numbers of children populating elementary schools will be contracting, the dependency ratio will sky rocket. In fact, by 2050 South Korea will have the highest age-dependency ratio (as measured by the number of persons 65+ to the number of persons aged 15-64) of the primary emerging market countries (Argentina, Brazil, China, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Turkey). The economic downturn, combined with the rapidly aging population, will require South Korea to adjust with limited available labor-force options. South Korea benefitted tremendously in the previous generation from
the demographic dividend, i.e. a large labor force, but will now have to deal with labor contraction. Although some European countries may increase retirement ages in order to delay the drain on pensions, that is less viable for South Korea with such a large percentage of the elderly already working and with the long work hours being recorded.

In the past 50 years the demography of South Korea has twice changed course very effectively. First was the national family planning campaign as described earlier in this paper that resulted in the steep decline in fertility rates. The second example was a result of a rapidly increasing sex ratio at birth (males per 100 female babies), which was as high as 115 in 1994. This largely came about as a result of using prenatal technology for parents to select for a male birth. But Eberstadt has argued convincingly that it was not the outlawing of prenatal technology that caused the sex ratio to return to a more historical and balanced pattern of about 105 boys born for every 100 girls, but rather that it was civil society, including the faith-based community, that brought to the fore the value of daughters to the family and the country at large. Although the country leaders would be remiss not to have pronatalist policies in place, it appears that it will again be the collective efforts of civil society that will necessitate changing course in order to increase fertility. This change will not happen in a vacuum and will require concomitant changes in society and the labor force to accommodate women and mothers, that children are valued as emotional and financial support for their elderly parents, and that the costs of children decline.

Given that Japan has experienced the onset of an aging population earlier than Korea, one might look there for lessons to be learned. The government of Japan has listed the growing elderly population as the major demographic concern and has passed legislation that has increased the age of eligibility for the full flat National Pension benefit—in stages—from ages 60 to 65, by 2013 for men and by 2018 for women. “In 1999, the Government announced its intention to institute a similar increase with respect to the other part of the retirement benefit—the earnings related pension, fully effective in 2025 for men and 2030 for women.” Pronatalist policies such as the Angel Plan, which was revised as recently as 2009, combine the improvement of public childcare support systems with gender policies for equal treatment for women and men in the workplace. Japanese women have found working and mother roles to be incompatible to a great extent; as a result, the median ages at marriage and first birth have been creeping up in Japan as in South Korea. To date, immigration has not been seen as an option to alleviate the population crisis in Japan in large part due to its homogeneous population, although nearly 600,000 immigrants are Korean. In sum, although Japan has looked to legislation to help alleviate concerns over pensions for the elderly and has instituted pronatalist policies, concerns about societal and economic ramifications of the population redistribution remain a national concern as the TFR has remained constant at 1.4 children per woman since 2008.
Although Singapore has its unique properties, it is also facing the rapid expansion of the elderly population, with a TFR (0.8 in 2012) even below that of South Korea and a life expectancy of 83.75 years. Its multifaceted economic approach to address the dependency ratio relies on self-reliance and individual savings, combined with a mandatory savings plan for all workers (the Central Provident Fund), which is a defined contribution plan. They have just added an annuity plan attached to the Central Provident Fund. Policy changes encourage workers to continue working for three years past the retirement age of 62. Singaporeans have the benefit of living in close proximity to one another so elderly “wellness” groups can meet and encourage elderly to remain active and promote healthy lifestyles.

While it is tempting to hope that South Korea can learn from the experiences of Japan, Singapore, and even some of the European countries with burgeoning elderly populations, no country has yet rebounded from such low fertility for such a prolonged period of time. The one facet that is very unique to South Korea is the potential for reunification. Fertility in North Korea is estimated to be right at replacement level (2.1 children per woman) and the median age in 2008 was 30.1 for males and 33.7 years for females as compared to 35.3 years for males and 37.4 years for females in South Korea in the same year. There is no question that immediately following reunification the fertility rate would be higher than it is now in South Korea if fertility remained unchanged in the two geographic areas, and the total population would be younger. What would happen in five, ten or twenty years after a Korean reunification is anyone’s guess, but the experience of Germany’s reunification was that former East Germany’s fertility dropped from 200,000 births in 1989 to 80,000 births in 1994. One can imagine that reunification of the two Koreas would cause staggering social and economic adjustments that would likely result in a downward shift in fertility in North Korea, and possibly in South Korea as well. It is unlikely that reunification would have any hope of increasing fertility in the long-term.

Perhaps South Korea is in a better financial situation than some of its Asian neighbors to deal with the financial considerations of the elderly population given that it has one of the lowest debt to GDP ratios in the OECD countries. But one factor that differentiates South Korea from the Asian dragons is that Korea has the sixth largest armed forces in the world. Although it has a large military, Korea spends a relatively small amount on the military; as of 2008 South Korea spent 2.8 percent of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) on the military, which in 2006 was ranked 53rd in the world for countries with available data on the percentage of GDP spent on the military. If South Korea maintains a large military into the future—and there is every reason to believe it will given the threat to its north—there may be competing demands between supporting the elderly and the military.
The demographic restructuring facing South Korea is unprecedented and there are no easy or obvious solutions. Are these intractable problems or can current planning alleviate the social and economic challenges the countries with more elderly than children will face? The optimist will argue that there are economic safety valves and adjustment mechanisms that are available to be utilized such as shifting more of the public coverage of services back to individuals and families, while the pessimist will focus on the impending inversion of the population pyramid. Whether and how the South Korean government and families can adjust to the demographic dilemma facing the country remains to be seen.
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ADVANCING ECONOMIC FREEDOM:
KEY TO ENSURING SOUTH KOREA’S
GREATER ECONOMIC FUTURE
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ABSTRACT

Despite a considerable level of uncertainty caused by the global economic slowdown since late 2008, South Korea has outperformed many other advanced economies in terms of installing a path of solid economic recovery. Nevertheless, South Korea has confronted its own economic and political challenges as the country attempts to weather uncertain times ahead and to chart a new chapter of advancement. In 2012, the intensity of the debate on how to further reform and reshape South Korea’s economy for the future, particularly the role of government in free markets, was greater than ever before. Sound development and progress of a market economy requires a fair and transparent competitive environment as well as the security of economic freedom. The South Korean economy needs greater transparency and market competition fostered by economic freedom, not a new kind of government meddling or the policy pursuit of big government in the name of “economic democratization.” Economic freedom, cultivated by the rule of law, limited government, regulatory efficiency, and open markets, is critical to generating the broader-based economic dynamism. Indeed, many of the positive changes South Korea has achieved over the past decades can be attributed to discarding the old way of thinking. A truly dynamic Korea should embrace greater economic freedom in order to adapt its social model to global realities.
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INTRODUCTION

With global economic recovery far from secure, many major economies continue to be at a critical juncture and face decisive policy choices. Political and economic developments since the economic and financial turmoil in late 2008 have inspired a fundamental rethinking of the social contract between citizens and governments in many parts of the world. Indeed, South Korea, one of the world’s top 35 free economies according to the Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economic Freedom, has confronted its own economic and political challenges as the country attempts to weather uncertain times ahead and to chart a new chapter of advancement.

Both economically and politically, the year 2012 was an important milestone for the South Korean economy. In the midst of the ongoing global economic slowdown and weak recovery, it marked the fifteenth year after the 1997 Asian financial crisis that South Korea successfully upgraded its economy. With earlier market reforms triggered by the crisis relatively well institutionalized and other macroeconomic policies to sustain economic expansion in place, the South Korean economy grew at a respectable pace of over three percent in 2012. Also notably, for the first time in twenty years, South Korea held both parliamentary and presidential elections in the same year. The intensity of the debate on how to further reform and reshape South Korea’s economy for the future, particularly the role of government in free markets, was greater than ever before.

This paper will take a brief look back at South Korea’s economic transformation since the 1997 financial crisis and argue that advancing economic freedom through more committed institutional reforms is critical to meaningfully realizing the country’s pursuit of so-called “economic democratization” as well as installing broad-based economic expansion for the future. Undoubtedly, the South Korean economy has the fundamentals—such as its large supplies of capital, highly educated labor forces, modern infrastructure, and stable legal system—all in place. The extent of South Korea’s long-term economic vigor and competitiveness, however, will be critically determined by both the outcome of ongoing debates about the proper scope of government and the country’s progress toward greater economic freedom.

SOUTH KOREA’S ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION

SINCE THE 1997 ASIAN FINANCIAL CRISIS

The 1997 Asian financial crisis triggered extensive economic and political unrest in emerging Asian markets, sending many countries from Thailand to South Korea into recession. Unlike previous economic crises in Mexico and Latin America, the Asian crisis was not caused by excessive government spending or unmanageable public debt, but instead was mainly rooted in the private sector. At the time, one common interpretation was that the crisis debunked the “Asian Miracle.”
Capitalism and globalization were repudiated and blamed for the bursting of currency and property bubbles and the resultant economic difficulties.

Some observers even argued that “the Asian miracle was always a sham” and predicted “a decade of lost growth in East Asia,” like the one that Latin America went through after its debt crisis in the early 1980s. Yet the economic recovery after the crisis has proven that reports of the Asian Miracle’s demise were premature. In hindsight, the 1997 crisis was just a temporary setback. The late Milton Friedman stated that the “Asian Miracle is real” and observed, the thought that “one crisis discredits three decades of growth is allowing the headlines to overwhelm history.” As the recovery has shown, Friedman was correct in predicting that the Asian economies would fix their problems and get back on track.

Indeed, for the South Korean economy, the temporary setback provided much-needed momentum to adjust its economic system to the constantly changing global economy. The fifteen years since the crisis have validated that point. South Korea continues to be one of the most dynamic economies. As painful as the 1997 financial crisis was, it has provided South Korea a strong incentive to make its economic system more open and transparent. To their credit, successive governments have taken steps to address economic problems by reforming financial sectors, increasing regulatory transparency, strengthening corporate governance, and opening the market to greater competition. In addition, they have continued to promote South Korean competitiveness by embracing foreign trade and further integrating into the global trading system.

Although it took time for post-crisis reforms to restore investor confidence, the subsequent recovery was stronger and swifter than recoveries in other emerging market countries. Fifteen years after the financial crisis, the South Korean economy has firmly rebounded, with real per capita GDP passing the pre-crisis level (See Chart 1). With greater economic resilience in place, South Korea has been able to bounce back and resume the soaring growth rates that have enabled its per capita GDP to double since 1998, catapulting South Korea into the ranks of the world’s wealthiest nations.

It is notable that almost ten years after the Asian financial crisis, the South Korean economy confronted yet again a larger-scale economic turmoil that originated in the United States – namely, the global financial meltdown in late 2008. Compared to the Asian crisis, however, South Korea has fared quite better through the immediate months of the crisis and the current global economic slowdown. As a matter of fact, South Korea’s renewed economic upturn began within months of the financial panic of late 2008 and has largely continued since then.

South Korea’s capacity to emerge from not one but two debilitating economic and financial turmoil without prolonged stagnation has drawn attention in a world that suddenly needs economic role models. As Barry Eichengreen, a professor of
economic history at the University of California, Berkeley, observed, “Korea has many differences with the United States, but they certainly did financial reform right. Korea under the I.M.F. did radical surgery.”

Indeed, despite a considerable level of uncertainty caused by the economic and financial crisis since late 2008, South Korea has outperformed many other advanced economies in terms of installing a path of solid economic recovery. The South Korean economy has recovered faster and more vigorously from the 2008 global crisis than most members of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and has enjoyed low unemployment and low government debt.

To be certain, as an export-oriented open economy, South Korea initially experienced moribund economic growth along with the rest of the world. However, net exports remained remarkably robust through the current global economic slowdown, and GDP per capita fell markedly less than in the aftermath of the 1997 crisis. What is remarkable is that the relatively strong economic performance of South Korea in years since late 2008 has occurred in an environment of very weak global demand. In large part, such impressive export performance has been facilitated by South Korea’s strategic and steadfast pursuit of various free trade agreements with key economic partners around the world, which was culminated by the long-awaited implementation of the Korea-U.S. FTA in March,2012. These trade agreements have all contributed to South Korea’s remarkable achievement of trading over $1 trillion on the global market over the past two years.

In fact, as pointed out by a November 2012 Foreign Policy special report, South Korea is rightly considered as one of the seven countries that won the great recession. South Korea “was the first wealthy country to emerge from recession in 2009, and household income has grown for the last 11 quarters.”

![Chart 1: South Korea’s Economic Performance](chart1.png)

Source: International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook Database, October 2012
Reflecting such impressive performance of the South Korean economy, all three major rating agencies—Moody’s, Fitch, and Standard and Poor’s—upgraded South Korea’s sovereign credit rating in 2012.\textsuperscript{10}

It is also notable that during the past decade, South Korea has been one of the fastest-growing OECD countries, with real GDP expanding by over 4 percent per annum. Such growth has narrowed the per capita income gap with the United States from 62 percent in 1991 to around 35 percent in recent years.\textsuperscript{11}

\section*{The South Korean Economy at the Crossroads}

Beyond further solidifying its ongoing economic recovery, South Korea should focus on building its economic potential by strengthening its commitment to reforms that enhance economic freedom and, therefore, competitiveness in its economic system and greater opportunities for many.

Today’s economic growth and prosperity depend on maintaining and improving an environment in which entrepreneurial activities and innovation can flourish. Investment capital and entrepreneurial talent flow toward economies with low taxes, secure property rights, sound money, sensible regulatory policies, and greater transparency. Countries with higher degrees of openness and flexibility benefit from the free exchange of commerce and thereby enjoy long-term and broad-based economic growth and prosperity.

The global economic and financial turmoil of the past four years has emboldened critics of the capitalist, free enterprise system and raised questions about the best policy framework for supporting economic growth, employment, and overall prosperity. Questions relating to the role and size of government have been front and center, both in national debates and in international discussions. For example, with countries from Europe to China facing the demographic challenges of aging populations, problems of funding pensions on a sustainable basis are becoming acute. Also notably, the global recession has strained social safety nets almost everywhere; increased spending in some countries has turned what was previously a debate about long-term funding solutions into an acute crisis demanding immediate decisions about austerity measures to restrain national debt.

When dealing with democracies, of course, battles are fought not just among countries, but also within them through the political system and the electoral process. In Europe, decades of high social welfare spending and stifling regulation have combined to reduce economic and social dynamism and flexibility. As electorates were clamoring for action during the financial crisis and recession, governments’ scope for effective response proved surprisingly small. For governments increasingly constrained by budget deficits and rising debt, the disconnect between their past political promises and their economic capability to fulfill them, and between their
financial assets and liabilities, became difficult to ignore. A fundamental rethinking of the social contract, the basic relationship between government and citizen, became, for some countries like Greece or France, not just an academic exercise but a political debate that spilled into the streets.

South Korea has confronted its own economic and political challenges as the economy attempts to weather uncertain times ahead. Particularly in 2012 when for the first time in twenty years, South Korea held both parliamentary and presidential elections in the same year, the intensity of the debate on how to reform and reshape its dynamic economy for the future had centered on social welfare issues and the role of the government in the economy.

In other words, keen observations made in 2005 by a long time Korea watcher, Marcus Noland of the Paterson Institute for International Economics, remained quite relevant to South Korea’s political scenes in 2012:

> Today South Korea is an awkward interstice as the country tries to work out the appropriate role of the state. While there is a consensus that the country cannot return to the ways of the past, there appears to be less of a consensus about the way forward. This difficulty is compounded by what appear to be—at least in the context of comparative data—institutional weaknesses in the political system. South Korea’s economic development has, in effect, outstripped its political development. A strengthening of those political institutions and a clear redefinition of the role of the state vis-à-vis the economy would appear to be a central challenge looking forward.12

The extent of South Korea’s long-term economic vigor and competitiveness will be surely determined by the outcome of ongoing debates about the proper scope of government, the existing social contract, and welfare policies.

**PROMOTING ECONOMIC FREEDOM, NOT BIG GOVERNMENT, IS THE KEY TO “ECONOMIC DEMOCRATIZATION”**

During the last presidential race, the campaign buzz word was so-called “economic democratization.” Both the opposition candidate, Moon Jae-in, and the ruling, conservative Saenuri Party's Park Geun-hye, endorsed the notion of “economic democratization” as the key economic and political goal. The elusive concept’s two main aims focused on reducing economic inequality—notably in the context of controlling and regulating chaebol—and expanding South Korea’s welfare system. The two contenders’ specific approach towards the concept had quite differed in scope and detail, and still, how the notion of “economic
“economic democratization” will eventually translate into real policies in coming years remains largely uncertain.

In fact, any possible translation of “economic democratization” into specific policies would be inevitably shaped by how to define the role and scope of government in the South Korean economy. In other words, considering that any discussion of economic freedom is essentially about defining the relationship between individuals and governments, “economic democratization” needs to be discussed in the frame of enhancing economic freedom, not limiting it.

As various countries’ successful democratic developments have vindicated, political democratization is about advancing and ensuring lasting political freedom. Democracy is fundamentally rooted in the proposition that political sovereignty originates with citizens. Enduring democratic systems are often characterized by protection basic human rights as well as promotion of opportunities to engage in meaningful political participation and competition under the rule of law.

By the same token, “economic democratization” should be about ensuring that everyone has equal opportunities to compete to succeed in the free market system.

As discussed in the Index of Economic Freedom, a comprehensive annual country-by-country analysis on economic freedom by the Heritage Foundation:

"Economic freedom is a condition or state of being in which individuals can act with autonomy while in the pursuit of livelihood...In general, state action or government control that interferes with individual autonomy limits economic freedom... The goal of economic freedom is not simply an absence of government coercion or constraint, but the creation and maintenance of a mutual sense of liberty for all. As individuals enjoy the blessings of economic freedom, they in turn have a responsibility to respect the economic rights and freedoms of others. Governments are instituted to ensure basic protections against the ravages of nature or the predations of one citizen over another so that positive economic rights such as property and contracts are given societal as well as individual defense against the destructive tendencies of others."

As the definition of “economic democratization” remains largely elusive, the political and academic debates over the value and policy direction of the concept will continue in coming months and years. Nonetheless, particularly in the context of defining the appropriate role of government in forming related policies, it needs to be noted that “economic democratization” should not mean to guarantee equal outcomes in competitions, justifying government interference in the free market system.
A free market system that provides for economic freedom allows for greater diversity, promoting creativity and innovation. It is true that government can play an important role in ensuring economic stability and vibrant growth while sensibly overseeing markets. However, the role of government is neither to create and distribute wealth nor to ensure equal outcomes. Given the diversity of individual efforts, not all will succeed. Unequal results are a natural outcome of equal opportunity. Government’s role is to clear the way for people to create their own wealth. It must uphold the rule of law, secure property rights, and thus sustain transparency of the market system.

During South Korea's past presidential campaign, "chaebol-bashing" had been quite often employed, and how to reform the chaebol took the center stage of the economic policy debates. Under the slogan of “economic democratization,” presidential candidates on both political sides had proposed various forms of regulating the chaebol, whether through restrictions on cross-shareholdings or higher taxes.

The chaebols have been important pillars of South Korea's economic development over the past decades. Nonetheless, it is undeniable that the chaebols' over-dominance of the economy as well as their untidy corporate governance has gradually undermined South Korea’s free market system, especially in the context of crony capitalism—the symbiotic nexus between big business and big government that undermines the rule of law in the free market. Having seen the Chaebol's historically close ties with politicians and government officials that have distorted competition in the free market, many ordinary South Koreans are right to be critical about the chaebol.

As a matter of fact, South Korea's bigger problem is more fundamental than the chaebol. For the past six decades, the country’s government-led economic strategy has been mainly to encourage large, exporting firms to grow larger and export more. A greater number of South Koreans have noticed that this outdated approach and its lingering legacy, which runs the risk of systematically perpetuating crony capitalism in South Korea, has become increasingly detrimental for an advanced and open economy like today’s South Korea.

Sound development and progress of a market economy requires a fair and transparent competitive environment as well as the security of economic freedom. South Korea needs greater competition fostered by greater economic freedom, not a new kind of government meddling or big government in the name of “economic democratization.”
ECONOMIC FREEDOM MATTERS TO SOUTH KOREA'S ECONOMIC FUTURE

Reviewing the economic performance of over 100 countries over the past thirty years, a 2011 World Bank study revealed new empirical evidence supporting the idea that economic freedom and civil and political liberties are the root causes of why some countries achieve and sustain better economic outcomes. According to the World Bank’s research, a one unit change in the initial level of economic freedom between two countries is associated with an almost one percentage point differential in their average long-run economic growth rates. In the case of civil and political liberties, the long-term effect is also positive and significant with a differential of 0.3 percentage point.

Furthermore, the study found that the expansion of freedom conditions over time also positively influences long-run economic growth. As noted by the study:

No evidence was found that the initial level of entitlement rights or their change over time had any significant effects on long-term per capita income, except for a negative effect in some specifications of the model. These results tend to support earlier findings that beyond core functions of government responsibility—including the protection of liberty itself—the expansion of the state to provide for various entitlements, including so-called economic, social, and cultural rights, may not make people richer in the long run and may even make them poorer.

Economic freedom, cultivated by the rule of law, limited government, regulatory efficiency, and open markets, is critical to generating the broader-based economic dynamism that brings more opportunities for people to work, produce, and save.

This multidimensional relationship between economic freedom and development has been empirically documented in cross-country research, the annual Index of Economic Freedom, and in many other academic studies. Not only does a high level of economic freedom clearly induce a greater level of prosperity (See Chart 2), but it also facilitates progress in overall human development including better health, longer lives, greater education, and cleaner environments. And freer countries have a much better record at reducing poverty and promoting capacity for innovation.

Numerous other studies have also shown that the entrepreneurship encouraged by greater economic freedom leads to innovation, economic expansion, and overall human development.

In pursuing sustainable prosperity, both the direction of policy and commitment to economic freedom are also important. Indeed, over the last decade, the countries
with greater improvements in economic freedom achieved higher rates of economic expansion, as shown in the Index.

As indicated by the findings of the Index, sustaining dynamic and inclusive economic expansion is in fact about putting into practice three fundamental principles of economic freedom: empowerment of the individual, non-discrimination, and open competition. This is not a dogmatic ideology. In fact, it represents the rejection of dogmatism, allowing individuals the freedom and flexibility to embrace diverse and even competing strategies for economic advancement.

**TIME FOR SOUTH KOREA TO FREE ITS ECONOMY**

The Heritage Foundation’s *Index of Economic Freedom* provides a framework for measuring economic freedom by identifying the most important components of economic freedom and determining how each country measures up, factor by factor.

Today, according to the 2012 Index, South Korea's economy ranks 31st among 179 countries rated. Its score of 69.9 (on a 0-100 scale, with 100 being best) ranks ahead of both the global and Asia-Pacific regional averages. As one of the “moderately free” economies (countries with economic freedom scores of 60 through 60.9) in the Index, South Korea’s economy has the fundamentals—such as its large supplies of capital, highly educated labor forces, modern infrastructure, and stable legal system—all in place. Since 2000, as Chart 3 depicts, the South Korean economy has fluctuated within the boundary of “moderately free.”

Unfortunately, however, a closer look reveals that South Korea's level of economic freedom is neither as comprehensive nor as concrete as it should be. The economy of South Korea, the fifth largest economic power in Asia-Pacific, shows favorable but conflicting indicators. Current performance reflects a solid track of economic recovery, but long-term challenges caused by inconsistent economic policies,
lingering systemic deficiencies, and increasingly competitive rivals threaten to sap its momentum.

For example, although its regulatory process has improved, bureaucracy and lack of transparency still hinders entrepreneurial activities. Interventionist government policies still linger.

Perhaps more critically, corruption and weak political institutions have continued to damage government integrity and undermine the foundations of economic freedom, keeping South Korea from becoming a “free” economy. According to the 2012 Corruption Perception Index by Transparency International that measures “how corrupt a country’s public sector is,” South Korea’s ranking has slipped for two years in a row, placing the country 45th among 176 countries.21

It might not be surprising that frustration has been building up among people, in particular among young people whose unemployment rate stands at a high level. South Korea’s youth unemployment rate has hovered at around nine percent, more than twice the national average.22 Anti-business sentiment and populist attacks on the free market system become more frequent as well. These developments, in turn, make it even harder to achieve the necessary reforms.

How should South Korea respond? Rather than just talking, seriousness about enhancing South Korea's economic freedom should mean matching rhetoric with more concrete actions in modernizing and upgrading its economic system. More importantly, South Korea must start with a bigger change—a change in mindset. Globalization is a fact of life in Korea. It is happening in the economy, but it should also happen in the way of thinking. Indeed, many of the positive changes South Korea has achieved over the past decades can be attributed to discarding the old way of thinking. A truly dynamic Korea should embrace more economic freedom in order to adapt its social model to global realities.
A failure to carry through on necessary economic reform with strong leadership and commitment to advancing economic freedom may add to growing concerns over South Korea’s competitiveness. The danger isn't that the South Korean economy will collapse but that it will become less attractive to investors who will increasingly bypass South Korea to invest elsewhere.

**CONCLUSION**

Economic freedom leads to prosperity because free economies allow for competition, which is the best proven method by which the daily activity of a great number of people can be coordinated without coercion. Competition, at the same time, requires the organization of institutions, such as stable money, minimal and transparent regulation, minimal participation of the state in economic activity, and a strong enforcement of property rights and regulations.

South Korea possesses enviable economic strengths. It enjoys a stable political system, a strong cultural work ethic, a highly educated workforce, and a history of technological innovation. But the country is fast approaching a critical juncture. Insufficient transparency and lingering cronyism have undermined the integrity of the government, prevented the creation of dynamic small and medium-size enterprises, and discouraged investment by domestic firms.

As Friedrich A. Hayek foresaw decades ago, “The guiding principle in any attempt to create a world of free men must be this: a policy of freedom for the individual is the only truly progressive policy.”

Thus, the battle of ideas must also be a battle for the meaning of the very words with which we debate. Is it “progressive” to utilize the coercive power of the state to redistribute and level incomes within a society? Is it “liberal” to build a massive state apparatus to regulate conditions of employment, usage of energy, and access to capital? The answers to such questions and translating the concept of “economic democratization” into practical policies will determine how South Korea enhances its economic dynamism and sails through the 21st century.

Neither South Korea nor any other country can turn back the clock. Globalization is a fact of life – both economically and socially. As real time examples around the globe have been clearly showing, welfare-statism based on populist big government policies is the road to bankruptcy. In rejecting that path, South Korea must not shy away from the challenge of pursuing greater economic freedom that will empower South Korea’s coming generation with more opportunities.
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ABSTRACT

This article outlines and analyzes the various factors that have shaped agriculture and rural life in South Korea. This paper first outlines the historical role of the government, farmers and the public in influencing and shaping agrarian life from 1961 to 1992. Second, it looks at the effects of deregulating the agricultural economy over the last two decades. Finally, based on this historical analysis, it considers the present and future course of agriculture/rural life in South Korea. In particular, this article argues that stabilizing and enhancing the agricultural industry and rural life depends on 1) the South Korean government crafting sensible, democratic agrarian policies that give farmers the flexibility and power to adapt to the continually changing global economy and 2) farmers developing an infrastructure of power through which to strengthen economic positions, influence policy making and shape cultural trends. In short, the survival of agriculture and rural life under an industrial/urban centered-global economy requires a process of retrofitting agrarian institutions, structures and cultures in ways that not only ensure social and economic diversity and stability, but also national security through food self-sufficiency.
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INTRODUCTION

Agriculture, rural life and the farmer have long been revered in modern Korea. Historically, agriculture was considered as a valuable source of wealth that drove economic development especially in the Chosŏn period (1392-1910). Peasants and farmers were considered the pillars of the nation as they cultivated crops and raised livestock that fed and nourished the country. Because of their central roles in society that have endured since the early recorded history of Korea, agriculture, rural life and farmers acquired a mythical status and became crucial sources of national identity during the Japanese colonial period when Koreans partook in nationalist movements that sought to resist colonialism by identifying what was “Korean” and constructing a unified national body. Agriculture and the farmer continue to be spoken of very highly by Koreans and used as symbols that embody the nation. According to a 2010 survey on Korean agriculture, urban residents declared that “agriculture will continue to be important in the future” and an important role of agriculture is “the preservation of natural environment and balanced development of national territory.”

Despite the farmer and agriculture’s prominent place in nationalist discourse, Korea’s agricultural industry and rural life has steadily deteriorated over the last four decades. Since 1961 when the government started a path of modern development centered on industrialization and urbanization, the percentage of Koreans working in agriculture and livestock has declined from 49.5 percent (1970) to 6.4 percent (2011) with only 17.6 percent of land devoted to farming (2008 est.). Agriculture’s share of the country’s GDP also shrank from 25.5 percent (1970) to 2.6 percent (2008). Whereas 90 percent of the population lived and worked in rural Korea before 1945, only 18.5 percent of Koreans live in the countryside today (2010 est.) with the majority of them being between the ages of 50 and 80. High debt is experienced in most farming households as their incomes have steadily declined. In 2005, each household averaged close to 27.2 million Korean won in debt. High debt with lower income in farming households has helped widen the income gap between the urban and rural. Today, not only do farmers face a series of developments that threaten to erode their livelihoods and rural life, including the passage of Free Trade Agreements (FTA), but the country also faces a national security issue because the decline of the agricultural industry has resulted in the sharp reduction of Korea’s food self-sufficiency rate.

In order to understand the decline of the agricultural industry and the farmers’ livelihoods, this paper examines the factors, forces and developments that have shaped the direction of agriculture and rural life, or agrarian affairs, in South Korea since 1961. In particular, this paper looks at the role of government, farmers and the general public. Through a historical analysis, this paper seeks to shed light on the powers and influences behind agrarian development and offers policy suggestions for stabilizing and enhancing agriculture and rural life. This paper
argues that new possibilities for the agricultural economy and rural living can be accomplished in two ways. First, the government should actively collaborate with farmers to retool its approaches to the agriculture and livestock industries. Second, farmers may better adapt to the changing environment by creating an infrastructure of power that features cooperatives and a new culture of food.

**The Role and Power of Government, Farmers and the Public in Shaping the Direction of the Agricultural Economy and Rural Life in South Korea from 1961—1992**

In present day South Korea, agrarian affairs have largely been determined by the views and practices of the government, farmers and the general public. Among the three groups, the government has held significant control over the make-up and direction of the agricultural industry and rural society since the country’s founding. Before 1948, however, rural inhabitants had already experienced heavy government intervention in their daily affairs through colonial government-led rural movements. These movements were different than rural projects before 1910 in that Japanese colonial-era movements (1910-1945) marked the first time in which the state devoted significant effort and resources toward controlling the countryside in order to create a comprehensive rural market system that would increase agricultural productivity and the output of crops. The colonial government started the Campaign to Increase Rice Production in 1920 and the Fourteen-Year Plan (1926) with the hope of turning peasants into productive, disciplined agricultural laborers. The 1920 Plan featured programs that encouraged “the use of chemical fertilizers and improved seeds, cultivation of new lands, and irrigation improvement, and required inspection of rice and beans to enhance quality and marketability.” In order to pacify peasants at a time of growing rural unrest, the Rural Revitalization Campaign (1932-1940) introduced “spiritual programs” to mold the moral and ethical behavior of peasants—programs teaching virtues such as frugality and “loyalty to the emperor” and correcting “wrong” behavior.

The colonial government’s thrust to redesign Korea’s agricultural economy and discipline peasants through top-down initiatives stemmed largely from Japan’s need for a reliable supply of inexpensive agricultural goods. Because state-led industrialization in Japan was increasingly drawing rural inhabitants to cities, domestic production of agricultural goods started to decrease, which increased food prices and led to “rice riots” and protests over these high prices in Japanese cities. The colonial government reformed Korean agriculture and rural life as a way to help resolve instability in Japan. Agricultural and rural policies in colonial Korea, in short, were developed for the sake of industrialization. This trend of reforming agriculture and rural society based on the needs of manufacturing and heavy industry has been seen in many developing countries in the post-World War II era.
The South Korean government also placed agriculture and rural Korea under the needs and interests of the urban sector and industrial capitalist development after 1961. Park Chung-hee, the authoritarian leader, centered his economic policy chiefly on a program of “labour-intensive manufactured exports-led growth.”

Until the early 1970s, this program’s success was based upon the “squeezing of the agricultural sector” through several initiatives, especially the direct procurement of rice and agricultural goods that lowered the wages and wealth of farmers by keeping agricultural prices low. Low prices on agricultural goods kept labor costs down by reducing “the reproduction costs and thus wage levels for the industrial labour force” and indirectly exerting a “downward market pressure on urban wage rates” by providing a steady supply of cheap laborers who were fleeing from poor economic conditions in rural Korea.

The government’s policies on and approach to rural Korea evolved through the New Village Movement (NVM, Saemaul undong) in 1971. This movement began because the U.S. government phasing out agricultural aid programs such as PL480 that supplied inexpensive food for urban residents and permitted the government to reroute vital resources to industry and manufacturing. Equally important, increasing discontent by rural inhabitants over the growing income inequality between the urban and rural motivated the government to start this rural movement. Seeking to achieve food sufficiency and pacify the countryside, the NVM tried to “modernize” agriculture and rural life through infrastructure projects that included the construction of roads, agricultural initiatives that distributed new types of fertilizer and strains of seeds, including the new high-yielding rice seed t’ongil (unification), and political indoctrination classes that taught villagers how to “improve” their lives. Like the colonial government’s reasons for emphasizing moral training in its own rural movements, the NVM featured classes on morality and the promotion of “work-ethic” because the government believed rural problems stemmed from “farmers’ lack of willingness, self-confidence, and determination, including their conservative resistance to change…and their laziness.”

The NVM marked the beginning of the government’s determination to carry out rural reforms through a patronizing, intrusive, top-down manner. Government officials forced farmers to use certain seeds, especially the t’ongil rice seed that farmers disliked because of its poor taste and its weakness to pests, and ordered them to change various aspects of their lifestyles, such as removing thatched roofs and installing painted tiles for the sake of modernization. It unitarily imposed its development program on and tightly monitored and controlled local communities because it believed that it was the only modern rational entity that could determine the “correct” content and direction of reforms. The government, in effect, believed it was the sole proprietors of “High Modernism.” Government officials therefore rarely consulted with farmers over the direction of the NVM because they believed farmers were traditional and “backwards.”
As a type of top-down agrarian development that embodied the government’s policy of organizing agriculture around the needs of industrialization and urbanization, the NVM also expanded the government’s influence in and control of the countryside. The establishment of the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation in 1961 (NACF, *nonghyŏp*) first allowed the government to become a more influential power over the everyday lives of farmers. The NACF supplied services “required of a modernizing agricultural sector: marketing, agro-input supply (fertilizer and machinery), agricultural credit, and other banking services.” Unlike a traditional cooperative, however, the organization rarely represented the interests of farmers, who had no voice or voting power in determining NACF affairs. Local NACF cooperatives were linked to low-level government administrative units and farmers were forced to join the cooperative in order to obtain valuable resources, such as fertilizer and capital, from the government. Alongside the NACF, the NVM with its numerous programs solidified the government’s ability to influence the daily affairs of farmers directly.

Beginning in 1961, a statist form of rule determined agricultural and rural affairs, which was in line with the government’s approach of planning and directing the overall economy in a top-down, unilateral fashion. Hence, starting in the late 1970s, it was unsurprising when farmers challenged statism at the same moment labor and democracy movements in cities began to demonstrate against the government’s process of political and economic development. As labor protests and the fight for democracy grew during the early and mid-1980s, farmers loudly criticized government economic reforms, such as the decline of price subsidies for grains and the failure of movements like the NVM to overcome rural/urban inequality, and the government’s standard approach of excluding farmers in crafting rural policies. A study on the discourse of farmers’ protests around 1987 when the democracy movement was in full force explained that democracy, farm land, import liberalization, democratization of cooperatives and price of farm products were key issues pushed by farmers. This study showed that farmers recognized that creating an inclusive process of agrarian development that would improve their livelihoods required them to participate in the democracy movement and fight for political reforms—not just economic reforms.

The changing historical conditions of the late 1970s and 1980s helped farmers to publicize their demands, gain support in their struggles and challenge the government’s approaches to agrarian development. The most distinctive feature of this new historical period that helped farmers was a culture of dissent. This culture was constructed through mass protests for democracy by members of the working class and university students who demonstrated against authoritarianism and new ideologies, such as Minjung Ideology, that framed the struggle for democracy as a historical mission to fight for the rights and security of “common people.” Pushing for a more inclusive, democratic form of modern development, this culture fostered an environment that not only gave farmers a powerful forum through which to speak
out against the government and connect their issues with broader political, economic and social matters, but also drew the public’s attention to the serious problems in the countryside. Urban activists and residents, in particular, took up farmers’ causes as way to transform the entire political, economic and social culture of South Korea. In large part, urban activists and university students took strong interest in the plight of farmers as a response to Minjung Ideology’s emphasis on farmers as the symbols of the nation. Minjung was considered an inclusive category that comprised all Koreans, but the ideology particularly valued farmers because they had long been considered the first cultivators of the land and thus the leading force to embody the national spirit. Minjung Ideology expected activists and students to cultivate the political consciousness of farmers in order to help farmers become “makers” of history and assume their leading place in the nation.

There is a long history of urban intellectuals, activists and students being active in agrarian affairs since the colonial period. Organizations such as the YMCA and the Presbyterian Church and newspaper companies such as the Tonga ilbo started rural movements that featured literacy campaigns and economic programs. Leftist groups, for example, established organizations, such as Red Peasant Unions, in order to radicalize peasants and construct a socialist society. After 1953, religious figures, such as Hong Pyŏng-sŏn and Pae Min-su, started rural movements as ways to construct an agrarian-based nation-state anchored by a Danish-style cooperative system. The culture of dissent unleashed a huge wave of rural activism in which many religious organizations and university students, in particular, organized farmers against the government and promoted their struggles. The Catholic Farmer’s Union (CFU) and the Christian Farmer’s League (CFL) became two of the most active groups to assist farmers. They set up training schools to turn farmers into activists and helped them organize public protests against the undemocratic nature of the NACF, unfair land policies and the rice price system. The partnership between activists and farmers benefited both sides because farmers acquired additional means to achieve their demands and activists found another cause through which to criticize and organize against government authoritarianism.

The culture of dissent was a pivotal factor that enabled farmers to express their grievances, protest against unjust rural reforms and achieve some concessions from the government. Through the culture, farmers grabbed the attention of non-rural inhabitants, gained popular support for their causes and created alliances to advance their interests. The culture afforded the structure that briefly ruptured the existing agricultural and reform process and empowered farmers to challenge the government’s system of rule. By the middle of the 1980s, farmers started their own organizations and movements independently from activists. By 1985, there were eight county-level organizations leading farmers’ movements. The number of county-level organizations grew to the point that a national organization, the National Farmers Association (NFA), was started in February 1987 to coordinate activities and lead the fight to resolve land problems, reform the NACF and
train farmers to become leaders.\textsuperscript{20} Farmers achieved some democratic reforms, including a revised cooperative law that authorized farmers to elect primary cooperative presidents who in turn would elect the national NACF President.\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{THE STATE OF AGRICULTURE FROM 1993 TO THE PRESENT}

Since the Kim Young-sam administration’s (1993-1998) call for globalization (\textit{saegyehwa}), economic development in South Korea has featured a process of deregulation and trade liberalization, which has created a very unstable environment for farmers. Neo-liberalism, which calls for the total liberalization of the economy and the reduction of the welfare state, has played a pivotal role in motivating the government to complete a series of multi and bilateral trade pacts, including the General Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture (URAA, 1994), and South Korea’s membership in organizations such as the World Trade Organization (WTO).\textsuperscript{22} Under President Roh Moo-hyun’s administration (2003-2008), the government has pursued bilateral trade treaties through FTAs.\textsuperscript{23} For those countries involved, FTA agreements provide preferential trade conditions through such measures as the reduction or elimination of tariffs and additional barriers on goods. South Korea has concluded FTA agreements with Chile (2004), Singapore (2006), EFTA (European Free Trade Association, 2006), ASEAN (2007), India (Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement, 2010), the EU (2011), Peru (2011) and the United States (2012).

Critics have particularly focused on how multilateral trade agreements and FTAs have quickly stripped farmers of protective measures for the agricultural and livestock industries.\textsuperscript{24} For example, starting after the implementation of the URAA, South Korea has been required to reduce tariffs on agricultural products, with the exception of rice, by 24 percent from 1995 to 2004.\textsuperscript{25} Though all FTAs have spaced out the removal time of tariffs, each of the agreements have targeted the ultimate elimination of most tariffs in the agricultural and livestock industries, especially in key fields of Korean specialization such as apples, pork and beef.\textsuperscript{26} At the same time protective tariffs have been removed during the 1990s, the government’s agricultural policy included the reduction of “domestic (price) support” through the government agricultural purchase program, which declined from 1.4 million tons (1995) to 0.7 million tons (2004). The government eventually discontinued the program, including programs to purchase rice, in 2005.\textsuperscript{27}

As inexpensive agricultural and livestock imports have gained market shares in Korea and farmers have struggled to adjust to the new demands of the global economy, the agricultural economy has shown significant signs of weakening. The decline of the agricultural sector since 1994 is best summarized in the following excerpt from a 2010 study on trade policy and the agricultural economy in Korea:
...real agricultural output, measured as national farm gross revenue, increased by only 0.48% per annum from 1995-2009, compared to 5.2% per year from 1980-94. Furthermore, annual growth rates, on average, of real prices of farm products and real net farm business income per farm household are -1.9 and -3.9%, respectively, after URAA (1995-2009) relative to -0.13 and 6.7% from 1980-1994. Annual income per farm household, including its non-farm business income, declined from 95% to 66% of the average urban household between 1995 and 2009.28

The government has predicted that agricultural and livestock industries will incur further losses through the U.S.-Korea Free Trade Agreement (KORUS). Estimates of losses stand at 12 trillion won ($10.7 billion) within fifteen years, with 90 percent of losses coming in the areas of livestock and fruit. Some farmers have taken advantage of government assistance programs and are trying to increase their income through the export of specialty crops, but farming household production and income on a whole have greatly declined, rural debt has increased and the number of farms has sharply declined.30

The government’s pursuit of FTAs is in line with its history of approaching agricultural policies. First, FTAs continue the government’s practice of developing agricultural policies based on the needs of industrial capitalism. The government sees FTAs as the best way to eliminate foreign tariffs on goods from Korea’s major manufacturers, “especially those producing automobiles, ships, semiconductors, telecommunication equipment, and steel.” With Korea dependent on exports to fuel its economy and fears that China will dominate the export market, the government will do anything to eliminate foreign trade restrictions in order to increase foreign market shares for Korean industrial goods. The government, therefore, eliminates agricultural and livestock restrictions, especially with countries who specialize in agricultural and livestock exports, for the sake of industrial growth. Second, FTA negotiations have shown the government’s established pattern of unilaterally designing and carrying out major agricultural policies. Farmers and critics of the FTAs have complained that they were only able to participate in crafting FTAs after the government has already negotiated and completed major terms of the agreement. According to a critic, “during the negotiations [KORUS], people were kept distant from the information and the deal was done in secrecy.”

Farmers cannot be blamed for standing idly by while the government carried out major polices to deregulate the agricultural economy. After the 1987 election, farmers established a number of progressive organizations to protest these reforms, such as the National Federation of Farmers Organization (1990). Today, struggles against FTAs have been led by the Korean Peasant League (KPL, 1990) and the Korean Women’s Peasant Association (KWPA, 1989). Both groups are grass root organizations that share the same objectives of resisting agricultural
trade liberalization policies; protecting farmers’ rights, food sovereignty, and the environment; and promoting democracy and the construction of a “people’s economy.” However, the KWPA seeks to unite women farmers and enhance the rights and status of all Korean women.36

Since 1990, the KPL and KWPA have organized large-scale public protests against FTAs and have called for the continuation of “domestic agricultural support and farm debt relief,”37 which appear to be the most important concerns and demands of farmers today.38 KPL and KWPA protests essentially embody and express the frustrations of farmers who believe that FTAs and debt are responsible for the deterioration of rural social and educational infrastructures, thus eroding their quality of life.39 Currently, the KPL and KWPA have focused their protests against negotiations for a China FTA, a China-Korea-Japan FTA and the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA), which is an expansive free trade pact with Asia-Pacific countries, including the United States and Australia. A majority of Korean farmers are against these potential FTAs because they believe these agreements would destroy the Korean agricultural industry as inexpensive agricultural goods and livestock pour into the country from its close neighbors. The Korean Rural Economic Institute estimates that agricultural production would drop as much as 2.36 trillion won ($2.1 billion) within ten years of removing tariffs on Chinese agricultural goods. Lee Dae-jong, the leader of the KPL, has therefore declared that farmers will conduct an “all-out battle” against the Chinese FTA.40

Despite the KPL and KWPA’s efforts that have established networks for farmers to exchange information and devise protest strategies collaboratively, farmers have been unsuccessful in preventing the passage of FTAs and influencing the process of deregulating the agricultural economy. In part, the organizations’ chief strategy for achieving reforms and promoting farmers’ interests through public protests helps explain this problem. One of the most widely publicized protests by farmers occurred at the WTO ministerial meeting in Cancun in September 2003 when Lee Kyung-hae publicly committed suicide in order to express his outrage over the WTO and multinational corporations creating an “undesirable globalization that is inhumane, environmentally degrading, farmer-killing, and undemocratic.”41 Though protests like Lee’s suicide have gained media attention and loudly broadcasted farmers’ issues, they have had little effect on official policy making.42

Protests are essential for spreading ideas, educating people and gaining support, but attaining structural reforms in the economy and society also requires directly influencing the political processes that are behind policy making. For example, though the number of Japanese farmers is small and their contribution to Japan’s GDP is minuscule, the JA Group, a large-scale cooperative, has united the farmers to create a powerful bloc of influence that has successfully lobbied farmers’ interests and determined agricultural policies and legislation, especially the direction of FTAs.43 Though the JA Group is mired in a number of controversies,
its way of mobilizing resources and pressing farmers’ demands through its strong influence over the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) and the agricultural ministry has resulted in institutional reforms that have protected farmers.

Korean farmers could claim that their protesting strategy has successfully pressured the government to maintain rice tariffs in all Korean FTAs. The government, however, recognizes that removing rice tariffs would cause a huge political crisis because it holds strong symbolic and historical value to Koreans.44 Il Sa-kong, the former finance minister, commented that in the KORUS negotiation, “the inclusion of rice could have made it politically more difficult to negotiate the FTA. You must understand, for Koreans, rice is more than just a commodity. It has historical, cultural and emotional dimensions.” Regardless of farmers’ activities, then, the government is committed to preserving rice tariffs.45

Farmers have also encountered difficulties in protecting their interests because of the diminishing support from outside of agriculture and rural Korea since 1993. The loss of support from the general public started as the culture of dissent metamorphosed into a new culture of consumption centered on the sinmin (citizen). Unlike the Minjung-centered culture of dissent that emphasized the overthrow of military authoritarian regimes and the protection of farmers, this new culture focused on the protection and enhancement of the consumer rights of citizens at a time when neo-liberal policies were promoting consumption. According to John Feffer, the consumer’s needs were most important in this new culture and thus consumers believed that the “Korean farmer is expected to plant only what the consumer wants.”46 In other words, the farmer should not expect help from the public, but instead should help urban consumers realize their desires and ideal lifestyles. In fact, a number of middle class Koreans began to “feel frustrated by the protective regulations concerning agriculture” and advocated trade liberalization because protective trade measures “put restraints on their ability to engage in consumerism.”47 The 2008 protests over the resumption of beef imports from the U.S. was a moment when urban residents and the media expressed strong support for farmers through calls for the protection of farmers and food sovereignty.48 This support, however, quickly disappeared after the protests, which showed that people’s reasons for demonstrating was less about their hope to improve the position of farmers and more about anti-American sentiments and fears over becoming sick from beef tainted with mad cow disease.

**Policy Suggestions**

The Korean agricultural economy is in a state of transition in which conditions for farming and raising livestock are being drastically readjusted to conform to the standards of a global economy that stresses deregulation and trade liberalization. Korean farmers should accept this reality, especially the inevitability of the government concluding more FTAs in the future, and no longer fight for the
restoration of already-cut tariffs, price controls and government purchasing programs. Farmers instead must adapt to this new reality by developing innovative ways to produce and market agriculture and livestock and enhance rural life while promoting their interests to the government—a process already underway in many rural communities. The government should be supportive of these efforts and drives to reconstruct the agricultural economy, especially for national security. South Korea currently has one of the lowest food self-sufficiency rates among all OECD countries—26 percent or 4.6 percent if rice is not included. Food self-sufficiency, or “the extent to which the nation can supply its own food,” is a major problem in Korea as result of the large disappearance of farms and the rising importation of grains, especially wheat and corn and soybeans, which are primarily used as feed for a growing livestock production. During the 2007-2008 world food crisis, grain and food prices increased throughout the world and contributed to food price inflation in Korea, which is currently the second highest among OECD countries (8.1 percent, 2011). Policymakers have grown gravely concerned about “the impact of rising grain prices on the overall economic performance of the economy and political stability.”

The government has addressed food self-sufficiency issues by enhancing its capabilities for food security—“a state’s ability to provide enough food to feed its people.” In particular, the government has helped Korean companies purchase farmland overseas in return for sending agricultural goods to Korea at low prices. Government officials have also focused on securing a steady supply of inexpensive grains by setting a semi-government commodities brokerage and trading firm in Chicago. Regardless of their potential effects, the catastrophe of the 2008 Daewoo led-farming program in Madagascar and the continual domination of Cargill, Archer Daniels Midland, Bunge and LDC in controlling agricultural trading and prices raises serious doubts about any positive developments coming from these recent initiatives.

Though the government should still explore various external food security options that are fair and effective, it also should adopt a balanced approach to food security by devoting resources to the support of farmers’ initiatives to transform and reconstruct the agrarian economy and strengthen Korea’s food self-sufficiency level. Indeed, because internal factors and forces are far easier to manage and control than events and developments outside of the country, national and local programs to increase food self-sufficiency could prove to be very effective. The government has already promised and begun administrating numerous long and short-term forms of aid to help farmers transition to an FTA-conditioned economy. In order to ensure a path of development that increases food self-sufficiency and provides benefits and security to farming households, the government still needs to expand its ways of helping farmers boost productivity and gain new markets through reforms that are democratic and sustainable. First, in order to help farmers acquire the latest innovations in farming practices, materials and technology, the government should increase spending on
agricultural R&D, which is considerably low in comparison to other developed and developing countries, and relax laws that prevent certain forms of agricultural investments by domestic and foreign capital.59 Second, government agencies should help farmers cultivate new overseas markets, which would enable the Korean agricultural industry to expand. Third, it should provide more resources to small and medium size farms instead of only increasing the number of large-scale farms and the amount of aid to farms owned by corporation because historical evidence has shown that a high-level of agricultural productivity has been achieved through smallholding farming in developing countries.60 Fourth, it should carefully reconsider its land redevelopment projects, which have decreased over one million acres of rich farmland over the past thirty years.61 Finally, the government should pour resources into sustaining the social-welfare system in rural Korea, which has seen mass closings of schools and hospitals that has contributed to the overall decline of rural life.62

Any new reforms should be carried out in close consultation with farmers. The Korean government should rethink its long-standing practice of unilaterally designing and pushing through agricultural and rural projects and programs. Studies on local rural economies have shown the success of farming and rural projects have depended on how well the government worked with local communities who have the expertise and knowledge to determine what is best for developing their immediate areas of living.63 The NVM proved that a top-down movement does not ensure the improvement of the agricultural economy but instead could lead to deep resentment toward the government by rural inhabitants.

For their part in revitalizing rural Korea, farmers should utilize the resources given to them by the government and redesign their approaches to the agricultural economy in ways that would allow them to achieve new economic opportunities and gain more influence and support in society. In particular, these new approaches should take advantage of the growing market for organic food and high-end agriculture and livestock in China, Korea and Japan and create the necessary mechanisms that would sustain their plans of development, such as shaping political legislation and increasing public interest in agriculture and rural life by influencing cultural trends. Farmers, in short, should create an infrastructure of power that enhances their economic, political and cultural strength. Currently, among farmers throughout the world, cooperatives (hyŏpdong chohap) represent one of the most democratic and effective institutions to create an infrastructure of power. Cooperatives serve to deal with the farmer’s most pressing problem of a scarcity of organization and resources toward adequately dealing with the forces and institutions of capitalism, especially in the area of finance. What distinguishes a cooperative from a corporation is that it is a democratic institution owned and controlled by members that emphasizes community and healthy social relationships alongside economic goals.

Cooperatives in Korea first gained popularity during the colonial period when intellectuals and religious groups such as the Ch’ŏndogyo created large-scale
cooperative systems that stressed the economic goals of improving the material situation of farmers in order to save and cultivate human life. Cooperative movements expanded in the late 1980s and began to challenge the NACF, especially confronting its authoritarian nature. Cooperatives in South Korea have proven to be effective and powerful mechanisms that have strengthened the economic powers of farmers and given farmers more autonomy and control over their lives. By collaboratively marketing and selling agricultural goods and livestock directly to consumers, marketing cooperatives, in particular, have allowed Korean farmers to gain stable and fair incomes through the maximization of resources and lowered costs by sidestepping intermediaries between the producer and consumer. Founded in 1986, Hansalim (Save All Living Things), for example, has flourished with over 280,000 consumer cooperative members, 2,000 farmers, 328 employees and over 131 stores with over $162 million in sales (2010). Under Hansalim’s cooperative system that is centered on organic farming, farmers streamline their costs by sharing the labor and responsibility to distribute their goods and sell them at cooperative stores that are located in urban centers, such as Seoul and Pusan.

Hansalim has been extremely beneficial for farmers and rural residents on several levels. Economically, the cooperative has created a production and distribution system for farmers that has expanded the market for their goods and their economic opportunities. Socially, the cooperative has strengthened ties between farmers and urban residents through visiting farm programs and educational projects, which has gotten urban consumers to become more aware of and interested in agrarian affairs. Politically, Hansalim has fostered relationships with NGOs throughout the world in order to promote the interests of rural residents and environmental policies to governments and policy makers. In effect, Hansalim has enabled farmers to compete with large-scale agricultural corporations and has provided members with the means to participate and shape processes that directly influence their livelihoods.

In today’s globalizing capitalist economy, important trade decisions and financial decisions and trends that play significant roles in determining agricultural and rural settings, such as commodity prices and the flow of capital, are being made by global institutions. Building more cooperative movements should be a powerful way for farmers to establish economic, political and social networks and give rural locales the power to assert their influences over national and global affairs. In fact, the conditions are ideal for starting cooperative movements because the government has recently enacted laws that make it easier to start a cooperative and there is a growing popularity for cooperatives.

In addition to strengthening their institutional powers through cooperatives, farmers should collaborate toward cultivating strong ties with the general public, especially urban consumers. In order to regain the support the farmers’ movement had experienced under the culture of dissent and foster again a broad alliance that is powerful enough to push their interests and goals today, farmers should
specifically reach out to and influence people through a new culture of food centered on agriculture and rural life. Part of the infrastructure of power, this food culture should more than just highlight the current prospects and challenges facing farmers in that it should persuade the general public that it is in their best interest to care about what is happening to Korean agriculture and rural life. A new food culture in Korea could arouse public support for farmers by stressing how farming is not only about producing food of good quality, but also about protecting society by bringing awareness and solutions to political, economic and social issues that affect everyone. Organic food movements by farmers in the United States today have done a masterful job of drawing consumers to their causes by showing that addressing agricultural and rural problems helps to bring attention to and tackle significant problems in society, such as the political lobbying power of agribusiness in determining government food and nutritional standards, the relationship between income inequality and access to healthy food and the erosion of the natural environment and ecosystems through pesticides and chemicals. By spreading their message and familiarizing the public about agricultural life through mechanisms that connect farms to consumers, such as farmer’s markets, the U.S. organic food movement has successfully linked agricultural and livestock issues to protecting democracy, tackling economic inequality and safeguarding the environment, thus raising public support for farmers.68

Several studies have recently shown that Koreans are concerned over the possibility of FTAs drastically diminishing the country’s sovereignty, and domestic instability and health disasters erupting because of economic globalization.69 A culture of food can articulate how sustainable organic farming, which already has a favorable impression on society, could forcefully address these concerns because organic farmers are creating local agricultural systems with high quality control that strive for food self-sufficiency on the peninsula.70 By linking agricultural and rural issues with important political, economic and social issues in contemporary Korea, the culture of food could draw broad attention and support from the public as people recognize that helping farmers and addressing agricultural and rural problems could serve as an alternative means to confront and resolve pressing problems in society. Far from needing to invent new language, farmers could simply deploy already existing concepts to articulate this linkage. Indeed, farmers could adopt the KPL and KWPA’s concept of “food sovereignty,” which “stresses the importance of redefining the relationship between producers and consumers such that the food economy can again be primarily a local economy and dependence of Korean consumers on the corporate food system and large scale industrial agriculture can be lessened or eliminated.”71

The successful creation of an influential culture of food requires more than just language and discourse to make connections. It also requires farmers to familiarize urban dwellers with their livelihoods. Because people living in cities and their suburbs are far removed from the daily life of farmers and unfamiliar with rural
living, there is a lack of awareness of what farmers are currently experiencing and thus few reasons for them to support farmers’ causes. Farmers could create mechanisms through which to overcome this chasm of knowledge and experience by learning from Hansalim’s educational and exchange programs, such as “Life Class,” that invite urban dwellers to work on farms and celebrate holidays with farmers and KWPA’s cooperative program “Our Sister’s Garden,” which directly connect rural food producers with urban consumers. Agritourism, which “incorporate[s] both a working farm environment and a commercial component,” is a growing industry in Korea and could also serve as a powerful mechanism to expose people to farming and rural life. Organic farms engaged in tourism activities, for example, teach visitors about the history of agriculture in Korea and emphasize farming’s role to “sustain and enhance the health of ecosystems and organisms” and “…restore ethical and spiritual values of life for all of us.” Fostering powerful mechanisms, like agritourism, to influence urban dwellers is crucial for the culture of food to create new networks through which to spread the farmer’s message and draw assistance.

CONCLUSION

Currently, agriculture in South Korea is at a crossroads. Whether agriculture rises to new levels or continually declines depends on how well the government, farmers and the public collaborate to create an inclusive, transparent and democratic path of agrarian development. Each party has a stake in the present and future course of agrarian development because agrarian issues not only affect the everyday lives of farmers and rural inhabitants, but also the country’s overall economic, political, social and cultural conditions. The government must make sensible and democratic macro-changes that enable farmers to easily adopt and sustain micro-decisions; farmers must continually adapt to changing environments by creating innovative designs and approaches toward enhancing rural life and the agricultural and livestock industries; and the public must support farmers’ efforts and refrain from anything that romanticizes the rural, which is an unrealistic, conservative approach to agrarian development. It is too early to know how the Park Geun-hye administration will approach agricultural and rural policies, but forceful calls for “economic democratization” during the presidential campaign and growing concerns over a path of development centered only on industrialization and urbanization indicate that changes may be in store for rural Korea.
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32 During Kim Young-sam and Kim Dae-jung’s administrations, it could be argued that they established agricultural and rural policies with little input from farmers. For example, in response to the new trade agreements that deregulated the agricultural economy, the Kim Young-sam administration set up the “Agricultural and Rural Development Committee” in February 1994 to design new agricultural and rural policies that would help farmers adjust to the new economic environment. Given the responsibilities to craft significant policies that will directly affect farmers, the committee was composed of only thirty civilian “experts” and no farmers. The Roh government had encouraged farmers working closely with officials to design agricultural programs under its policy of “participatory government,” but it rarely included farmers during the negotiation process for international treaties like the FTA.

33 Induk Kim, “Voices From the Margin: A Culture-Centered Look at Public Relations,” (PhD diss, Purdue University, August 2008), 189


35 The KPL, in particular, has “over two hundred village branches, 64 country headquarters, nine provincial headquarters and national headquarter in Seoul.” See Kim, “Voices From the Margin: A Culture-Centered Look at Public Relations,” 90.
Ibid., 86 and 90.
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38 Chul-Kyoo Kim, “Globalization and Changing Food Politics in South Korea,” 77-78.


42 Commenting on the impact of Lee’s suicide on the government and policy making, Na Gi-soo said,”…The South Korean government and other governments stated that they were sad about his death. But there was no big change in Korean agricultural policy. It’s a sad thing.” See Feffer, “The Legacy of Lee Kyung Hae.”


45 Il Sa-Kong, the former finance minister, commented that in the Korus negotiation, “the inclusion of rice could have made it politically more difficult to negotiate the FTA. You must understand, for Koreans, rice is more than just a commodity. It has historical, cultural and emotional dimensions.” See “Korea-U.S. FTA/Ilsakong Interview,” East-West Center, accessed January 1, 2013, http://www.eastwestcenter.org/news-center/east-west-wire/korea-us-fta-il-sakong-interview.


54 Under the guidance of the Overseas Agricultural Development Service (OADS), 85 projects in 20 different countries were being carried out by the end of 2011. See Lee

55 Formed in April 2011, aT Grain Co. is a jointly owned company between the state-owned Korea Agro-Fisheries Food and Trade Corporation, Samsung C&T Corp., Hanjin Transportation Co. and STX Corp and specializes in purchasing, transporting and storing grains.

56 This project led to the overthrow of the Ravalonmanana administration by protests over highly questionable terms in a lease for 1.3 million hectares of farming land given to Daewoo Logistics by the Malagasy government.

57 Alongside these four companies, Mitsubishi and Marubeni, Japanese companies, are also major trading companies. According to Lee and Müller, “79% of total imports of the three major grains are controlled by foreign trading companies.” See Lee and Müller, “South Korean External Strategy Qualms: Analysis of Korean Overseas Agricultural Investments with the Global Food System,” 14.

58 Types of aid include direct payments for damage compensation from excessive imports, loans and consulting services to diversify production and increase productivity and funding rural infrastructure projects such as wiring up rural homes for internet connection and setting up websites through which farmers could easily acquire data and information and develop relationships with urban consumers.

59 Byongwon Bahk points out that “In the case of agriculture, even investment or management by domestic capital and companies is still strictly regulated, a legacy from years past when agriculture was virtually the only source of wealth…If Korea had, beginning in the early 1960s, attracted FDT, capital, technology, and managerial skills from advanced countries such as the Netherland, Denmark, and France, Korean agriculture and its food processing industry would look very different—and much more successful—today.” See Bahk, “Policy Recommendations for the Korean Economy,” 114.


61 "According to Anders Müller, through controversial projects such as the Four Rivers Restoration project that destroyed nearly a thousand acres of healthy farmland along riverbanks, agricultural land over the past 30 years has been “reduced by almost one million acres.” See Müller, “The Fight for Real Food in Korea.”

62 The erosion of the quality of life in rural Korea has led to a growing exodus of young men and women out of the countryside, which has caused a steep decline in the number of farming households with a successor (3.6%, 2005). See Korean Rural Economic Institute, Agriculture in Korea 2010, 75.

63 Scott, Seeing Like a State, p. 3.

64 For more information on religious-based cooperative movements like the Ch’ŏndogyo cooperative movement, see Albert L. Park, “Building a Heaven on Earth: Religion, Activism and Protest in Japanese Occupied Korea,” (unpublished manuscript), Microsoft Word File.


The KWPA and KPA’s version of food sovereignty “stresses the importance of redefining the relationship between producers and consumers such that the food economy can again be primarily a local economy and dependence of Korean consumers on the corporate food system and large scale industrial agriculture can be lessened or eliminated.” See Müller, “The Fight for Real Food in Korea.”


Korean farmers need to set realistic goals on how to achieve these new networks. Many Koreans have supported the ALBA system (Bolivarian Alliance of the Americas) as a viable way of creating a democratic and sustainable system for agriculture that will greatly benefit farmers. Yet, the problem with ALBA is that it is a regional government institution funded by Latin American countries, especially Venezuela. Though it has merits, ALBA would not work in Korea or East Asia because governments would not support this system. Korean farmers need to create a regional system that does not rely on the support of governments. Taking time to thinking about these autonomous regional agricultural systems controlled by farmers is important because it could lead to alternative ways of organizing and strengthening agriculture in Korea.

A trend founded in reaction to industrialization and urbanization, the romanticization of the rural emphasizes not only farming as a noble profession because agriculture is the source for living and wealth, but also the country as the ideal space for a healthy life because of its natural surroundings. Because of their connection to nature, both farming and the country have been typically characterized as “authentic,” unlike industry and the city, which have been depicted as “artificial.” Agrarianists today, who typically have been behind romanticizing the rural, have sought to preserve and protect the rural as a sanctuary from the harms and ill effects of industrial and urban living by rejecting any changes or forms of development in the country. Aiding rural residents cannot be accomplished through the idealization of the rural and the rejection of all changes for these options only unfairly dictate a way life and overly presume that preventing changes can be achieved easily under globalization. The romanticization of the rural is found prominently in today’s “back to land” movement.


In Korea, there is a growing movement of people in cities moving to the countryside and taking up farming because of their discontent of urban living and industrialization. According to a Reuters report, “more than 10,503 families left Korean cities in 2011 to take up farming, more than double the number in 2010. For many, the constant need to compete for jobs, promotion and space in the city was just not worth it.” See Iktae Park, “Koreans flee stress and the city for rural idylls,” *Reuters*, May 9, 2012.
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The 2012 election saw the rising prominence of Korean Americans as an increasingly visible force in U.S. politics. This paper discusses key features of the Korean American vote, using data from the 2012 National Asian American Survey. First, of those who favored a presidential candidate, Korean Americans were partial to Barack Obama over Mitt Romney by a nearly three-to-one margin. At the same time, nearly 40 percent of registered voters were undecided, even in the last weeks of the campaign. The paper further examines, among those who had a preference between Obama and Romney, the basis of this preference. The analysis finds three pivotal elements: whether Korean Americans identify as a Democrat or Republican or chose to remain non-partisan; President Obama's high candidate favorability among Korean Americans; and the electoral salience of policy issues like health care, immigration, the budget deficit, and U.S.-Korea free trade, issues on which Korean Americans were partial to the President's positions. The future of the Korean American vote – whether they will further consolidate as Democrats or find a home among Republicans in ensuing elections – will depend on party mobilization, the candidates they field, and the issues they champion.
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Long after the suspense over the outcome of the 2012 U.S. presidential election has been settled, one aspect continues to draw the abiding curiosity of many close observers of American politics: 2012 appears to have heralded a clear shift among Asian American voters in favor of the Democratic Party.\(^1\) Most immediately, exit poll results showed that 73 percent of Asian Americans reported voting for the incumbent Barack Obama. This is a high rate of Democratic voting that falls shy of the 93 percent vote share among African Americans, but closely compares to Obama's support among Latinos (71 percent), Jews (69 percent) and LGBT voters (76 percent). What makes the 2012 Asian American vote particularly notable is the trend over time. In an election in which nearly all politically noteworthy segments of the electorate shifted ever so slightly in their partisan voting towards the Republican Party's candidate, Governor Mitt Romney, the 73 percent figure for Asian Americans in 2012 marks a visible jump from 62 percent in 2008. No other group – across a broad array of markers like age, gender, race, education, income, marital status, sexual orientation, partisanship, ideology, religion, or urbanism – moved as dramatically toward the Democratic Party between 2008 and 2012.

Adding further ballast, the 73 percent figure in 2012 also represents a highwater mark of a sea change over a twenty year period. Figure 1 compares exit poll results over the last six presidential elections, from 1992 to 2012. In the 1992 contest between Bill Clinton, George Herbert Walker Bush, and H. Ross Perot, 55 percent of Asian Americans reported voting for the Republican Bush and only 31 percent for the Democrat Clinton.\(^2\) From this solidly Republican vote in 1992, the degree of Democratic support among Asian Americans has risen steadily and surely with
each ensuing election. Over this twenty year time period, no other demographic or political subgroup shifted as forcefully in their partisanship in either direction. These trends in exit poll findings are further supported by scholarly studies of Asian American politics. The earliest academic survey of Asian Americans in California, conducted in 1984, found that roughly 40 percent identified with the Republican Party, 35 percent with the Democrats, with 25 percent Independents. More recent studies, such as the 2000 Pilot National Asian American Study and the 2008 and 2012 National Asian American Surveys find a marked shift towards the Democratic Party over the Republicans among Asian American partisans.3

The clear shift over a relatively short time frame in the span of American political history has contributed to widespread speculation that 2012 may augur a new political realignment of Asian Americans, African Americans, Latinos, and traditional New Deal Democrats in a coalition that could re-define American electoral politics for the foreseeable future. Electoral realignments, of course, are rare and defining political moments and a full examination of whether 2012 represents such a "critical" election is well beyond the present scope. The aims of this paper are far more discrete. This brief narrows in on Korean Americans and their contributing role in the political emergence of Asian Americans.

The paper begins with a brief presentation of the demographic shifts that animate the intensified interest in Asians and Koreans in America. The U.S. Korean American population, like that of Asian Americans more generally, has soared in size since immigration reforms of the mid-1960s. This growth continues to the present day and is punctuated by high rates of population growth beyond traditional immigrant gateways and, of particular relevance to electoral politics, in key battleground states.

The main focus of the paper is on the 2012 presidential vote among Korean Americans. The primary data source for the analysis – the 2012 National Asian American Survey – shows two seemingly paradoxical findings: a very high rate of support for Barack Obama over Mitt Romney; a very high rate of voter indecision and uncertainty between the two major party candidates. The paper then considers, in sequence, the contributing role of demographic factors, party identification, candidate traits, and policy issues in shaping the 2012 Korean American vote. The key findings here are that demographic characteristics like gender, age, education, income, and nativity are relatively minor players in the 2012 vote. In addition, partisanship – when Korean Americans avow it – is a powerful guide to voting behavior, but a very large segment of Korean Americans show no fealty to either major political party. Perhaps the most compelling elements of the 2012 vote appear to be a uniquely positive relationship that Korean American voters have to President Obama and the defining role of mostly liberal policy opinions that Korean Americans hold across a diverse range of issues from health care reform, immigration, fiscal policy, and trade policy.
Demographic Background

The reasons for the recent scrutiny on the Asian American vote start with the foundation stones of demographic change. With the possible exception of Latinos, no other major racial/ethnic group in the last half-century has grown as rapidly as Asian Americans. In 1960, there were fewer than one million Asian Americans, comprising less than 0.5 percent of the total United States population. By the most recent 2010 decennial census, the Asian American population grew to more than 17 million, or more than 5 percent of the total U.S. population. Between 2010 and 2000, the “Asian alone” population grew by more than 43 percent, outpacing any other major racial/ethnic group and far outpacing the national population growth over the same period of just under 10 percent. The growth of the U.S. Asian population, moreover, is expected to continue with seeming inexorable constancy into the future. Census projections estimate an Asian American population count of around 40 million by 2050, or nearly 10 percent of the total U.S. population expected that year.

Do such patterns of change apply to Korean Americans as well? This question merits asking because one of the defining features of the Asian American population is its remarkable internal diversity: there are at least twenty distinct ethnicities, more than thirty different languages, and variation by gender, class, religion, migration histories, geographic settlement patterns, and the like. Patterns that characterize a “pan-ethnic” group like Asian Americans could look quite different for sub-groups, like Korean Americans. A closer look at Korean Americans in the 2012 U.S. presidential elections is also of particular interest for reasons that are probably clear to readers of the KEI Academic Paper Series. In addition to Koreans being one of the largest Asian American groups in size, Korea is a nation of increasing economic and geopolitical interest vis-à-vis the United States, as evidenced most recently by the Obama Administration's “pivot” from the Middle East to the Asia-Pacific.

In numbers, the 2010 census counted roughly 1.7 million Korean Americans. This figure accounted for about 10 percent of the total U.S. Asian population, with larger proportions of Chinese (23 percent), Indian (19 percent), Filipino (17 percent), and Vietnamese (11 percent) descent. The size of the Korean American population today comes after several decades of quite explosive growth, shown in Figure 2, which represents population “stocks” (the total number in any given year) and “flows” (the change in number from one time period to the next). Between 1970 (when census counts reported roughly 70 thousand Koreans in America) and 2010, the population grew twenty-five times in total number. The peak decade of growth was in the 1970s (413 percent increase between 1970 and 1980), with slowed growth in the decades since. Since 2000, the size of the U.S. Korean population has increased 39 percent, a rate roughly comparable to the 43 percent growth rate for the Asian American population as a whole.
Two additional features of the U.S. Korean population are worth noting. First, unlike historic patterns of migration to gateway destinations like Ellis Island in the east and Angel Island in the west, more recent settlement patterns are decidedly more dispersed (shown in Figure 3 below). By state, California remains a dominant hub, accounting for nearly one in three Korean Americans. Yet eight other states have populations of more than 50,000 Korean Americans, including states with sizeable numbers of electoral college votes such as New York, Texas, Illinois, Georgia, New Jersey, and Virginia. Moreover, in many of the key electoral battlegrounds of 2012, the 2000 to 2010 growth rates are quite impressive: e.g., 93 percent in Nevada, 65 percent in North Carolina, 62 percent in Virginia, 50 percent in Florida, and 39 percent in Colorado.
The 2012 Presidential Vote

How then, did Korean Americans vote in 2012? Most of our data on how Korean Americans voted in the 2012 election come from the 2012 National Asian American Survey. The National Asian American Survey (NAAS) is a groundbreaking project collecting the most exhaustive and systematic data available on the political and policy opinions of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders. Two surveys have been conducted to date, in 2008 and 2012. Additional details on the 2012 NAAS are contained in the Appendix. All the analysis below is conducted on the 633 Korean American respondents to the 2012 NAAS unless the figures below or the discussion of their findings explicitly state otherwise. In several instances, where specified, the results are described for all Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) respondents to the 2012 NAAS, or compare the non-Korean AAPI respondents to Korean American respondents.

The main findings from the 2012 NAAS are that Korean Americans, consistent with exit poll data and in line with Asian Americans as a group, heavily favored Barack Obama over Mitt Romney, among those who had an expressed preference between the two candidates. At the same time, a very high proportion of Korean Americans (and Asian Americans writ large) were undecided between the two major party candidates even as late as the last weeks of the election. There were some demographic differences in which Korean Americans were likelier to support Obama over Romney, but the more striking differences were in terms of political factors like party identification, the personal favorability of President Obama, and substantive policy issues.

![Figure 4: Vote Preference, by Ethnic/National Origin Group](image-url)
2012 NAAS respondents who were registered to vote were asked, “For President of the United States, do you plan to vote for Barack Obama, the Democrat, Mitt Romney, the Republican, some other candidate, or are you still unsure how you will vote?” Figure 4 shows the distribution of answers for our full sample as well as for the six major ethnic/national origin groups in the NAAS sample. Of those who expressed a vote preference, Obama was strongly favored over Romney, 42 percent to 18 percent, or 70 percent of the two-way split between Obama and Romney. This two-way split closely resembles the final exit poll results that showed 73 percent of Asian Americans voted for Obama. Among Korean Americans, 45 percent favored President Obama and 17 percent favored Governor Romney, a 73 percent two-way split for Obama. Koreans are roughly in the middle among Asian sub-groups, with a pretty large spread between Asian Indians and Hmong as the most Democratic groups on one end (favoring Obama over Romney 59 percent to 7 percent and 49 percent to 4 percent, respectively), and Filipinos and Vietnamese as the least Democratic groups (with a 31 percent to 33 percent and 29 percent to 18 percent split between Obama and Romney, respectively).

Yet Figure 4 is perhaps more striking for the very high rate of voter uncertainty amongst Korean and Asian Americans. Nearly 40 percent of Asian American registered voters indicated no preference between Obama and Romney. This high rate of uncertainty barely budges between late July, when NAAS began interviewing and mid-September, hovering at between 40 percent and 43 percent. It only diminishes slightly after mid-September, dropping to 36 percent. Notably, most media horse race polls during this same period reported between 6 percent and 8 percent undecided voters. The rate of voter uncertainty is also high among Korean Americans at 38 percent.

Key Demographic Factors in the 2012 Vote

Which Koreans were most inclined to vote Democratic in 2012? As an initial cut, Figure 5 shows how the Korean-American vote sorts along several key demographic markers: nativity (born in the U.S. or in Korea), gender, educational attainment, and family income. There is some movement along these common divisions in electoral choice. The rates of voter uncertainty are quite a bit higher among naturalized Korean Americans than among their U.S.-born counterparts; this difference is largely offset by somewhat higher rates of support for Romney among the U.S.-born. By gender, President Obama’s support is stronger among Korean American men than women, reversing the gender gap found in the general electorate. By education and income, Governor Romney finds very little support among Korean Americans with less than a college education or those earning less than $50,000 a year in garnished family wages. Romney's highest support levels are found among middle-class Korean Americans (making between $50,000 and $100,000 a year) and among those with a post-baccalaureate degree.
While these differences are suggestive, they are for the most part modest in degree and it is hard to discern which of these effects hold sway over which others. A standard way of isolating the independent influence of any one factor, taking into account the influence of a range of other factors is through multivariate statistical regression analysis. In this and ensuing sections of this paper, the main results from deploying this method of analysis are shown. For the sake of simplicity, the analysis is focused only on explaining Korean Americans’ preferences for Mitt Romney or Barack Obama, leaving aside the very high proportion of Korean Americans who were undecided between these two major party candidates.

The analysis shown here examines the demographic factors in Figure 5 – gender, education, family income, and nativity – along with age and English language proficiency. Once these various potential influences on voting are taken together, only one measure remains statistically significant: education. As Figure A1 in the Appendix shows, the predicted effect that a Korean American with less than a high school degree will vote for Obama (roughly a 90 percent chance) is markedly higher than that of a Korean American with a post-baccalaureate degree (roughly a 60 percent chance). Except for this education effect, the differences we see in Figure 5 (between U.S.-born and Korean-born respondents, Korean American men and women, and mid-range wage earners and others) effectively wash away in a multivariate context. Even the education effect largely erodes when some of the political factors in the next sections are included in the statistical analysis. Moreover, the minimal effect among these demographic factors remain essentially unchanged even when other possible demographic measures are included in the
analysis including unemployment, home ownership, marital status, and geography (e.g., whether or not respondents lived in a battleground state). On the whole, then, the 2012 NAAS finds that demographics were not a determinative factor in the 2012 Korean American vote.

**Party Identification and the 2012 Vote**

For political scientists, the limited power of demographic factors alone in explaining voting behavior is no surprise. Typically, the most visible element of a voter’s electoral choice is found in his or her partisanship. At least since *The American Voter* was published in 1960, a canonical result has been that the political behavior of an individual starts with one’s allegiance to a political party. Party identification lies at one end of the “funnel of causality” that leads, at the other end, to a vote for Barack Obama or Mitt Romney. In a synopsis of the field of political behavior, Donald Kinder and David Sears note, “party identification remains the single most important determinant of individual voting decisions.”

Indeed, when one’s identification as Democrat or Republican is included in the multivariate regression on vote choice between Obama and Romney, they are the only factors that are statistically significant; all the demographic factors (including education) recede into the background and no longer help to differentiate between Korean American Obama and Romney supporters. Figure A2 in the Appendix graphically represents this relationship of party identification to vote choice. The predicted probability of Korean Americans who identify as Democrats voting for Obama – holding all other factors equal – is well above 90 percent and similarly,
the likelihood of Korean Americans identifying as Republicans voting for Obama is less than 50 percent. Thus, party identification tells us a lot about which Korean Americans express a preference for Obama over Romney.

The danger in simply looking to party identification in understanding the 2012 Korean American vote is that for a large subset of Korean Americans – and Asian Americans more generally – their relationship to political parties is an ambivalent one. This is most evident in tallying up replies to the question, “Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Democrat, Republican, Independent, or in terms of some other party?” Figure 6 shows two salient patterns of response to this question. First, Asian Americans (and Korean Americans within that group) are far more likely to identify as Democrats than as Republicans. This pattern does not hold across all ethnic sub-groups, with Filipinos and Vietnamese being nearly equally likely to identify as Republicans as they are to identify as Democrats.

Figure 6 is equally notable for a second and perhaps more striking pattern: Asian Americans in the 2012 NAAS are just as likely to be non-partisans as they are to identify with a major party. Fully 30 percent identify as Independents and another 20 percent are “non-identifiers” – those who give a reply like “I don't know,” “I don't think in terms of political parties,” or simply refuse to answer the question. Among Korean Americans, despite the high rate of voting for Obama, only 41 percent opt to identify with the Democratic Party and another 41 percent are reluctant to ally with either major party in a U.S. political system defined by two-party competition.8
The apparent paradox between voting for Obama and opting not to identify with the Democratic Party is somewhat clearer when the intended vote choices of Korean American respondents are compared to their party identification, shown in Figure 7. Self-identified Democrats overwhelmingly favored Obama to Romney and self-identified Republicans also heavily preferred Romney to Obama. For these partisans, moreover, rates of uncertainty over whom they will vote for are discernibly lower than for all Korean Americans (especially among self-identified Democrats). Yet as was just noted, a very high proportion chose not to identify as either a Democrat or a Republican. Among these non-partisans, rates of uncertainty between Obama and Romney are extremely high. Among Korean American Independents, half are undecided; among non-identifiers, the figure jumps even higher to 62 percent. Thus while Korean Americans exhibit a high level of political cohesion in the voting booth, this cohesion comes from some other source than their steadfast devotion to a political party.

The findings from the 2012 NAAS on partisanship and the 2012 vote – specifically, the juxtaposition of high rates of partisan voting together with the absence of high rates of party identification – are consistent with previous scholarship on the relatively weak role of political parties in the political incorporation of immigrant-based groups like Asian Americans and Latinos. In the 2012 NAAS, respondents were asked, “Over the past 12 months, were you contacted by anyone to register or to vote in this year’s election?” Only 29 percent of Asian Americans (and 28 percent of Korean Americans) responded affirmatively. By comparison, in the 2008 National Election Study (ANES) – the gold-standard survey on voting and public opinion in the American general public – fully 46 percent of respondents reported being mobilized to vote or register to vote. Moreover in the ANES, 43 percent of the American public reported being contacted by a political party about the election. By contrast, only 7 percent of 2012 NAAS respondents reported being contacted by a political candidate or campaign and 8 percent reported being contacted by a political party (for Korean Americans, the relative ratios are 10 percent and 6 percent, respectively).

Candidate Favorability and the 2012 Vote

Given the incomplete accounting based on demographic factors and party identification, what were other keys to the Korean American vote in 2012? The two remaining sections on the 2012 vote present two important additional elements: candidate favorability and issues. On candidates, it is important to recall President Obama’s high popularity with Asian Americans in general and with Korean Americans more specifically. In the 2012 NAAS, Obama’s presidential approval ratings were a soaring 73 percent among Asian Americans and Korean Americans alike. This is especially impressive given that approval ratings for the president among the general public struggled to reach 50 percent during the same time period.
Not surprisingly, the NAAS also shows a significantly higher rate of consistent partisan voting between elections among Democrats than Republicans. Korean Americans who reported voting for Obama in 2008 were overwhelmingly more likely to report that they intended to vote for Obama again in 2012: 69 percent of 2008 Obama voters favored Obama in 2012; 3 percent favored Romney; and 28 percent were undecided. By contrast, Korean Americans who reported voting for Senator John McCain in 2008 were a bit more mixed about how they would vote in 2012: only 51 percent of 2008 McCain voters favored Mitt Romney in 2012; 9 percent favored Obama; and 40 percent were undecided.

Perhaps the most telling marker of Obama's special relationship to Korean Americans is in the relative favorability ratings given to the major party candidates and various political organizations. 2012 NAAS asked how favorably impressed respondents were by President Obama, Governor Romney, the Democrats and the Republicans in Congress, the Tea Party, and Labor Unions. The vital finding in Figure 8 is the difference in favorability ratings between each major political party and their presidential candidates. For Korean Americans, 76 percent held a favorable impression of President Obama, a much higher level than the (still) high 51 percent favorability rating for Democrat Party elected officials in Congress. By contrast, the equivalent favorability ratings for Romney and the Republicans in Congress is far more similar (40 percent to 35 percent). Figure 8 also shows that this "favorability gap" between candidate and party is especially large for Korean Americans, as compared to other Asian American respondents in the 2012 NAAS.
To convey this relationship as precisely as possible, a measure of net favorability – how favorably Korean-Americans evaluated President Obama, net of how favorably they evaluated the Democrats in Congress – can be constructed and added to our multivariate statistical estimates of the two-way Obama-Romney vote in 2012. Even after party identification as a Democrat or Republican is factored into the results, this measure of net favorability remains a significant predictor of Korean Americans' likelihood of voting for President Obama (shown in Figure A3 in the Appendix). Admittedly, for Korean Americans who rate the Democrats in Congress similarly to President Obama (a net favorability score of “0”), the likelihood of voting for Obama is already above 80 percent. Yet for those who rate Obama more positively than his fellow Democrats in Congress, that proportion quickly jumps to well above 90 percent.

**Issues and the 2012 Vote**

A final key to the 2012 Korean American vote that emerges from the National Asian American Survey is the differentiating role of issues. One of the earliest scholarly articles on the politics of Latinos and Asian Americans hypothesized that there are two ways that issues might pull a group like Korean Americans to identify with the Republican Party and its candidates. The first among these is that largely immigrant-based groups might ally with the Republican Party out of an abiding set of foreign policy interests. The second is that immigrant groups that advance in material well-being are also likelier to support the Republican Party and its candidates. These hypotheses find little evidence from the 2012 NAAS data. To the contrary, Korean Americans on average are quite liberal across a wide range of policy areas and their liberal policy views were guides to their voting behavior in 2012. In this last section, this relationship between issues and voting behavior is shown in four diverse policy areas: health care reform, fiscal policy, immigration, and trade policy.

Health care reform – specifically the 2010 Affordable Care Act (ACA) – was in many respects President Obama's signature piece of legislation in his first term of office. Certainly, the Republican Party's primary candidates made it clear that their opposition to what they termed “Obamacare” would be the focal point of their campaign. The 2012 NAAS asked respondents if they have a “generally favorable or generally unfavorable” view of the ACA. As Figure 9 shows, nearly two-thirds of Korean Americans either “strongly favor” or “somewhat favor” the ACA. (Among other AAPI respondents in the 2012 NAAS, roughly 60 percent favored the ACA.) Furthermore, Figure A4 in the Appendix shows that, controlling for demographic factors and party identification in a multivariate statistical regression, this support for the 2010 health care reform legislation is a significant predictor of Korean Americans' likelihood of voting for Obama in 2012. In fact, the effect of Korean Americans' opinions on the ACA was about as strong as any single factor examined in this paper as a predictor of support for Obama.
Another issue drawing a great deal of attention during the 2012 election campaign (and which has garnered even more notice since the election) was fiscal policy. Under the threat of lurching over a “fiscal cliff” that would reinstate income tax rates to levels that were extant prior to the Bush era tax-cuts, candidates for office in 2012 sparred over whether the nation's swelling budget deficits ought to be addressed through program cuts and a more limited scope of government or through revenue generation. One specific revenue-based policy proposal that roughly coincided with the Occupy Wall Street protests was a tax on those Americans in the highest income brackets. The 2012 NAAS asked respondents their views on the following statement: “In order to reduce the national deficit, the federal government should raise taxes on those earning more than $250,000 a year.” On this item, Figure 9 shows an overwhelming level of endorsement for this idea, with 79 percent either strongly or somewhat supporting it. (Among other AAPIs, 66 percent strongly or somewhat supported this idea.) As with health care reform's effects on vote choice, Figure A5 in the Appendix shows that net of other key factors, Korean Americans who supported the idea of taxing those earning more than $250,000 a year were significantly likelier to support Barack Obama for the U.S. presidency in 2012.

A third policy area that received somewhat faltering attention in the 2012 campaign was immigration reform. The 2012 NAAS focused on three policy proposals on issues affecting the large population of undocumented immigrants in the United States. Specifically, respondents were asked whether “undocumented or illegal immigrants should be allowed to get driver's licenses ... pay in-state tuition at public universities ... have an opportunity to eventually become U.S. citizens.” Each of these approaches show significant support among Korean Americans, with the idea
of a pathway to legal citizenship receiving the highest support. Notably, Korean Americans in each case supported the more liberal policy approach to immigration reform. Moreover, their support was markedly higher than that found among other AAPI respondents in the 2012 NAAS. With immigration policy, the effects of Korean Americans’ issued opinions on their support for Barack Obama are somewhat more modest, but nonetheless remain statistically significant, even after taking into account key demographic factors and partisanship (see Appendix Figure A6).

Lastly, the 2012 NAAS asked its Korean American respondents two items regarding U.S. policy toward the Koreas. One item asked if respondents agreed or disagreed that “[t]he recent Korea-US Free Trade Agreement will benefit the economies of both countries.” The second one asked about reactions to the statement, “The United States should increase humanitarian food aid to North Korea even if it means keeping Kim Jong-un in power.” On support for humanitarian aid, the opinions of Korean Americans are rather mixed, with 42 percent favoring the idea, 49 percent opposing it, and 10 percent opting to neither endorse nor object to it. By contrast, agreement that the KORUS-FTA would be mutually beneficial to both the United States and South Korea was widespread, with three out of four Korean Americans assenting to that view. This high level of support for the KORUS-FTA turns out to strongly predict whether or not Korean Americans, controlling for other factors, are likely to have voted for President Obama, an effect that is shown graphically in Figure A7 in the Appendix. The opinions on humanitarian aid to North Korea – conditioned on Kim Jong-un’s hold on political power – proved not to be a significant predictor of Korean Americans’ vote choice in 2012.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS**

This paper has delved into the heavily Democratic 2012 Korean American vote. Nearly five decades of demographic changes have led to an Asian American population that is increasingly an electoral force with which to be reckoned. Korean Americans are an important element of this growing Asian American electorate, with a population that continues to grow through immigration. The story behind the high rates of support for the Democrat Barack Obama among Koreans (and Asian Americans more generally), is not a tidy one in which partisan voting is guided by demographic foundation stones like one's socioeconomic or immigration status, or by the ruling force of one's identification with a political party. Specifically, analysis of data from the 2012 National Asian American Survey finds three key characteristics of the 2012 Korean American vote:

- First, in addition to the high levels of support for Barack Obama over Mitt Romney, a sizeable proportion are indecisive between the two major party presidential candidates and ambivalent in their willingness to identify with either the Democratic and Republican parties.
Second, Korean Americans exhibit a special bond with President Obama, net of how favorably they view the Democratic Party.

Third, the Korean American vote is strongly influenced by their views across a broad cross-section of policy issues like health care reform, immigration reform, fiscal reform, and U.S. trade policy with South Korea.

These elements of the 2012 vote carry three critical implications for the future role of Korean Americans in electoral politics:

First, given the growing size of the Korean American (and Asian American) population, this is a segment of the electorate that both Democratic and Republican parties can ill-afford to ignore.

Second, notwithstanding the strong support for Barack Obama in 2012, the Democratic Party cannot take the partisan consolidation of Korean Americans for granted. Many Korean Americans appear to support Obama the candidate, and not the party he headlined. Furthermore, a solid majority of Korean Americans still choose not to identify with the Democratic Party.

Third, based on the analysis in this paper, one of the most fruitful ways to appeal to Korean American voters is through their issue-based interests. In 2012, Korean Americans took views on issues that favored the Democratic Party. For the Republican Party to make a serious bid for a larger share of the Korean American vote in future elections, they will have to consider moderating some of their more extreme views on issues like health care reform, progressive taxation, and immigration reform.

APPENDIX

Additional Details on the 2012 National Asian American Survey

The 2012 NAAS is the second of two comprehensive and groundbreaking surveys of the political attitudes and behaviors of Asians in the United States. The first survey, the 2008 NAAS, interviewed 5,159 persons in eight languages by telephone between August 18, 2008 and October 29, 2008. The 2008 NAAS aimed to have a sufficiently large representation of the six largest Asian ethnic/national origin groups and its final sample yielded 1,350 Chinese, 1,150 Asian Indian, 719 Vietnamese, 614 Korean, 603 Filipino, and 541 Japanese origin respondents, with 182 additional respondents from other countries of Asia. The 2012 NAAS interviewed 6,257 persons by telephone between July 31, 2012 and October 20, 2012. Surveys were conducted by telephone in eleven languages (English, Cantonese, Hindi, Hmong, Khmer, Korean, Japanese, Tagalog, Thai, and Vietnamese). The sampling for the 2012 NAAS was broader than the 2008 NAAS, with oversamples of Native Hawaiian Pacific Islanders, Cambodians,
and Hmong and companion samples of White, African American, and Latino respondents. The sub-group breakdown of our Asian American sample was 827 Asian Indians, 743 Chinese, 633 Koreans, 599 Filipinos, 537 Vietnamese, 525 Japanese, 319 Hmong, 305 Cambodians, and 251 additional respondents from other Asian backgrounds. The Native Hawaiian Pacific Islander sample was 419 Hawaiians, 104 Samoans, and 48 other NHPIs. The non-AAPI comparison samples were 350 Whites, 309 African Americans, and 308 Latinos.

A description of and background materials on the National Asian American Survey project are available at www.naasurvey.com. The main findings of the 2008 NAAS are also contained in Janelle Wong, S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, Taeku Lee, and Jane Junn, Asian American Political Participation (Russell Sage Foundation Press, 2011). Junn, Lee, Ramakrishnan, and Wong were co-Principal Investigators of the 2008 NAAS; Lee and Ramakrishnan were co-Principal Investigators of the 2012 NAAS.

**Details on the Multivariate Statistical Analysis**

The figures in this appendix show the predicted probabilities of key factors on Korean Americans' likelihood of voting for Obama. The likelihood of voting for Obama is measured as the two-way preference between Obama and Romney among those Korean Americans who expressed a choice between these major party candidates. Figure A1 specifies the following possible demographic sources of explanation for this choice between Obama and Romney: the respondent's age, gender, education, family income, nativity, and English language proficiency. Figure A2 adds to these factors whether respondents identify as a Democrat or Republican. The remaining figures specify the above demographic factors, these two measures of party identification, and then add each additional factor examined in the respective figures (e.g., net favorability, policy opinions). The predicted probabilities are calculated by holding each of the remaining explaining variables in the statistical model at their mean values using the prgen command in Stata version 12.
Figure A1: The Effect of Education on Likelihood of Voting for Obama
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Figure A2: Effect of Party Identification on Likelihood of Voting for Obama
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Figure A3: Obama’s Net Favorability on Likelihood of Voting for Obama

Figure A4: Support for Affordable Care Act on Likelihood of Voting for Obama
Endnotes


2 http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/elections/how_groups_voted/voted_92.html. Accessed December 20th, 2012. This was the first available exit poll data on Asian Americans by a national exit poll. Prior to 2002, exit polls were conducted by the Voter Research and Surveys, a consortium of ABC News, CBS News, CNN, and NBC News.


4 All the percentages reported in this brief are weighted unless explicitly stated otherwise. Sample weights are calculated to balance the respondent sample to general population parameters for Asian Americans by nativity, sex, education, ethnic/national origin group, state of residence, and citizenship.

5 The effects of other demographic divisions, such as age, employment status, geography (both state of residence and residence in a battleground state), and language proficiency on the 2012 Korean American vote are either minimal or non-significant.


8 In the 2008 NAAS, this reluctance to identify with either the Democrats or Republicans was even higher, with 55% of Asian Americans as a group exhibiting some form of non-partisanship (20% Independents and 35% non-identifiers) and 45% of Korean Americans (11% Independents and 34% non-identifiers). The higher rates of "non-identification" in 2008 are most likely due to a minor change in question wording between the two surveys.


12 Only 48% of other AAPIs were somewhat or strongly supportive of allowing undocumented immigrants to receive driver's licenses; 50% liked the idea that undocumented immigrants should be allowed to pay in-state tuition for college; 63% supported a pathway to citizenship.
THE SEOUL NUCLEAR SECURITY SUMMIT: HOW MUCH OF A SUCCESS?

Miles A. Pomper

Abstract

The Seoul Nuclear Security Summit held in March 2012 was a watershed event for South Korea. It marked by far the largest gathering of world leaders on South Korean soil. In continuing a series of meetings initiated by President Obama two years ago, further cemented the already remarkably close ties between the current U.S. and ROK governments, and offered a showcase for the country’s burgeoning and increasingly export-oriented nuclear industry.

The summit’s ultimate impact is unclear, however. Despite the summit’s incremental steps forward on nuclear security, it seems clear that participants will fall far short of their ultimate goal of securing all vulnerable fissile materials when a four-year push initiated by the United States ends next year. That has led the United States and South Korea to chart out different paths for the future of the summit process, with Seoul advocating a more ambitious course and Washington a more conservative one. And while the summit polished South Korea’s global nuclear reputation, it remains to be soon how much the effort will further Seoul’s goals to win new contracts overseas and obtain concessions in bilateral nuclear negotiations with the United States.
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INTRODUCTION

The Seoul Nuclear Security Summit held in March 2012 was a watershed event for South Korea. It marked by far the largest gathering of world leaders on South Korean soil, offering a visible demonstration of the ROK’s rise to global prominence. In continuing a series of meetings initiated by President Obama two years ago, it further cemented the already remarkably close ties between the current U.S. and ROK governments. By giving Seoul a lead role on a crucial issue affecting nuclear energy, it offered a showcase for the country’s burgeoning and increasingly export-oriented nuclear industry.

The South Korean government made the most of the opportunity, operating the anti-nuclear terrorism summit with military-like efficiency for the fifty-plus governments in attendance. Seoul provided a theme song, catchy logo and endless banners proclaiming “beyond security, towards peace.” Troops and police officers were out in force, worsening already dreadful Seoul traffic as they rerouted vehicles away from the summit site.

It’s not clear, however, if the summit’s impact will last much longer than the temporary barriers at the COEX center. Despite the summit’s incremental steps forward on nuclear security, it seems clear that participants will fall far short of their ultimate goal of securing all vulnerable fissile materials when a four-year push initiated by the United States ends next year. That has led the United States and South Korea to chart out different paths for the future of the summit process, with Seoul advocating a more ambitious course and Washington a more conservative one. And while the summit polished South Korea’s global nuclear reputation, it is not clear how much the effort will further Seoul’s goals to win new contracts overseas and obtain concessions in bilateral nuclear negotiations with the United States.

BACKGROUND

Since taking office in January 2009, President Barack Obama has made nuclear weapons issues a centerpiece of his foreign policy. Not only did his well-known April 2009 speech in Prague call for seeking a “world without nuclear weapons,” Obama also brought a new level of attention to the problem of nuclear security: preventing terrorists from stealing nuclear materials or threatening nuclear facilities. For decades, such efforts had received attention only at lower levels of government. However, since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, concerns had grown that nuclear materials—especially those from less secure, civilian facilities—could fall into the hands of hostile, non-state actors. Beginning with President George W. Bush, the United States had ramped up its efforts to secure fissile material holdings at home and abroad. President Obama put his signature on the effort by bringing top-level attention to the issue.
The 2010 Washington Nuclear Security Summit

In his Prague speech, President Obama had identified nuclear terrorism as the most serious threat to international security and announced plans to hold a nuclear security summit in 2010. The 2010 Nuclear Security Summit (NSS) was convened in Washington with the intention of bolstering support for existing initiatives and strengthening international cooperation through a four-year intense effort. The Washington summit’s scope was intentionally narrow, focusing only on civil fissile materials (plutonium and highly enriched uranium) and sidestepping issues of securing radiological sources, creating guidelines for dealing with accumulations of separated plutonium, and securing military fissile material. To be sure the subject matter ranked low on the list of priorities for many other world leaders; nonetheless, they were eager to attend the summit as it gave them the opportunity to meet with and curry favor with a popular U.S. President and recent recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize. Delegates from forty-seven nations—one-third of IAEA members and one-quarter of UN members—attended, with thirty-eight delegations being represented by heads of state.

Obama successfully leveraged his prestige by getting global leaders and their subordinates to give greater priority to a concern that they have too often seen as a U.S. responsibility and to bring some long-stalled nuclear security efforts to completion. But in terms of building a foundation for long-term nuclear security, the first meeting made only a limited contribution. The meeting produced a communiqué, which set broad goals, and a work plan that detailed objectives for all states. The work plan emphasized cooperation, whether through sharing information or coordinating efforts among states on various levels. Though all countries supported these documents, the commitments and goals were strictly voluntary, provided numerous caveats and only vaguely specified which new measures should be applied and in what time frame. Moreover, participation in the summit itself was limited to a “coalition of the willing” in a desire to avoid diplomatic sideshows, but that also meant excluding some countries, like Iran and North Korea, with significant nuclear programs or fissile materials. In this way, the Obama administration was able to steer clear of controversy but also was hampered in tackling the nuclear terrorism threat.

In many ways the most concrete progress from the Washington summit were individual state commitments, referred to informally as “house gifts.” The White House announced that fifty-four national commitments were made by twenty-nine countries. These included pledges to donate money to the IAEA, remove or secure nuclear material, prevent nuclear smuggling, ratify or support existing conventions and treaties, and convert reactors from running on nuclear-weapons usable highly enriched uranium (HEU) to safer low-enriched uranium (LEU).

The last promise was particularly important. Unlike its cousin, plutonium, HEU is suitable for use in the simplest kind of nuclear weapon, a so-called “gun-type”
In gun-type devices, one subcritical piece of fissile material is fired at another subcritical target. Together they form a critical mass and spark a chain reaction. The process is so simple and well understood that such a device does not need to be explosively tested; even the first such bomb, which was dropped on Hiroshima in 1945, was not tested prior to its use. Terrorists who acquired a sufficient quantity of HEU would not need to be backed by the scientific and financial resources of a state to construct such a nuclear device.

Yet even these important commitments were not an unqualified success. First, most of the pledges required minimal action on the part of the state and often reaffirmed initiatives already underway (such as Russia’s plans to close its plutonium production facilities made prior to the 2010 NSS). Second, not all states made such commitments; almost half of them, in fact, left the summit without promising any deliverables beyond the vague commitments in the communiqué and work plan. Perhaps more problematically, states were able to set their own standards as to what constituted progress. Not surprisingly, they produced an international version of what has been called the “Lake Wobegon effect,” in which they might all claim to be leaders in achieving nuclear security. As a result, states could even claim success when they realized different levels of commitments toward the same goals. For example, some states pledged to ratify an important 2005 amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM) that would require them to protect material held within their borders; therefore should they fail to fulfill their pledge they would be judged as failing at nuclear security. However, others had not even ratified the underlying convention (governing materials in international transit), but since they did not pledge to do so, could not be said to violate a summit commitment. In addition, rather than being required to satisfy any hard and fast requirements, states could claim success with even token gestures such as pledging to “consider” initiatives or to conduct feasibility studies without taking concrete action either way.

Moreover, while the new national commitments were welcome, they merely added new swaths to the already vast and yet inadequate patchwork of international nuclear-security efforts. Nuclear standards on the ground and adherence to various treaties, guidelines and regulations vary greatly from country to country. The result is a nuclear-security regime with enough loopholes to drive a truck through (one hopes not literally).

**The Decision to Have South Korea Host the 2012 Summit**

At the Washington Summit, states also agreed that South Korea would host another nuclear-security summit in 2012. On the face of it, South Korea was a strange choice to host, given that it neither possessed nuclear weapons nor the materials to make them—highly enriched uranium and/or separated plutonium. But Obama’s first choice, Russia, turned down the opportunity, and South Korea’s president
Lee Myung-bak was eager to raise Seoul’s standing on the global stage as part of his campaign for a “global Korea.” Holding the summit in Seoul also provided an opportunity for the country’s growing nuclear-energy industry to gain a global showcase for its wares. Over the past few decades, South Korea has emerged as the world’s fifth-largest nuclear energy producer and a new nuclear plant exporter. Its 2009 deal to sell four reactors to the UAE for $20 billion has only whetted Seoul’s appetite for more such agreements with Korea’s government and industry competing eagerly to win a greater share of the global nuclear market.

Nonetheless, as the 2102 summit approached, many in South Korea—both politicians and average citizens—found the summit’s planned subject matter of only marginal interest. Questions about the wisdom of the summit became more frequent after renewed North Korean saber rattling and the March 2011 accident at Fukushima in neighboring Japan made resolving issues of nuclear proliferation and safety appear far more important. Nor was South Korea alone in this sentiment. Other countries shared similar concerns, believing that the United States had devoted too much attention to the threat of nuclear terrorism at the expense of nuclear nonproliferation, safety and disarmament issues and the peaceful expansion of nuclear energy to developing countries.

THE SEOUL SUMMIT: SUCCESSES AND SETBACKS

Success for Nuclear Security?

Intent on having the summit viewed as a success domestically and internationally, South Korea sought to assuage those domestic and international concerns while ensuring that the commitments from the 2010 summit were met.

To address domestic concerns after Fukushima, Seoul made a big push to focus part of the summit on nuclear safety issues, that is preventing accidental (rather than intentional) radiation releases. Under U.S pressure, it narrowed this aspect of the summit to areas where nuclear safety and security overlap. But to the surprise of both countries, some developing countries challenged even this limited focus on nuclear safety issues. These countries argued that there were other international forums, such as within the International Atomic Energy Agency, where nuclear safety issues could be addressed. Ultimately, a lunch at the summit was dedicated to the subject and the communiqué called for nuclear security and safety measures to be “designed, implemented, and managed in nuclear facilities in a coherent and synergistic manner.”

By including language in the communiqué on the interface between and safety and security and urging the securing of spent fuel and nuclear waste, South Korea also sought to address concerns that terrorists might draw some unfortunate lessons from the Fukushima accident and seek to cause similar problems intentionally through sabotage.
Another initiative sought to win support for the summit process from countries that, like South Korea, do not possess highly enriched uranium or separated plutonium. Led by Germany, the initiative focused on enhancing accountability and securing far more numerous and often more vulnerable radiological sources. These sources are used in thousands of civilian applications—such as the cesium chloride that many hospitals use to irradiate blood—and are often in locations that are far more open to the public than nuclear reactors. They are incapable of generating a nuclear explosion that can kill hundreds of thousands of people. But they can be used in “dirty bombs” which use conventional explosives to distribute the radiological materials, contaminating areas and risking cancers and other health effects, and likely generating considerable public panic and economic costs.

Dealing with this threat makes good political and strategic sense, but the summit only made a small dent in the problem. It merely encourages states to ratify relevant international instruments and put relevant guidelines into national practice; establish registers of high-activity radioactive sources; and work cooperatively to maintain control over disused sources and recover lost, missing, or stolen sources. Given the significant scope and expense of addressing the issue, more concrete commitments are needed. South Korea showed initiative at this area at the summit by signing an agreement with Vietnam to establish a pilot program that would allow that Southeast Asian nation to build something akin to Korea’s renowned radiological tracking system.

Procedurally, the commitment to radioactive sources was elaborated in a new type of international instrument pioneered by the summit, a “gift basket” in which certain states willing to move faster than some other summit members make a collective pledge. Other important gift baskets addressed such issues as information security (i.e., protecting against threats such as cyberattacks), anti-nuclear smuggling (where fourteen states pledged to fund such efforts) and developing new non-HEU based research reactor fuel (South Korea participated in the pledge and made an important technical contribution). And some states continued to make important announcements by themselves, such as Jordan’s establishment of a counter-smuggling team.

South Korea had also made clear that one of its top priorities for the summit was to ensure that the national commitments made at the 2010 summit were carried out and its diplomats quietly prodded other countries to do so. Seoul was highly successful in this regard. According to an authoritative independent report, about eighty percent of the commitments had been met in the run-up to the summit and only two percent had failed to see any progress whatsoever. Among the more important commitments to be met were the removal of 234 kilograms of highly enriched uranium from Ukraine to Russia and the establishment of a large number of Nuclear Security Training and Support Centers around the globe.
Still, there were setbacks on implementation—even in the United States and South Korea. At the Washington summit, the United States had pledged to accelerate efforts to ratify two key nuclear security treaties, the 2005 amendment to the CPPNM and the International Convention for the Suppression of Nuclear Terrorism (ICSANT). At that time, the treaties themselves had been endorsed by the Senate, but the full Congress still needed to pass legislation implementing the measures in U.S. law before the U.S. could ratify the treaty. Two years later, the situation hadn’t changed; indeed, no one in Congress had even introduced the legislation. South Korea had made similar progress by the 2012 summit: the National Assembly had approved the treaties in 2011 but had also not yet passed implementing legislation. More broadly, South Korea failed to see some of its important goals realized—particularly on efforts to minimize HEU. France had led an effort, supported by the United States, to approve “HEU Management Guidelines,” meant to encourage states to minimize HEU stocks, securely manage any HEU they had, and publicly declare their holdings of the material. But the French proposal ran into opposition from some developing countries (such as South Africa) who preferred to see the issue discussed within the International Atomic Energy Agency, not the summit or other outside process where they hold less sway. Similarly, South Africa beat back calls for it to downblend to LEU the more than 600 kilograms of HEU that it holds. And Russia, which has the largest number of civilian facilities using HEU, dashed hopes that it would commit at the summit to converting some of those facilities to the use of LEU. Indeed Russia, despite its outsize role in nuclear matters, failed to bring a single “house gift” and (along with Canada) was also an obstacle to an effort to set a 2015 deadline to convert all medical isotope production facilities from using HEU to LEU. Instead, the summit had to settle for an important, but lesser pledge by three European countries (Belgium, France, and the Netherlands) to meet that 2015 deadline for conversion. 

Most importantly, the summit once again failed to make sufficient progress on the core goal of securing all vulnerable fissile materials. Indeed, the administration would have no means of judging whether it was achieved: there are no minimum international legal standards for nuclear security, nor is there any requirement that a country’s security be evaluated to ensure that it is meeting the standard. To be sure, summit participants did pledge in the communiqué to “strive to use” what are seen as IAEA baseline guidelines and “reflect them into national practice.” Yet, if the threat of nuclear terrorism is to be reduced—and the nuclear-security-summit process to remain worthy of the attention of world leaders—it must at least make an effort to mandate such rules as a minimum legal standard and part of a broad framework for nuclear security.

The lack of movement in this direction was not the fault of South Korea, but of the United States. Washington was fearful that a more ambitious agenda would be
blocked by resistance from states such as Russia and Pakistan, which are inclined to dismiss the threat of nuclear terrorism, as well as developing countries who fear that new nuclear security instruments would further hinder their nuclear security aspirations.\textsuperscript{17} The Obama Administration instead focused on chalking up dozens of small victories. The lack of a broader vision meant that South Korea and other participants were left trying to understand and to explain to their publics why any of these measures mattered. While it would have been too much to ask to have such global rules approved at the Seoul summit, it might have made some initial steps in this direction.\textsuperscript{18}

In any case, some leaders have called for the next summit in 2014 in the Netherlands to move in this direction. For instance Australian Prime Minister Julia Gillard told the Seoul summit that:

\begin{quote}
I think we need to establish an accountability framework on nuclear security that builds confidence beyond 2014. In that regard, one thing that we might consider would be regular peer reviews of our domestic nuclear security arrangements that would ensure ongoing transparency and keep each of us, and all of us, on our toes, which is where we should be as we deal with this challenge.\textsuperscript{19}
\end{quote}

**Success for Korea’s Interests?**

While the summit results may have been a mixed success for nuclear security, it was unequivocally a step forward in achieving many of South Korea’s national goals. Following on the heels of the 2010 G-20 summit, South Korea showed that it could once again serve as an excellent host for an important global event. By working with the United States, but clearly taking charge of the summit and putting forward its own initiatives, Seoul also showed again that it was an important player in its own right on the global stage. And by holding the meeting in a prosperous, thriving nuclear-weapon-free democracy—soon after North Korea had conducted long-range missile tests—South Korea offered a vivid and politically useful counterpoint to its northern neighbor.

Aside from the political gains from the summit, South Korea also scored indirect economic benefits. The ROK is seeking to build eighty reactors (worth $400 billion) overseas by 2030 and was able to use the event to advance its commercial prospects in potential overseas markets.\textsuperscript{20} Shortly after the summit, Korea’s state-owned Korea Electric Power Company (KEPCO) announced that it was moving up its timetable for constructing the UAE nuclear reactors in a bid to boost future sales. Many of its potential customers attended the summit including Finland, India, Lithuania, Malaysia, South Africa, Turkey, and Vietnam. Shortly before the summit, Finland invited KEPCO to bid against Japan and France for
the construction of its next plant; during the summit Korean officials met their Turkish counterparts at a time when South Korea was locked in a competition with China and Japan to build a nuclear power plant in Sinop, Turkey.\textsuperscript{21}

Those benefits were reinforced by an “industry summit” that nuclear energy leaders held in Seoul the day before the summit. Unlike a similar event in Washington, which served mainly as a platform for CEO chest-thumping, the Seoul industry meeting drafted a joint statement committing companies to take a number of important steps in areas such as HEU minimization, the nuclear safety/nuclear security interface, and information security.\textsuperscript{22} Seoul then followed this up by providing the visiting executives with a tour of South Korea’s nuclear facilities, another opportunity to boost sales.

\section*{2014 AND BEYOND}

The next and perhaps final nuclear summit is scheduled for 2014 in the Netherlands. Relevant White House officials have called for transferring responsibility for enhancing international efforts on nuclear security matters to international organizations such as the IAEA, UN Office of Disarmament Affairs, and the Security Council committee implementing a broad series of UN resolution on WMD materials. Other countries are also far from enthusiastic about continuing the summit process.\textsuperscript{23}

U.S. officials have also derided efforts to impose universal standards for security or require peer inspections as “chasing rainbows,” claiming they would make little headway as compared to the current country-by-county incremental approach. Laura Holgate who led day-to-day summit preparations for the United States said after that summit that she was wary of “the notion of spending time now to actually negotiate new treaties when we can’t even get universalization of the existing treaties. I’d rather spend time with the doers than the ditherers and what the summit has done so far is empower the doers.”\textsuperscript{24} Holgate instead suggested some lesser efforts that the United States or the nuclear industry could take on its own.

South Korean officials, by contrast, have called for the development of a “long-term vision” on nuclear security at the 2014 Summit and for strengthening the international legal regime on nuclear security significantly, including mandatory legal standards and a process of peer review. According to experts, several different strategies might be used to achieve this goal. One would be to develop a framework agreement embodying such principles among like-minded countries such as South Korea, Australia, and some European states and then seek to get other countries to sign on. Another might be having supplying countries use their leverage to condition any nuclear trade on such standards and peer review mechanisms. A third might be permitting IAEA safeguards inspectors to report back formally to
the IAEA on security-related issues uncovered during inspections. In any case, South Korean diplomats have said that they hope that a debate over the ultimate goal of this process, including a specific action plan will be held before 2014 and will result in adoption by the Netherlands summit.

Relevant Korean officials have also differed from their U.S. counterparts in calling for an examination of different options for the summit process after 2014, including something akin to the U.S. approach, or perhaps less frequent or lower-level (i.e. ministerial) meetings.

Formally, the Dutch will lead the process to decide both these questions, but the ROK and the U.S. are expected to form the other two-thirds of the key decision-making troika. Korean officials also plan to work particularly hard before 2014 on coordinating and advancing efforts to improve nuclear safety and security and to develop technology to improve nuclear security.

CONCLUSION

As the summit recedes into the past, it is likely to leave a residue of good feelings around the globe about South Korea, and particularly its nuclear program. Those positive views may well bolster South Korea’s nuclear exports, its role in the global nuclear policymaking and scientific communities, and support for its stance towards North Korea. Nowhere are these gains likely to be larger than in the United States, which is grateful to Seoul for successfully continuing a process begun by President Obama. Particularly if the two sides can narrow their differences over the future of the nuclear security summit process, those positive feelings should continue into the next U.S. and South Korean administrations.

Nonetheless, to what degree Seoul can spend the political capital it has accumulated is another matter. Seoul’s business hopes depend on many other factors, most notably questions about the future of nuclear power in a post-Fukushima world both in South Korea—where public support for nuclear power has dropped sharply—and outside the country. Nor will this gratitude translate directly into U.S. acquiescence to Seoul’s goal in nuclear cooperation negotiations. The two sides remain at odds over key aspects of how their nuclear cooperation will proceed after their current bilateral cooperation agreement expires in 2014. Seoul continues to press for Washington to grant it advanced consent to recycle (or pyroprocess) spent fuel and to enrich uranium. However, the United States has sought to limit the global spread of these technologies (including to South Korea) as they can be used to produce fissile material for nuclear weapons as well as fuel for nuclear reactors. If Seoul is ultimately to win U.S. support, it is likely to have to continue taking on greater leadership responsibilities in the global nuclear nonproliferation regime as well as resolve particular technical and political concerns about using such technologies.
In any case, serious negotiations for a new bilateral cooperation agreement are only expected to take place once new administrations are in place in both countries. Depending on the results of the twin 2012 presidential elections, Seoul and Washington may not enjoy the same kind of unusually close relations that they have seen during the Obama and Lee administrations. Their outcome—as well as other steps taken by Seoul and Washington on nuclear security and nuclear nonproliferation—will determine the ultimate significance of the 2012 Seoul Nuclear Security Summit.
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